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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1958
EMPLOYER ASSAULTS
Girl Escapes From One I
°Attack; Man Runs Her
Down, Rapes 2nd Time
A 15-year-old Woodstock Training school student,
who volunteered to substitute for her mother on a house-
cleaning job after school, was raped last week by her white
employer, who threatened to kill her if she did not keep
quiet about the incident.
Arrested and held to the state 
on a charge of violating the age daughter was kept at the man's
dr consent was Julian Yancey, home much later than usual, and
white, of 3745 Overton Crossing that when she did no: show up
rd., who entered a plea of not after 8 p. m., when she was sup-
guilty. posed to have come back at 7:30
Ac larding to the victim's moth- she went to a neighbor's home and
or, ae the had two housecleaning called Yancey. 
jobs scheduled for the same eve-
ning, and was already working on DAUGHTER TELLS
41
job when the man came to "He said. 'You must not be un-
1us 
home to transport her to his easy about her. I'll bring her home
e to work. Her daughter just as soon as my wife comes
back,' " the student's mother said.'
The distraught mother said that
Make both jobs." some time after the man did bring
DIDN'T LOOK RIGHT ' the girl home, and quickly drove
Her daughter, she said, worked 'away. When her daughter came
for the man, for whom she herself to the house crying, she 
said that
had already worked on three or- she asked her what was the
casions. for three evenings, and, matter, and that the child sobbing-
that nothing unusual occurred to ly said, "Nothing.' and then burst
indicate that the man was any- into tears and latter explained
thing but a gentleman during that what had /happened during the
time. levening,.
Last week, she said, Yancey She said that Yancey, accordingI
came to the house to get the girt, to the girl's explanation, had car-
and had some other men in the ried the girl to the house and had
car with him. She said that her gone away with his friends. When
son.in-law told her that be man he returned at 8:00, the child had'
"didn't look right," and appeared finished with the cleaning and
to be intoxicated, i was waiting to be taken home




said, "I'll go in mama's place,
ixrause it's too hard for her to
If there Ls to be any change in the present plan of
barring Memphis Negroes from receiving credit for a
course in child psychology being presented over the educa-
tional television station, WKNO, it will have to come from
the university of Tennessee, Keith Nighbert, program di-
rector of the. station told the Tri-
State Defender this week.
"We have placed no restrictiosn
on who might take the course,"
he said. !
There wi:s considerable protest
last week from the Memphis BoardI
iik
Education when it was learned*
t Negroes would nct be admit-
to the course being offered 
by
the school's extension 
division,
for the station is being 
operated I
on funds provided through 
taxes,1
Many Negro teachers and nurs-
es would like to take the 
course.
and on applying woeld be 
sent
books and pamphlets just like 
any
TO DIRECT CAMP l'APA-
WING° — Mrs. Therese Williams
will serve as the director of Camp
Tapawingo again this summer. it
has been announced by Mrs. M. I.
Ilawkins, chairman of the Taps
wing° Committee ot Tenn,-Ark,-
Was. Girl Scout Council, Mrs. V/11.
Hams has directed Tapawingo for
the past four years, serving in this
capacity when the camp wan lo-
cated at Fuller Park, Until Sep-
tember, 1957, Mrs. Williams was,
a member of the professional staff
on the Tenn.•Ark.-Miss, Girl Scout
Council. since that time she has Activities of the segregationists Saturday's meeting, although at
worked with the Board of Educe- have caused trouble for the credit Bone juncture some 18 officers of
thin as a leacher of handicapped union members over a period of the Memphis Police Department,
eildrea. months on the issue of whether led by a lieutenant were called
Credit Union used a court order Saturday to assure an
Integrated meeting of the organization held in the recrea-
tion room of the Frayser Shopping Center Theater.
According to George L. Holloway Jr., veteran mem-
tense moments 36 pt.
her of the credit union and an
International Harvester Company,
employe, some 1.34 Negro mem-
bers of the organization assembled
for Saturday's meeting, although
it was scheduled to be held in
Frayser. Frayser is regarded in
some (wafters as a hot-bed of
Pro-Southerner and segregational-
ist sentiment in Memphis.
•
or not Negro members could at-
tend meetings on an integrated
basis. In one or two instances,
meetings have been disrupted
or shifted about because of the
agitation. Negro members have in-
sisted on the right to attend meet
ings on a non-segregated basis.
CALLED POLICE
No serious trouble developed at
Negro members of the racially-mixed Harvester Lane into the assembly room.
This situation came about, ac-
cording to an eye-witness, when a
white Credit Union member nam-
ed Don Clay told a Negro mem-
ber, Philander Pugh, to go to the
other side of the meeting room
to participate in the business that
was to follow.
Pugh refused to go, and con-
tinue!i filling out his ballot.
Union members were voting on a
slate of officers for the organiza-
tion. Clay announced he would
summon the police and left the
room. Five or six minutes later
he returned followed by six offic-
ers and the lieutenant. Later eight
more officers arrived in the room.
NO WARRANT, NO ARRESTS
The lieutenant asked who called
for officers and what was the corn-
other students. Their only contact
with the school would be on the
date when they applied to take
the final examination.
DIDN'T KNOW
But Theodore Weber, director of
the university's extension division,
said, that Negroes could not be
admitted, because the course is
taught on the undergraduate level,
and for that reason Negroes would
not be eligible to enter for college
credit.
Members of the Board of Edo.
cation said that they did not know
that WKNO was offering courses
that were being given on a segre-
gated basis, Mrs. Arthur Sessel,
who said that "we have no Nisi-
ness pouring money into courses
closed to Negroes," promised that
the matter would be discussed at
the next Board meeting.
The station's president, Julian
Bondurant, said that he could not
give any comment OG the situa-
tion, until he had had some time
to think it over. Prior to being
notified by a reporter, he said
that he had not known that Negroes
could not take the course.
or sugetstions to the girl. 11/1-,en she
failed te respond, he seized her,
and carried her into the bedroom
and attacked her.
RUNS GIRL DOWN
The mother of the girl said that
the child told her that during the
incident the telephone rang, and
that while the man answered it
she managed to escape and was 1
running down the driveway, when
Yancey burst from the house,
caught her, and drug her back
into the house and continued his
attack upon her.
Before driving the girl home, the
mother said her daughter told her
that the man made the child go
into the bedroom and comb her
hair, and that he then drove her
home. During the ride, she said
that the man told her daughter
that if she divulged what had oc-
curred at his home that he would
kill her
The mother said that she and
(See RAPE page 2)
ARRIVING — A smiling Min-
nie Jean Brown, arriving in
New York. has a carsage Mo-
rd on her by Anona Ilollaid
at Idlewild airport. Expelled
Price 15c
SCHOOL GIRL, 15
MINNIE JEAN L R.
LEAVING — A tearful Min-
nie Jean Brown (center-fac•
ing caniera) expelled from
strife-torn Little Rock Central
high school, is consoled by
friends and former fellow stu-
dents as she left Little Rock
for New York to attend school
for the balance of the semes-
from Little Rock Central high
school, Minnie Jean will con-
tinue her studies in New York
at the New Lincoln school,
ter. She vooed to return to
Central high next dell. Plane
was delayed 40 minutes as
FBI agents checked fellow
passengers' luggage after it
was rumored a bomb may
have been placed aboard. INP
Soundphoto.
which offered her a scholar-
ship. She's vowed she'll re-




A crusade to curb and prevent juvenile delinquency
among the teenagers in this
members of the Buff City
of Junior Gallic Clubs.
Scheduled to begin the first
run for an indefinite period, the;
young people will discuss good,
citizenship in panel discussions at:
various churches, and over radio'
stations, WLOK and WDIA.
Subjects which will be discuss-
ed by the young panelists during
the crusade will include alcohol-
ism, profanity, murder, thefts, self
respect and respect for others,
driving, voting, sex, religion, and
school attendance.
area is being planned by the
and Shelby County Council
week in March, and to
"All of these subjects are vital-
ly important if we are to raise
the social standards of Memphis
and Sheby county," a spokesman
for the organization said recently.
Improvement in the areas to be
added, would go a long way in
covered in discussions, it was
added, would go a long way in
(See TEENAGERS page 2) I
SLAIN BY NEIGHBOR —
Roosevelt Meyets, jr. of 3079
Alcorn ave., the father of four
small children, was stabbed to
death on Saturday in the Broad
Si. Cafe by a neighbor, Wil.
Ham "Rubber" Hudson, who is
said to have held an old grudge
against the victim. An em-
ployee of the Kroger company,
Mr. Myers was the son of
Roosevelt Myers, Sr., a well-
known resident of the Bing-
hampton community. Hudson
fled fa:glowing the incident, and
at press time was still being
sought by police.
When Louis Barnes, a 28-year-old disabled Korean
war veteran opens the store which is soon to be built for
him on Canada rd., some of his first customers might hear
the young storekeeper singing, "I'm So Glad, Trouble Don't
Last Always."
Cooling to his assistance recent- 
ly was Asst. City Atty. Robert on D
W. Pharr, who served on the gen- 
plus 2, needed someone to
take care of a few head of cattle
on his 39-acre plot, so when Mr.
Barnes applied, he said that he,
was quite impressed with the Ko-
rean veteran's background.
LIKE MANNA FROM ABOVE
At present there is a small two-
room shack on the property, but
Mr. Pharr said that it is not fit
As a soldier stationed in Japan 
for habitation. He was also con-
cerned by the fact that the Young
with an infantry regiment, Mr.
Barnes was among the firstapart from thier father. He said
veteran's five children were living
American troops dispatched to the 
l 
Korean peninsula when the Com-
munist invaded the Southern part
of the country.
Facing the enemy soon after
landing in that country, Mr. Barn-
es. as a 20-year-old master ser.
geant, found himself in command
of 376 men after all of the officers
in his unit had been killed.
HIT BY GRENADE
Firing at the advancing troops
from a machine position, and at-
tempting to give orders to the oth-
er soldiers at the same time, he
said that he had not noticed that
the Reds had sneaked in behind
him until one of them tossed
grenade at him.
While attempinb to fight hls way
Out of a sea of Reds, the young
veteran said that he was shot
through the back, and does not
remember the other part of the
story.
When
i an army hospital in Texas,
 he came to, he said, he
a4;a 
where he remained for several
months before being transferred
to Kennedy VA hospital here.
Mr. Pharr, who landed in France
eral staff of the Fifth Corp in
Europe as a colonel during World
War II. It was reasonable that
Mr. Pharr would come to the aid
of Mr. Barnes, for the young
man, who has had quite a bit of
bad luck since he left the serv-
ice, has a brilliant war record.




The Memphis branch of the N.
A, A. C. P. launched its 1958 Vic-
tory Membership Campaign last
Thursday evening at the Univer-
sal Life Insurance company build-
ing with a "push-off" meeting.
The goal for this year has been
set at 10,000 memberships.
Leading out in this year's cam-
paign' for new memberships as
chairman and co-chairman are Dr.
I. A. Watson, jr., and Rev. David
S. Cunningham, pastor of Collins
Chapel CME church, and uresi-
dent of the CME Alliance.
Dr. Watson and Rev. Cunning-
ham have asked ministers and
other community and organization-
al leaders to give them active
support in the present campaign.
Each person who joins the or-
ganization is asked to get his
friends to likewise.
Several mammoth membership
rallies will be staged during the
campaign.
HERO TO OPEN STORE —
Louis Barnes, a 28-year-old
disabled veteran of the Korean
war, who was severely wound-
ed ohile leading 376 men
against the Reds after all of
the officers had been killed.
 1BROTHERHOODEx-Army Colonel Gives
Helping Hand To A Hero
By STAFF WRITER that he decided to build a store
on the property, and the plans
which he presented to the Shelby
County Board of Adjustment were
approved.
Being set up in business will be
almost like receiving manna from
heaven for Mr, Barnes. Discharg-
ed in 1955 he has been receiving
a pension of only $109 a month,
and he found that insuficient to
take care of his wile and five chil-
dren, but — at the same time, he
said, he was unable to find a job
which would allow him to work
and not irritate his old war wounds
at the same time.
"Each year I pick cotton for
a while," he said, "but my old
injuries always act up and 1 have
to quit."
The young veteran's troubles
(See HERO page!)
will open a store on Canada: '
rd, in the near future. The
store is being erected by Asst.
City Atty. Robert W. Pharr,
who was a colonel during
World Wei II in Europe. (Pho-
to by Withers.)
Bold Fellow With An
Axe Stops A Bullet
Norman Lloyd Ray, 44, of St.
Louis, who parked a stolen cigar-
ette vendor service truck in the
rear of the Pentecostal Temple
Church of God in Christ, in Mem-
phis, was shot on Tuesday after-
noon when police arrived and
found him trying to open a strong
box in the rear of the vehicle,
which, according to police offic-
ials, contained nearly $750.
Ray, who has a record of 39
previous arrests with the Memphis
Police department, sought to flee
after being told to stop by Pa-
trolman W. S. Schultz and Lt. R.
I. Finch, as he attempted to go
around the corner of the church.
The bullet entered his back,
just to the right of the spine.
The truck was parked at 339-
Beale at,, when it was stolen, and
police were combing the city in
See BOLD page 21
Tense Moments...Showdown At Credit Union Meeting 1
plaint. Clay told about Negro
members' failure to follow an ori-
ginal directive from meeting chair-
' man, Estes Kuykendall that they
assemble in a section of the room
separate from the white members.
The officer then wanted to know
who wr:4 causing any trouble. Clay
indicated Pugh, and other Negroes
present who had not followed Kura,
kendaIrs instructions. The police
lieutenant then announced that it
would he necessary for Clay to get.
a warrant for anybody's arrest,
and until such a warrant, contain-
ing spee ilk complaints was obtain-
ed, no arrests would be made.
The officers then left the room.
Mr. Holloway stated that the vot-
ing for officers of the credit union
then proceeded peacefully. Negro
members, men and women, select-
ed seats or stood anywhere they
wished in the assembly room.
There were no further incidents.
In fact, the meeting ended on a
note of friendly harmony, as Ne-
gro and white members participat-
ed in a door prize drawing. Prizes
were won and distributed, with all
numbers being drawn from the
same box, and without any show
of racial feeling.
The balloting did not result in
any Negro's being elected an of-
ficer. But, a spokesman for the
Negro members said, it was felt
'that a principle had been estab-
lished in the matter of integrat-
ed versus segregated meetings.
The question of integrated versus
segregated members arose in the
credit union group first in 1056,
when activities of pro-segrega-
tionist groups became pronounced
in Memphis. It was then that of-
ficials of the union, obviously, in-
fluenced by segregationists in the
membership, began indicating a
desire that Negro members either
meet separately or accept segre-
gated seating at the meetings.
FORMED THE UNION
Negro members refused this ar-
rangement, remembered that when!
the union was formed in 1949, Ne-
groes employed at International
Harvester company, were among
the leaders in forming the credit
union. Veteran employes like Odell
Coleman and Mr. Holloway, along
with others, were among the first'
to put Up their money to join.
Mr. Coleman is a charter member.
When efforts were made to seg.
regata Negro members attending
meetings in 1956 and later in 1957,
at Ellis Auditorium and elsewhere,
the matter was carried to court.
(See MEETING page 2)
SUPREME LIBERTY
MOVES TO VANCE
The Supreme Liberty 1.ife
Insurance company District
Office announced its new office
location. It la 656 Vance Av-
enue. The firm will be at the
new spot March 1, 1938. The
Supreme Liberty telephone
number is JA 6.4845. F.. R.
Payne is district office man-
ager.
2 DEFENDER
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Universal Upgrades
Miss F. M. Hassell
Mrs. Frances Massey Hassell, Lauderdale,
 in her present poet-
employed by the Universal Life
Insurance company for the past 10
tvars, was recently promoted to
administrative assistant to the sec-
retary of the company.
; Mrs. Hassidl, who lives at 3022.
MISS HASSELL
lion will handle the company's ad-
vertising, public relations, and
other matters pertaining to execu-
tive affairs.
B. G. Olive, jr., vice president
and secretary of the company,
said, "Mrs. Hassell started out as
a cashier at one of our branch
offices, and received a broad con-
cept of those qualities which are
vital in dealing with the public.
She also learned how to deal with
the field personnel, and became
familiar with their problems.
"Since coming to the home of-
fice," Mr. Olive said, 'she has
served efficiently in every office
that has been entrusted to her."
Mrs. Hassell, a native of Wood-
stock, Tenn , was graduated from
the Shelby County Trebling
school at Woodstock, and has at-
tended Lane college and the Rob-
inson Business college in Jackson.
Henderson Business college, and
has taken extension work from
Tennessee State A and I univer-
sity.
She is the mother of one daugh-
ter, Marian, an eighth grade stu-
dent at the St. Anthony school.
Nashville Visitor
Killed By Auto
Nd3HVILLLE, Tenn. — Lovely Mrs. Baena Sadella Johnson of
Patrjejs Lee Winder, recent grad- 5755 3. Michigan aye., Chicago.
uate- of Depaul university, was She was a member of Delta
killed Sunday in Nashville, when Sigma Theta sorority.
She was struck by an automobile 
! PATRICIA LEE WINDEX
yrhich reportedly ran through a
red light.
The daughter of Mrs. Mamie-
lite Parker, of 9152 Ruben Drive,
bliss Winder was visiting students
of Meharry university over the
weekend, when the fatal accident
Occurred.
A 51eharry student who was
walking with Miss Wind, at the
time was seriously injured in the
mishap.
WEEK-END TRIP
An employe in the service de-
partment at the telephone com-
pany Miss Winder went down to
Nashville Friday evening for the
,weekend and was to return home
Sunday evening.
Funeral rites have been set for
Thursday, 11 a.m. at Shiloh Bap-
tist church, 48th and Wabash ave.,
where she was an active member.
The wake will be held Wednesday
Loin 7 until 8 p.m. in the chapel
at 4455 S. Parkway, Chicago.
Interment will be in Burr Oak
cemetery.
Teenagers
(Continued From Page I)
benefiting individuals as well a
the community as a whole.
The members of the Bluff City
and Shelby County Council V Jun
appointed to serve on the crusade
committee are Miss Josephine
Watkins, chairman; Miss Gwen-
dolyn Meanings co-chairman Miss
Mary Trails, second co-chairman;
Miss Helen Wilson, secretary: Miss
Pearly Williams, corresponding
secretary; Elbert Lindsay, chair-.
man of the program and panel
committee; and Mies Eunice Trot-
ter, secretary of the program and
panel committee.
Miss Wilson is also the reporter
for the organization.
Rape
(Continued From Page I)
some members of her family
went to the home of the woman
for whom she worked during the
day, and told her of the incident
and that the woman called the po-
lice who carried the girl back to
the scene, but that Yancey had
gone away. He was arrested later,
and posted bond.
The student was carried to John
Gaston hospital, where she was
treated, and doctors confirmed that
she had been attacked.
Grandmother, 76
• •les n ire;
Lett Homeless
gin studying for her master's de-
Miss Winder who planned to be
By TOMMY PARKER
gree in the fall, wa engaged to
,marry Clyde Ware, jr., son of
 HULBERT, Ark. — A 76-year-
old grandmother was burned to ment and 
Gloria Jean. Rundy Lee
death, and a family of 12 were Scullock was 
also burned and re-
left homeless when fire destroyed quired treatment.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Theola After emergency treatment, all
Stafford, or , here last week, members of the family except
Dead in the blaze which started Mrs. Stfford, and her daughter,
in the early morning was Mrs. dargarette, were released.
Ester Gatlin, the mother of Mrs.: The Stafforda lost all of their
Stafford.
Also injured In the blaze, and 
!possessions in the fire.
taken to the hospital for treat-
ment, were Mr. and Mrs. Stafford,
and their children, Theola, jr.,
Ulysses, Alvin Lee, Zetta B., Lil-
lie Louise, Margarette, Leon, Cle-
3 Lives Could Have Been Saved
TWEE DIED HIRE, but ft
could have been , prevented
firemen say if they had been
notified in their Opera-
tion Neighbor campaign that
the building was occupied by
two invalids and a child. Burn-
ed to death last week at 605
Tillman st., were Nelson Fin-
ney, 62, who was sick and is
bed, and his 78.year-old sister,
Mrs. Eliza Howard, and her
l2.year-old grandson, who per-
ished nhen a blaze swept
through the 3-roem building-
Capt. Dave O'Sullivan, of the
fire marshal's office, said that
the fire evidently smddered
for some time, and that the
victims were probably suffo-
cated by carbon monoxide gas
before the house burst into ,
flames. The house was litter-
ed with trash. (Photo by
Withers.)
Husband -Wife Team Seek
Way To Help Beat Lukemia
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A re-
search project which could have
possible application in the treat-
ment of lukemia, is underway at
A. & T. college.
A husband-wife team of Dr.
!George C. Royal, jr., professor of
'bacteriology, and Dr. Gladys W.
Royal, professor of chemistry,
started the project recently.
A first-year grant of 98,900 has
been made available by the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission in
partial support of the research en-
titled, "Biochemical and Immuno-
logical Comparisons of Animals
Protected from Radiation by Bone
Marrow Treatments."
ON Z OF SERIF/
This Investigation is one of a
series being conducted In many
laboratories with the main ob-
jective of learning more about the
effects of radiation on physiologic-
al functions of animals.
In some cases; the treatment of
lukemia may involve body irradi-
ation in an attempt to destroy the
disease producing cells.
The subsequent injection of bone
marrow maybe employed to mini-
mize post-irradiation effects.
The team is working with many
animals already exposed to Irradi-
ation and supplied by the biology
division. Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory.
Mrs. Royal, who holds the Pb.
D. degree in biochemistry from
Ohio State university, joined the
A. and T. faculty in 1953.
The husband, holder of a Ph. D.
degree in immunology from the
University of Pennsylvania, came
here first in 1952. The couple has
two children, George III, 9 and
Geraldine Gynnette, 1.
Hero
(Continued From Page 1)
have not been conined to his war
wounds. Last Summer, his wie,
whom he married at the age of
.44, when both of them were
!ibigh school students in Jackson,
:Tenn., was injured in an auto ac-
eident, and died a month later.
A few days ago his youngeht
,ehild, Louis, jr., lost the use of
ds left arm and left leg and had
:to be carried to John Gaston
yitospital for observation. Doctors,
.311r. Barnes mill be erected, and
110y might have a blood clot on
his brain.
There is not a store within two
miles of the site upon which the
,Ifi• tore for Mr. Barnes will be
rAhectcd, L'!!1 the people in the ,
o'llrea have already promised he
• said to give him their business.
!, At present the other four chil-
;Aron are living with his sister-In-
"law, Mrs. Bernice Mason, but as
• noon as the store is completed
he plans to bring them home.
, NOT YET
Two young widows, one in Misd
sisissippi and one in Missouri, have I
;learned of Mr. Barnes' plight,I
• Mid have written to let him know f
that they are willing to be his
"pen pals," but for now the
young man says that he is not
Interested in getting married.
• "It will be time enough to think
about that after I get the store
, darted." he said.
Barnes has had some ex.
siterience at working with merchan-,
tr4100.. As a young lad he worked ,
"Ilr his father's store in Browns.'
dile. He is a graduate of Marry'
High school in Jackson.
The largest demand for electric
light bulbs is for those in the 60
and 100-watt sizes, used chiefly in













INICA N lOU FROM OVERSEW
HUSBAND-WIFE TEAM—Dr.
Gladys W. Royal, professor of
ebemiatry, and Dr. George C.
Royal, professor of biology,
both of the faculty at A & T
college, conduct a research
project at the college on ef-
fects of atomic radiation on
animal tissue.
NURSE CONVICTED — Hrs.
Lents Palmer, a 22-year-old
practical nurse, who was
beaten by a deputy sheriff in
Clarksdale, Mils., when he ar-
rested her for not havine driv-
er's license, despite the fact
that she was merely a passen-
ger In the car, was found
guilty on a charge of refill-
ing arrest by an all-white
male jury in Coahoma County
court recently. With Mrs. Pal-
mer when she was arrested,
and driving the vehicle, was
Frank Bluntsnn. jr., right,
president of the Student Coun-
cil at Coahoma Junior college.
Mrs. Palmer's attorney Ab-
raham Sherman said he would
appeal the case.
OPENING NOTICE — Comma.
his Pictures' "Cowboy," the
story or the West as It really
was, stars Glenn Ford a n d
Jack 'Ammon. Anna Kashfi
and Brian Denleyy on now at
Ike Malice Theatre. A spectsc
niar Technicolor production,
..rowboy" was directed by
Delmer Dates and produced
hy Julian felausteln. it is a
Phoenix production for t'olum•
his Pictures.
Bold
(Continued From Page 1)
an effort to find it.
GETS AN AXE
Mrs. Julia Thomas, of 223 S.
Wellington at., Apt. A, who was
home in bed with the flu, said
that the man drove the truck
around to the rear of her apart-
ment around 1:30 p. m., and that
she thought that he was going to
unload some food for the church.
He rushed off, she said, and re-
turned a few minutes later with
an axe.
"I went out and told him not
to break my clothesline, and he
told me that he would be there
only a few minutes. He had tome
work that he had to do on his
truck," she said.
The man she said attempted to
"fix" somethin gin the rear of the
truck, but a few minutes later he
dashed away and came back with
another axe, and a piece of iron.
"I opened the door and asked
him why he had come so close
to our doors to work on it, and
he said that be would move it in
a minute. I said 'You still haven't
answered my question about why
you have parked your truck so
close to our house to work on
it," she said.
COPS ENTER
Mrs. Thomas said that before
the man had an opportunity to
answer her question two uniform-
ed policemen came over the stonel
block wall behind the church
and yelled for him to halt. When
he kept running, she said, they
fired at him, and a bullet struck
him in the back.
Mrs. Cleo Riley, who lives in the
apartment next to Mrs. Thomas,
said that she had been attending
a Bible class at the church, and
that she became suspicious as
soon as she noticed that the panel
truck was connected with cigar-
ettes, because she knew that the
church had nothing to do with to-
bacco.
In case something would turn
out wrong, she said, she jotted
down the license number of the
vehicle. She said that she heard
Mrs. Thomas talking to the man,
and when the shots were fired,
she thought that the man had shot
her neighbor.
Before the wounded man was
carried away, police had her to ,
come out and verify that he was.
the man who had been with the
truck.
According to Asst. Police Chief
U. T. Bartholomew, the man told
them that he was out on bond for
a similar charge in St. Louis.
Metting
(Continued -?rom Page 1)
Chancellor Rives Menker issued
a court order giving the Negro
members the right to attend all
meetings as full members without
regard to the wishes of those who
wanted them barred or segregat-
ed.
Saturday's meeting, in Frayser,
held at 2:30 p, m., was the first
occasion to test developments un-
der the court order. The result is
regarded as a defeat for the pro-
segregationists elements.
A spokesman for the Negro mem-
bers of the credit union said that
several of the Negro members of
the organization were candidates
for office, but that all were de-
feated despite the fact that all of
the approximate 135 Negro pres-
ent cast their votes for them. The
votes were nearly 3000 to 135 in
favor of the winners.
Ilad- all of the nearly 400 Ne-
gro members who belong to the
Harvester Lane Federal Credit
Union been present, he said, they
would not have encountered any
difficulty in getting a representa-
tive in office.
Atty. J. F. Estes is counsel for
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Miss Ida Mae Walker
Promoted To New Pest
Miss Ida Mae Walker, of 588
Walker ave., was recently made
supervisor of the investment de-
partment of the Universal Life
Insurance company, it was an,
flounced last week.
The new supervisor of the in
vestment department came to Uni-
versal Life in June, 1943, and'
began her service with the com-
pany as a clerk in the actuarial
department. Since then she has,
worked as mail clerk, cashier, and;
as secretary to the chairman'
of the board.
Miss Walker's father, A. R.
Walker, of Indianola, Miss., now
living in semi-retirement, was for
27 years an employe of Universal,
and served in several capacities,
Before his retirement he was ag-
ency director for the company's
Southern Division.
Miss Walker attened the Cabo-
County Training school at Clarks- MISS IDA MAE WALKER
dale, Miss., and received her
bachelor of science degree in busi- She is member of the 
Seqtdms
ness education from the Alcorn Bridge club and Alpha 
Kappa :11-
A and M college at Alcorn, Mist. ph sorority.
Anti-Bias Unit •
Opens L.A. Office
LOS ANGELES — The Presi-
dent's Committee on Government
Coatract this week carried its
fight against discriminatory em-
ployment practices into one of the
nation's most rapidly expanding
areas of industrial employment
when it opened a West Coast Re-
gional Office in Los Angeles.
The opening of the regional of-
fice and the appointment of Le-
land L. Wilder, Newport Beach
Southern California civic leader,
as regional director, was announc-
ed when the President Committee
held a series of meetings here
Feb. 19 with leaders of business,
labor and social agenceis and
representatives of government
contracting agencies.
The office here is the second re-
gional headquarters the committee
has established in its expanding
program for the elimination of dia.
crimination because of race, re-
ligion, color or national origin in
work performed tinder government
contract, according to Vice Presi-
dent Nixon, chairman of the com-
mittee.
FIRST IN CHICAGO
The first regional office wis
opened in Chicago in May, 1957.
"We expect the Los Angeles of-
fice will enable us to develop
closer and more productive rela-
tions with those most concerned
with the elimination of discrim-
inatory employment practices in
an area which has a significant
concentration of government con-
tract activity," Mr. Nixon said.
The new regional office, like -the
one in Chicago, will work with
members of minority groups, gov-
ernment contractors and other
employers, labor organizations
and 'social agenclea working in
the field of merit employment
Nixon said.
Members of minority groups, or
agencies representing them, may
file complaints with the regional
office of the committee if they be-
lieve a government contractor has
discriminated against them be-
cause of race, religion, color or
national origin.
The committee's program in
Los Angeles included four sepa-
ate mettings. The committee met
with about 75 Compliance officers
of government contracting agen-
cies during the morning.
Approximately 70 business and
Industrial leaders attended a com-
mittee luncheon, when Secretary
of Labor James P. Mitchell, vice
chairman of the committee, was
f principal speaker.
Leaders of social agencies Cen-
cerned with the elimination of dis-
criminatory employment prectiges
attended an afternoon meeting,
when Ivan L. Willis, vice presidint
o/ the International Harvester Co..
presided and Vice President Nix-
on was principal speaker, '
The afternoon meeting was fol-
lowed by a reception, after whirls
the committee attended a dMner
by the Los Angeles County Cen-
tral Labor Council. Vice President
Nixon and Secretary Mitchell
Secretary Mitchell spoke.
Vice President Nixon told
social agency leaders that "noiP
ing is more damaging to U. S.
prestige abroad" than the nation's
failure to "practice what we
preach" regarding equality and
democracy for all of our people.
He said the establisnment of a
West Coast office "enables us to
concentrate" on the problems of
discrimination in employment. He
told his audience that the com-
plaints which the committee re-
ceives in its West Coast office
"will show your awareness of the
situation and your desire to cor-
rect it."
Later, speaking to labor lead-
ers, he said that California could
be proud of its nondiscrimination
record, but that "we are not per-
fect in this respect. We most re-
move the last vestiges of inequil,
ty, and the help of the labor m
ment is needed and appreciated,"
Mitchell told businessmen that
the U. S. cannot continue tO Maine




NINO VALDES IN A
BLOODY RING BATTLe
NEW YORK — •(INS) Alex
Miteff, ninth-ranking heavyWeght
from Argentina, scored a
round split decision over sixth.
ranked Nino Valdel; of Cubit:- in
Friday night's nationally-tele ed
fight at Madison Square Ga
The 21-year-old Miteff woChis
15th fight in 16 pro starts desitte
a cut nose which bled pro fly
from the second round on. :
Nine'sjefeat ended a strait; of
nine straight victories which—be-
gan in the summer of 1958. min
the 15th setback in 58 bou
the Cuban. who outweighed
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PREVUE — The two photos
show members of the 1,es Vo-
guettes club portraying the
'And Suddenly . . . It's Spring With Les Voguettes
tatlon of the Ten Rest-Dressed
the club's breath taking chart- A special event of this spec- Memphis, will be the preseu- Wome
n in the city. You can
kind of fashions you'll see at ty fashion show on March 23. teenier, which Is a first In
kelp select these ladies by
clipping and filling out the
ballot 011 pare two of this news-
paper. A ballot is carried each
week to give you ample oppor-
tunity to vote your choice.
• 
Knoxville Gets $625,000 For Dorms 
U. S. 
RecognizesNew Arab Nation
FISK . LINCOLN GET TO-
GETHER — Students and fac-
silty members of Fisk univer-
sity and Lnicoln university
(Jefferson City, Mo.) exchange
veiwpoints on the play, pic-
nic which the Lincoln players
presented at Fisk to kick off an
exchange program between the
two schools. Seated, left to
right, are Dr. Lillian coor-
bees, director of the Fisk uni-
versity Stagecrafters; Miss
June Radford of Chicago,
Stagecrafters secretary, Miss
Patsy Jackson of St. Louis who
portrayed "Madge" in the pro-
duction. Standing, left to right
are Dr. Thomas II Pawley,
director of the Lincoln Play.
erg; Lawrence Cayce of Farm'
inton, Mo., who played the
role of "Howard," and Claude
Gulliford of Dodge City, Kans.,
"Hal Carter" in the play. —
Photo by Gunter.
A10# , FOR THE
7RECORO
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
The "reasons" given by Princi- ,
pal Jess W. Matthews of Central
High school for expelling Minnie,
Jean Brown further confirms our
belief about the average white
man:
He is going to bend to pressure
from his pale-skin brother and pur-
sue the course of least resistance
when it comes to a matter of ra-
cial conflict.
Following is the exact text of
the "reasens" given by Principal
Matthews in his notice to Minnie
/eon on Feb. 6:
"Reinstated on probation Janu-
ary 13, 1068, with the agreement!
at she would not retaliate ver-
ily or physically, to any harass-
ent but would leave the matter
to school authorities to handle.
.eactzr„,
"After provocation of girl stu-
dent, she called the girl "w hite
trash," after which the girl threw,
her purse at Minnie Jean." t
Note the phrases, "Not retal-
iate verbally or physically to any
harassment," and "leave the mat-
ter to school authorities to han-
dle."
We agree that it is the respon-
sibility of the school to handle
such problems. We are convinced
from the reports received from
inside the school and from relia-
ble sources, that the deplorable
state of discipline at Central High
Is partly responsible for the sus-
pensions and the Brown student's
expulsion.
Certainly Principal Matthews is
' able to determine what is deter.
locating discipline. If that be true,
where did the principal muster
the brazen effrontery to ask Min-
nie Jean to bear the physical vio-
lence add intimidation from ag-
gressors.
It is common-place knowledge
that a bully or bullies, male Of
female will harass a schoolmate
of apparent timid nature, in an
I
all white or all Negro or all In-
dian school. It is simple to figure
out what will happen when the
thugs are white, the victims are
Negroes and the word has spread
that the Negro has agreed not to
retaliate verbally nor physically
when harassed.
The most contemptible creature
cloaked in the sprouting design of
man at the school was the sap-
ling of a youth who kicked Min-
nie Jean from the rear. Any boy
who lifts his foot to a girl or wom-
an is the lowest fecrn of coward.
Yet, such a lad is to bepitied.
In view of the situation at Central
High. For, the boy merely re-
flected the utter contempt of his
elders at home and elsewhere in
the neighborhood for Negro wom-
anhood and Negroes, period.
If a Negro boy had lifted his
foot to a white girl, the entire
South would have risen tip in a
hue and cry for "nis blood
Minnie Jean wax .-:e.red, block-
Also$52,000For
Church Addition
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — A loan' Chapel) on the
of $623,000 to assist in the construc-
tion of the new dormitories has
been granted Knoxville College by
the Housing and Home Finance
Agency of the Federal Govern-
ment.
Work on the dormitories, one for
women and one for men, will be-
gin arcund April 1. Because of
the great need for both they will
be built simultaneously.
These ultra-modern structures,
first to be erected on a new lone-
range development plan accepted
by the Board of Trustees last
year, will have special features,
such as T-V rooms in the center
of each floor level, elevator, kitch-
enette and dining facilities, large
recreation rooms, laundry, beauty
parlor, inter-corn to each room
with buzzer system, sick bays for
students who need special services
not requiring hospitalization. and
a suite of rooms for the director.
The site selected for the two
buildings is behind the north west
goal of the athletic field. With two
persons to a room the five-story
structure for women will accom-
modate 118 and the four-story
building for men 88. Movable fur-
nishings throughout the buildings
will be a gift of the Women's
General Missionary Society of the
United Presbyterian church.
"The two new dormitories will
provide improved livings facili-
ties, help eliminate overcrowded
conditions, and also enable the
College to increase its enrollment
up to approximately 700 students."
President James A. Colston said.
Meanwhile the First United Pres-
byterian Church (MacMillan
ed from entering her classroom,,1
threatened with violence, blocked
from reaching her table in the
school cafeteria, hit with a bowl
of hot soup twice, called insulting
names, and hit in the back with
a rock.
In retaliation, she spilled the con
tents of her cafeteria tray upon
two tormentors and answered
back to at least one pupil who
abused her verbally.
During the entire sorry situation.
aggravated by pro-segs outside of
the school and carried out by
pawns of the segregationists inside
of the school, not one white stu-
dent has been expelled. One white
boy was suspended for an indef
Mite period of time, while four
'others were suspended for three
days.
It is obvious that wind was tak
en out of the sails of the pro-segs
when they learned that within a
few hours after explosion, Minnie
Jean had a full tuition scholar-
ship to study at an interracial
school in New York of the high-
est calibre. Resentment apparent-
ly was the reason for spreading
the false bomb scare alarm, rel-
ative to the plane she boarded in
Little Rock for New York.
Reliable sources in Little Rock
report INot bigots throught Minnie
Jean Aduld be out of school for
the remainder of the year. Any-
one who holds such nonsense to
campus has re-
ceived a $42,000 grant and a
•     choir
S10,000 loan from the Board of
American Missions of the United
Presbyterian Church, North ,
America, to build an educational
unit to the present edifice, which
will also get an exterior and in-
terior face-lifting, including a bal-
cony. Construction is to begin
late in March.
The addition will Include Church
schoolrooms, nursery rooms.
room, social halls, kitchen, and
office for the minister, who is Dr.
Merrill Proudfoot.
Each member of the congrega-
tion has already subscribed to
shares of the $10,000 loan through
a campaign being headed by J.
Herman Doves.
One light year is approximately
st's trillion miles.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
U. S yesterday formally recog-
nized the new united Arab repub-
lic of Egypt and Syria, and ea-
tended "good wishes" to the new
nation.
Formal notification of the 17. &
action was presented to the new
Arab nation by I) S. Ambassador
Raymond Hare in Cairo. Thia
move came three days after Egypt
and Syria conducted plebiscites,
and voted a complete union.
Ii 111111111111111111=1"
All1=11111111111111L.
MAKE DEMOCRACY WORK . . .





RESIDE where your dollars can buy
ATTEND the nearest school to you
TO OCCUPY any vacant seat on the buses and other
public transportation
• TO ACHIEVE fair trial and equal treatment by the court
and end police brutality, intimidations and abuses
• TO LIVE as human beings and American citizens
• TO ENJOY all the privileges, freedoms and comforts
enjoyed by any other American citizen
• TO EXPRESS your wishes at the ballot box
Through your membership with an American organization
THE N. A. A. C. P.
The time is now—Don't Delay
Join the N. A. A. C. P. — Today
This Advertisement Sponsored By:
Atlanta Life Insurance Company
Mutual Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n. of Memphis
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company
Supreme Liberty Life Insurance Company
Tri-State Bank of Memphis
West End Cleaners
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Continuing our general theme,
"GREAT QUESTIONS OF THE
BIBLE," thig week we are con-
cerning ourselves with one of the
greatest. In John 21:16 we find in
part this great question, "Simon,
son of Jonas, lovest thou Me?"
In short, this would read in mod-
ern termnology, ''Simon, do you
love me?"
! No one word in the dictionary
has defied so many definitions as
this one word, "love." Men in all
Walks of life have been trying to
put together alphabets and words
to make a suitable definition but
after putting together all of their
words and trying to make them ex-
press exactly what is in the mind,
they find themselves still short of
explaining exactly what love is.
Here we find this same question
directed to Simon three times.
Some theologians say that in
Pack instance a different verb was
esed in asking the question each
One stronger than its predecessor.
!"Do you like me?" "Do you love
Me?" "Do you really love me."
Jesus was asking Simon those pus-
tions on a platitude.
It is fitting that we should be
asking this question when every-
one is thinking about 'Brotherhood
week." This is the time when ev-
eryone is thinking about love. Val-
entine's Day, Lincoln's Birthday,
Brotherhood Week and all point.
to one thing - love.
What a potent factor this little
thing is in our world of strife,
conflict and tensions. What a great!
thing it would be if instead of
out of space instruments of de.;
struction man would concentrate
his ability on the power of love
In our world today. Much of the
human misery now known would
not be present.
' How tragic it is now that the
Idea of love has received trite,
meaning! It is easy enough to tell
one that "I love you." but what
will happen when the real tests'
neme? Well, maybe that one upon!
whom so much emotion was cen-
tered will be forsaken and you
Will find yourself looking for some-
One else to fool.
•
'Miss F. M. Jones lifemphians Asked To
Becomes Bride Mail In Census FormsOf R. Dickerson
Yes, I love you, you I know
love you but not to the extent of
giving up my pleasure, my joy-
riding, my holding hands with
someone else.
But as Jesus directed the ques-
tion to Simon Peter, He meant do
you love me to the extent that
you are going to give up all things
for my cause? The real tests of
love are not wrapped up in mere
words but in deeds and actions.
Don't tell me that you love me
and yet allow me to do things
that will eventually break me
neck. Don't tell me that you love
me when you allow me to walk
while you ride, or starve while
you are filled to the brim, or be
lonely while you wander off to en-
joy life with your friends, or be
cold while you are warm!
These things do not attest to love
Love is broe.ht out in the fact
that you are willing to suffer along
with the one you love. Love is
brought out when you forget your
personal aims and ambitions and
merge yours with those with whom
you are in love.
Far too many people today
"love" you as long as everything
is going right but in hours of ad-
versity when you look for them
they will be gone.
We are in dire need of love
that will stick through thick and
thin, a love that will be as ties-
tic as the best rubber, a love that
will cover a multitude of faults
but will continue to go on.
The apostle Paul put it very
bluntly but very truthfully, "Love „
never fails, but where there be
tongues they shall cease where
there be prophets they shall fail,
where there be knowledge it shall
vanish away!" Too much of our
love is wrapped up in tongues or
knowledge, or prophecy and in the
final analysis it will all pass away.
Today we need a love that will
not snnnk though tested by all!
the methods of testing and still be!
able to hold.
Mii3s Freddie Mae Jones, the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. C.
Jones, was united to Robert D.
Dickerson in a ceremony at the
Ellis Grove Baptist church on
Poplar St. last Sunday. Her father
is the pastor of the church.
Officiating at the wedding cere-
mony was Rev. E. L. Slay, pastor
of the Hill Chapel and Ebenezer
Baptist churches.
Serving as the maid of honor
was the bride's sister, Miss Eliza-
beth Jones. Her other attendants
If census report forms !eft at 1.7. S. Census Bureau's regional of.
homes in Memphis are not filled fice at Atlanta, was recently ap-
out and mailed in the next few, pointed to replace David M. Sim-
days, further contact with the moos, jr.. who had been heading
households will have to be made, the project. Mr. Simmons was re
Reese P. Helmer, recently ap-
pointed supervisor of the Mem-
phis Special Census said recently.
To avoid inconveniences to both
households and personnel making
the census, Mr. Helmer, who says
the project has been proceeding
satisfactorily, asked that t h e
blanks be mailed in immediately.
Mr. Helmer who is from the
IRS'!' BAPTIST CHELSEA The 
meetings are being condu/10
Through the hard work and tat- ed each 
night from 7:-0 p.m., un-
ent of the twelve participating clr- I til 9 
p.m., with color slides being
cies, Annual Missionary Day at' used to 
illustrate the lectures.
the First Baptist Chelsea Church' Present 
at the church on last
was an outstanding one The lad- Saturday d
uring the services were
ies, cled in beautiful black dress. Elder 
Charles E. Dudley, former
es with pink corsages, presented pastor 
of the church, along with
as their pi incipal speaker for the . 
Mrs. Dudley and the Co u p 1 e ' a
occasion, Rev. 0. C. Criven. three 
children.
The dynamic minister of St. Ste-' The 
Dudleys were enroute home
phen Baptist was at his best as to Baton 
Rouge, La., after having
' he set souls aflame with time- attended 
the funeral of her sister
, 
I less words of wisdom. He spoke in South 
Bend, Ind.
to the membership at 3 p.m. GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
has been pastor of a church ini 
The general chairman of this Inspirational singing has he-
irnytiecreesstinagt poaortspe! of
Henderson, Ky. 
celebration was Mrs. Del  ore  s .
against racist groups in Kentucky' 
tcheemmewploearshviepryse 
He was active in the fight1 
Thompson. Serving on the publi- !
city committee were Mrs. Freddie T JamesShells, the minis-
and was a member of the Race 
Wesley, Mrs. Vera Bogen a n d
Miss Janet Lewis. Mrs. J. D. Low- 
nteyre ofc.m ussmicit, ha long with 
organist,
 Mrs. Faannd-
The flower girl was Dons Jones, Social Action 0 e 
doneGissie s pDerciiva: el r , s ttuhdey pianist.ti il;
Relations committee and Council, 
is is the president.
LOS ANGELES - The Presi- swiftly in behalf of Minnie Jean. 
•'Rev. Van J. Malone is the pas-!' hMaiases
I Contracts this week carried its have the impression that Minnie The Umbrian Glee club wW. 
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST 
i area of sacred , music. and have
while Ferter Lewis Bryant serv• 
, tor of the church.
ed as the ring bearer. 
' dent's Committee en Government Some persons easily influenced 
United Church of Christ.
A reception, which follovvew the, 
instilled into the 100-voice choir
ceremony, was held in the church 
Mrs. Lela Fowler was the son- and the 60-choir male chorus 
th
fight against discriminatory ein- Jean was a troublemaker. I know render selections on the Jubilee
nation's most rapidly expanding under tryi 
---------------------
----------. 
   . dd jr., president!
! of the 66 Books of Bible at the gallon should receive from 
t
sor of an interesting presentation spiritual values which 
the cong
ployment practices into one of the her. I have watched her closely Temple program.
cafeteria.
j Progressive Baptist church re- singing.
called to his home post in Los
Angeles to make preparations for
' the taking of 25 special censuses
! in California which the bureau
will conduct there in early Spring.
Having served as assistant to
; Mr. Simmons, the new supervisor
is in charge of the -clean-up"
.operations now in progress.
'aPtricia Standard, Miss Alene 
Anti-Bias Committeewere Mrs. Murine W
iggison, Miss 
Blakey and Miss Vera Dean Bry-
ant, a junior maid.
son's best man.
Jerry Wiggison was Mr. Dicker 0 s Another Office
Production of coal in the U. S.
each day of about one million
tons would fill a train of 50-ton
railway coal cars extending from
Pittsburgh to as far west as
Cleveland, Ohio,
HELPING IN CAMPAIGN - As-
sisting in the "Back to Church"
campaign sponsored by the Youth
For Christ movement is Miss
Ruth Harris. one of the organi-
zation's presidents. Miss Ilarris
has invited all young people who
are interested in the lampaign to
come to the group's Beale st head-1
quarters to help with the plans.
A public library book in a y The first meeting will he held at
ireach about 250 person in its the New Macedonia BapZist church
I usable lifetime. on March 7.
"I Love My Mar-crest Aluminum!"
talked with her a number of times.
She has a sparkling personality.
She was the first of the nine to!
make white friends in her classes.
The girl has already learnee'
one potent key to success in life.
She understands how to influence
people and win friends. Mean-
while she is self-respecting enough
to answer when goaded beyond
the limit of emotional restraint.
The Little Rock pro-segs have
gained a highly questionable
Pyhrric victory. Little Rock's Cen-
tral High is still a symbol of Out-
standing justice in the struggle for





Rev. Theodore A Braun, cani
pus minister for the Fennsylvanlr
State university, will be the guest
speaker at the Men's Day pro-
gram of the Jubilee Temple, 114











ianapolis a n d BRAUN
of the Men's Fellowship, is chaii-
man, assisted by Atty. Charles B.
Evian.
Scientists have succeeded in in-
creasing sugar cane yield by "wa-
king up" the plants at night with
powerful lights. Light inhibits the
tassel development which affects
sugar yield.
Words of the Wise
A man who gives his chil-
dren habits of industry pro-
vides for them better than by
giving them a fortune.
-(Richard Whateley)
work performed. under Govern.
ment contract, according to Vice Non- Violence A Potent
President Richard Nixon, chair
Chicago In May, 1957. ,man of the Committee. The 
first
regional office was opened in actor Says Bowles
areas of industrial employment
when it opened a West Coast Re-
gional Office in Los Angeles.
The opening of the regional of-
fice and the appointment of Le-
land L. Wilder, Newport Beach
Southern California civic leader,
as regional director, was annotinc-
ed when the President's Commit-
tee held a series of meetings in
Los Angeles on Feb. 19, with lead-
ers of business, labor and social
agencies and representatives of
Government contracting agencies.
The office here is the second re
g,ional headquarters the Committee
has established in its expanding
program for the elimination of dis-
crimination because of race. re
ligion, color or national origin in •
"We expect that the Los Angeles
office will enable us tc develop
closer and more productive rela-
tions with those most concerned
with the elimination of discrimina
tory employment practices in an
area which has a significant con-
centration of gmernment contract
activity," Nixon said.
be factual is in for quite -a sur-
prise IF any or all of the remain-
ing students are forced to leave.
There are many, many decent,
fair-nunded citizens left in this
; country of the pale hue. They'll
; rally to the cause just as New
Lincoln school in New York acted
The methods used by the Ne-1
groes in Montgomery, Ala., to
abolish segregation on city buses
had deep roots, not enly in Chris-
tianity hut in the ancient religions
of Asia," according to Chester,
Bowles, former U. S. ambassadorl
to India, who writes in the March
1 edition of the Saturday Evening
Post,
In an article entitled, "What Ne-
groes Can Learn From Gandhi,"
Mr. Bowles praises the efforts and
the methods used by Negro lead-
ers and their followers in the Ala-
bama city, and tells of the prob-
Mar-crest FINEST QUALITY
EXTRA THICK • MIRROR FINISH • HEAT PROOF HANDLES
3 piece Saucepan Set
i-les-2 quart sizes. They nest




6 quart Covered Pot
E:zira large. For soups, spaghetti.
preserving... Solely.





101 everyclay uses for
t!-,hs large II by 16









lents which the Indian leaders
solved through civil disobedience
and nonviolence.
The success of the Negroes In
this country, he said, to do away
with racial discrimination 'will
depend on the ability of Negro
leaders to develop similar convic-
tion and skill under pressure,"
and even more "the
her, raw courage and dedication of
their followers."
It was Gandhi himself, Mr
Bowles eecalls, who said that the
elesSage of nonviolence might be




For a cherry start toward a
fine day try these quirky cof-
fee cakes made with Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour for break-
fast tomorrow. So good with
eggs sunny-side up.
QUICK'!! COFFEE CAKE
Di C. Jack Sprat flour
1 scant cup sugar
2 tsp. baking powder




Mix and sift dry ingredients, I SIRLOIN
work in fat. Add egg and milk,
teaspoon cinnamon and 3 tea•
Put into greased pas. Mix 1,0 sTEA
spoons granulated sugar, stnin-
kle on top. Bake in moderately
hot oven (375 degree F.) fort




cently. Assisting her were t Is e
members of the fine sanctuary;
Mrs. Georgia Patterson, Si r s.
Velma Franklin. Cassie Franklin
Mrs. Magnolia Luellen, Mrs. Mag-
nolia Evans, Mrs. Geraldine,
Jones, Ben Bowie, Mrs. Vooltries'
Smith, Isaiah Boyd, Mrs. Erma!
Fisher. Mrs. Druzy Anderson,
Mrs. Mary B. Starks, Mrs. L. V.
Reser, Rev, Vasser, Richard Jones
Pete Simpson, Thomas Prewitt,
Eddie Fletcher, R. W. Morris,
Mrs. Rachel Judkins, and others
Rev. 0. C. Collins 5 the pastor
of church which is located at 394
Vance.
EMM.ANUEL EPISCOPAL PRES.
The St. Cecelia Goild was host
to a very enjoyable bridge and
whist tournament at the Emman-
uel Episcopal Presbyterian churce
recently. Proceeds from the af-
fair went toward the realization
of the organization's purpose.
Some of the members of the St.
Cecelia Guild are Mrs. Delores'
Alexander, Mrs. Delores Boone,
Mrs. Lorene Anderson, Mrs. Vel-
ma Johnson, Mrs. Nadolyn Brown
Mrs, Marjorie Dowser Niles Sa-
rah Coleman, Mrs. Loretta Crut-
cher, Miss Valtina Greene a n d
[ Mrs. Norma Griffin, Mrs. Nor-
' ma Griffin is the chairman.
MISS. BLVD, SEVENTH DAY
ADVENTIST
The members of the Slits. Blvd.
Seventh Day Adventist church are
! now in the midst of a revival,j
which is being conducted by Elder!
Leonard G. Newton, the evangel-1
tat for the South Central confer-
ence of the denomination.
The music department's efforts
are being richly rewarded by the
excellent responses which the mu-
sicians receive from the congre-
gation. The songs bring inspira-
tion and comforting relief to the
500 people who worship at toe
church.
Many persons who come to Gos-
pel Temple burdened down with
the cares of this present life
go away spiritually uplifted after




WASHINGTON - (INS) - Sec.
retary of State John Foster Dull
observed his 70th birthday yest
day with half a century of public
service behind him and the pros-
pect of further vigorous activity
ahead.
The American foreign service
association honored Dulles at a
birthday luncheon. Otherwise, he
spent the day hard at work on
the complicated problems of
space-age diplomacy.
Egypt Withdraws Troops
KHARTOUM - (INS) - T is
Sudanese government has an-
nounced that Egyptian troops have












THE TRI-STATE listening area served by powerful
50,000 watt WDIA heard the excellent performance
given by the talentwd boys and girls pictured above
when they appeared on a recent broadcast of the Rig
star Food Stores weekly radio talent show. Rig Star
Is harms to provide this opportunity to boys and girls
of the Mid South area of the nation to demonstrate
the wide range of talent they po . From the smith
of today comes the big stars of tomorrow. If you
3
▪ . lb. 79c
▪ . lb. 89c
lb. 99c
would like the opportunity to appear on * future Rig
Star show, you are cordially invited to contact WDIA
for an audition try-out. Pictured above art: Standing
In front-Eloise Edwards. First row, left to right -
sip  Wiggins, Tyrone Smith, Gloria Maraey, Juani-
ta Bridges, Barbara Perry, and Jeanette Wallace.
Second row - George foleman, Harold Middlebrook




















































































































































































































1958, Imperial automobiles for th
use of delegates and visitors, day
or night. Nationally known firms
some with their main plants and
efficee here, are picking up the
tab for the social functions.
A get-acquainted party on Moir
day (Aug. 11) will be sponsored by
the Seagram Compan). On Tues-
day evening in the Schroeder's
main ballroom, a cabaret party
arid dance will be sponsored by
Winfield Importers, Inc.
ei
Blatz Beer Company will host a
ke-side party on Wednesday eve-
ning at a swank club on t h.
shores of Lake Michigan. T It •
Philip Morris Company will hold
a cocktail party on Thursday eve-
ning as th conventions conic to
a formal clime.
HANK AARON
The world champion Milwaukee
Braves, with stars Hank Aaron,
Bill Bruton. Wes Covington, Juan
Pizarro, among others, will play
at home on the Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday of convention week.
The local Queen City Medical
Society is the Milwaukee affiliate
of the NMA, but the conventions
are coming here under the auspic-
es of a volunteer group of m . i-
cal men and lay citizens.
One announcement at the recent
conferences here that created great
interest was that in the near fu-
ture the likeness of r. Charles
Drew, famed Amherst College
athlete and developers of the life-
saving blood plasma, may appear
0
oon on a U. S. postage stamp.
If so, he will be the first of
is race so honored. Booker T.
Washington's likeness appeared
some years ago on a half-dollar
coin. Conferences on the Drew
stamp have already been held by
NMA representatives with Post-
master Summerfield in Washing-
ton.
NOTED PERSONS
• Serving with Chairman Maxwell
of the convention committee are
these other Milwaukee leaders:
Dr. C. T. Atkinson, co . chair-
man; Dr. George Lane, scientific
program chairman; Dr. Leo Dale,
chairman, housing and registra-
tion: Atty. T. W. Coggs, citizens
committee; Mrs. Walter White,
souvenir programs; Conch Taylor,
publicity: Mrs. C. T. Atkinson, t
chairman, auxiliary host commit-.
tee, and Mrs. George Lane, co-
chairman, auxiliary committee.
Dr Lane, Dr. E. H. Hale of
Pittsburgh, Dr. F. Earl McLendon
of Atlanta, and Dr. John B. John.
or of Washington conferred whileere with a committee from the
Medical school of Marquette uni-
versity. which is cooperating 1 !N
letting up the scientific program. e
The Marquette representatives
Were Dr. Marvin Glicklich Dr. Nor- 1
man Engbring, and Dr. Joseph ,,,
It atiteter.
• The public meeting au Tuesday s
evening of convention week, will 13
be held at the Mt. Zion Baptist
ehurch, 1007 W. Brown at. At this s
time Milwaukee's mayor will for-
Melly welcome the visitors, awards
will be presented, and a national- .
ly known speaker will be heard. n
DETROIT IN '59
; The NMA tentatively selected
Detroit, Mich.. for Its 1959 con-
Vention. A formal invitation from
the Detroit Medical Society a ri d
from the Book-Cadillac Hotel in
the Motor City was unanimously
aol
indorsed here by the NMA axecu- d
ive hoard. Final acceptance by the i
lassociation's house of delegates ,
'av.1/ b beforeth convention in e
pilwaukee next summer.
. Dr. W. Montague Cobb, Washing- a
_,Milwaukee Hosts
2-Day Meeting
, MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Approxi- ton, D. C., editor of the NMA Jour
mately BO members of the execu- nil, reported the meat suceessfu
live beards of the National Medi-, year of operations in the Jour
cal Association and its Women's I nil's history. He has completed
Auxiliary have concluded a two- I he added, about 400 pages of man
day series of meetings here to uscript on his projected book an
complete plans for their August 11- "The Negro in Medicine."
14 annual conventions at the Hotel, The initial award of an NMA
Schroeder, largest ,in the state, scholarship, it was announced
• Sitting in with the respective was recently made to Theodore R
executive boards were the local George jr., Washington, D. C., IL
hosts committees comprised of student of medicine at Howard um
physicians, wives of physicians, versity.
and cooperating laymen. A new project of the NMA will
very outlook is for one of the be launched at the Milwaukee con-
best scientific sessions in the long vention. For the first time, a eye
istory of the medical group, and clinic — with special attention on
for a record - breaking atend- glaucoma — and a physical lab-
ance by delegates and visitors. oratory will be set up and all del-
EXPERT PANELISTS egates and visitors may receive
Some of the world's leading examinations at either without
authorities in medicine and medi. cost, if they desir to.
cal research will be among the Among the principal NMA offi.
guest speakers and panelists. cers at the meeting here were Dr.
Similiarly. the distaff affiliate j Arthur M. Townsend, jr., St. Lou.
Is shaping up a highly interesting is, Mo., president; Dr. R. Still.
program of informative meetings mon Smith, Macon, kla presi-
and social - recreational activities dent - elect: Dr. Leonidas II. Ber-
to enliven things for the feminine ri, Chicago, first vice - president;
visitors while the male contingentl Dr, H. L. Small, Denton. Md., 3rd
is attending business and scienti- vice president; Dr. John T Cis--
fie sessions. ens, (1106 Church St.1 Norfolk, Va.,
Dr. John W. Maxwell. of Md.' executive secretary (for 22 y•ears)
Dr. E. T. Taylor, St. Louis, tree-waukee, general chairman of the
convention steering committee, de. urer and Dr J. T. Aldrich, St.
tailed a social schedule that for S. chairman of th executive
the first time in NMA history will board, who presided.
entail no payment of ',facial fees by Chief executives of the NMA
Women's Auxiliary present were:delegates and visitors to the dual
conventions. Schanck,i Orlando,
400 Rooms Fla. president: Mrs. T. J. Collier.
Two whole floors of the Hotel Hot Springs, Ark.. president
Schroeder will be reserved o r elect; Mrs Robert T Smith
onvention meetings, exhibits, and Nashville, Tenn. let vice presi-
rincipal social activities. As head.; dent: Mrs. P. L. Cornish, Wash-J
quarters hotel, the Schroeder has ington. D. C., general secretary;
set aside 400 double rooms for the l Mrs. Charles B. Hayes, Niagara
NMA and' its auxiliary, with ar. Falls, N. Y., chairman, executive
rangemcnts for overflow guests at board: Mhs. E. P. Stewart. Dc.
two other leading hotels, , trod, chaplain;' Mrs. Jenkin High-
- The Chrysler Corp. is furnish- tower. Chicago, second vice-presi-
ing a complimentary fleet of its dent and Mrs. Murray B Davie
e High Point, N. C., editor of The




By MRS. MATT! M. strentrr
Mrs. Robicine Robinson of Den-
ver spent a few days in the city
visiting her sister, Mrs. Clara Ed-
wards. she also called on your
columnist and Mrs. Rosa Payton, 1
The Bradley County Glee Club ,
of Bradley county high presented
wonderful program at St.
James AME Church under the
lirection of Mrs. L. D. Altherimer
.ind Mrs. Lillie Hunter and t
gored by Mrs. K. L. Steppe of St.
James AME Church. Rev. G. W e
Smith, host pastor.
Total amount raised in the Ne
gro section for the March of
Dimes was $500.00.
The Pastor's Aide Club of
Bethel AMP: Church presented a
musical festivle. Outstanding sing
era in the city and out of towners
who participated were the Five
Clouds of Joy; The Spiritual Five
Quartette; The Loving Four o
Banks. Ark., and others. Every
one enjoyed the music fesivle
Mrs. Roberta Price is president
Total amount raised — $51.00
Rev. M. Watkins, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones motor-
ed to Dermott, Ark., Sunday to
visit Mrs. Jones' sister and hus-
band, Mr. and Mrs. Will Arbur-
tha and family. They enjoyed a
lovely trip.
Mrs. Mildred Wilson •
sided here for several- months
has left the city to join her hus-
band who is in the Army station-
ed in Phoenix. We hope she has
a very wonderful trip.
Mrs. A. L. Cowans and Mrs.
Nora Watts of Akron worshipped
at Bethel AME Church last Sun-
day. Mrs. Watts is a former mem-
ber of Bethel AME Church.
The pre-Valentine tea given by
the Willing Workers Club of
Bethel AME last, Feb. 9, was a
great nieces, and was largely &t-
ended at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Italie. Rev, J. M. Wat-
kins, host pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lowe of
Milwaukee recently spent some-
time in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Remley. Mr. and Mrs.
Lowe are former residents of
Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones, Mrs.
ins Morrow, Mrs. Callie Weath-
rs and Mrs. Minnie McDowell
Motored to Eldorado, Ark., recent-
7 to attend the anniversary ser-
ices of Rev. T. P. Johnson.
Sermon delivered by Rev. W. L.
trickland, pastor of Union Hill
aptist Church in West Warren.
• • •
ATESVILLE
Sy REV. MAME WATKINS .
Mr. Meack Waugh is ill at his
ome on Oak street.
The young people of Bethel
AME were recipients of a Valen-
tine's Day party. Sponsors were
Mrs. Estella Buckner and Mrs.
Virginia Montgomery and was
held in the Chapel.
The Missionary Society met Fri-
ay at Bethel AME with pres-
dent. Mr. C. C. Harper, presiding.
The Bible Band met Thursday
vening.
Rev, and Mrs. -.. C. Scribner





faiths worshipped -at 'Texas
Southern university, in Febru-




By G. W. IVEY
Funeral rites for Mrs. Millie
Green were held at the St. James
Baptist Church, Birmingham,
Ala., Friday Jar.. 31. Eulog,,• by
Rev. W. Wilson. Mrs. Green
leaves to mourn her passing, one
son; two daughters: one 
rand.
daughter; oncgrandson: two s s
ters-in-law; nephews: nieces an
other relatives and friends. Poo
Funeral Directors in charge. In
terment — Shadow Lawn Ceme
tery. Rev. M. Thornton D. D. pas-
tor.
Mrs. J. A. Cole of 2024 Carolina
Alley recently sick with the flu
is doing nicely at her home.
Mrs. Beatrice Thornton of 1223
27th street, No., left the city re-
cently to be at the bedside of her
daughter, Mrs. C. Vickerson of De
trait who will undergo surgery
soon. Mrs. Vickerson is the wife
of Mr. J. C. Vickerson.
Mrs. Mary E. Small of 817 -
15th st., N. left the city. Feb. 12
for New Jersey where she will
join her husband, James, who is
a M. P. at 'he Air Force base
there.
Mr. Lee Garner of 2522 ;aging-
ton avenue is a patient at Doc-
tor's hospital. He is reported as
improved.
Mr. Harold Sanders of 104 Lip-
scomb, Ala., is a victim of Asian
flu.
Mr. Will Johnson of 2127 Arling-
on ave., a recent patient at the
Lloyd Noland Hospital has return-
d :tome and is reported as do-
ng fine.
The Rev. R. G. Williams who
served as p..,tor of the St. John
Independent Methodist Church for
one year by request of the foun-
der and pastor, the late Rev. J. L.
- Miller, became full pastor Sun-
day, Feb. 16, 1958. By request of
the pastor, the members elected
the same official board. After
f election of officers, a wonderful
• ' sermon was delivered by the pas-
tor, Rev. R. G. Williams
Mississippi
LAUREL
I Mrs. Winnie Aristine Smith Lit-
' 
Fairbanks, Alaska,
has been elle...tee, director of Lillian
Dora's Beauty College, 270 E. Uti-
ca at., Buffalo 8, N. Y.
For nine years Mrs. Little work-
ed and taught at E. F. Young,
jr.'s Beauty shop and School in
Meridian. Miss., and operated
Aristine Smith's Beauty Shop there
for four years.
She attended Mme. C. J. Walk.
er's Beauty College in Chicago,
in 1936, and Bernice Johni,I
I gan's Beauty college in 1944 in
Dayton, Ohio, and completed her
Teacher's Training at Young's
Beauty college.
Her 22 years of experience will,
help her greatly with her new ap-
po'-'-nent. Mrs. Little served as
Secretary of the Local Beautician's
club of Meridian and President of
I the 5th District of Mississippi In-
dependent Beauticians' Associa-
tion. She served on the jury of
19M in Fairbanks, Alaska. Her
husband was employed there. She
is a member of the First Christian
church, Fairbanks, Alaska. H e r
home address in lie States is 611
S. 6th ave., Laurel, Miss.
services at the Baptist church in h
New Ark. re^ently. •
Mr. Tab Candey who is ill at
his home on St. Louis street is
improving. A
Mr. Genipher Wa, tin is im• a
proving at his home on Neely a
street.
It is important that parents
Pay special attention to childrerea
severe sore throats, Dr. Wright
R. Adams, President of the Chi-
cago Heart Association, cautions.
They might be "strep" throats.
Only a physician can't tell. He
can control "Sim" Infections
through the use of "strep"—killing
drugs and thus prevent the risk









way car are made of shatter.
I proof glass.
held at the university. The in-
spirutionel speaker for the or
easion teas Dr. George Kelso,
Professor of Christian Ethic.,
of the Theologital ['acuity at
Drew university, On the front
row, fourth left to right is Dr.




Mrs. Lottie Bledsoe Riles died
at Grace hospital in Detroit, Mich.,
l,Wednesday afternoon, where she
had been ospitatize or a month.
She was born in Jackson. Tenn.,
and became a Christian at an
earl age- and jot th BY net e erean
Baptist church. At the clese of
World War II, she went with her
husband, Mr. Milton Rules to live
in Detroit. There she joined the
Tabernacle Baptist, of which the
Rev. Jesse Jai Neil is pastor.
While here she was a great asset
,•to this city and community. She
leaves a husband five sisters
three brothers, four sisters-in-law.,
two brothers-in-law, eight nieces.
12 nephews and a host of other
- relatives and friends. The body
Was at Bledsoe Funeral Home
from 8 to 10 and at the Berean
Baptist church from 2 to 3 p. m.
The services were held at 3 p. m.
with the Rev I. A. L. ,
, officiating. Burial was in Elm-,
wood Cemetery with Ford a n
Shaw Funeral Homes in charge.
The Progressive Home Club held
its annual banquet at the Masonic
hall on Institutestreet. The min-
isters and wives of Jackson were
guests along with others of the
city of the Progressive Home club.
Mrs. R. L. Drain, first lady of Sa-
lem Baptist church served as mis-
tress of ceremonies for the eve-
ning. Words of greetings were ex-
tended to Mrs. Maudie Nichols. Of-
ficers of the Progressive Home
club are Mrs. Classic Harmon,
president; Mrs. Bertha Savage.,
, vice president, Secretary, Mrs.l
Agentral Hess and treasurer, Mrs.,
Lila Black. Other members of the,
club that hold offices are: Men
, dames Virginia Cheairs, Mary L.
, Swink, Hattie Horton, Catherrinel
Davis, Lessie Morrow, Jessie Sher
mon, Gertrude Kearney, Mrs. Sts-
ton and Lola Bryant.
Funeral service for Mrs. Ora
Boyd was held Thursday afternoon •
from Liberty CME church of
which she was an active member
also an active member of the Sew-
ing Circle and the Stewardess
Board. She is survived by a sis-
ter, and other relatives and friends.
Rev. C. D. McKelvey officiated.
Bledsoe Funeral home was in
charge.
The pastor, Rev. Johnny Worth
am and members of the Church
of Love in Christ invites you and
your members of every church
and pastor of the city and cur
'rounding towns and communitie
to come and worship with us in
our new church, located at 37
First st. Rev. Johnny Wortham is
pastor.
i Elder J. E Booker, pastor of
Allen Avenue Church of God in
Christ and members worshipped
with Rev. Johnny Wortham and
members of the Church of Love
in Christ Sunday. There was a
large attendance and a spiritual
service. Eld. J. E. Booker deliv-
ered the message.
Last Wednesday morning the
top 12 seniors in Merry High
school took a te.t to determine the
valedictorian, salutatorian. essayist
and historian of the class of '58.
The students who took the test
were Boyce Lee, Shirley Winston,
Pauline Coburn, Rosie Carroll,
Gloria Montgomery, Irma McCor-
Ide, Barbara Graham, Mary Walk-
er, Rosie Warlick, Willie Mae Per-
ins Marrianna Jackson, Ernest
Nell and Harold Berry. The class
as also selected its class motto:
'Either I Will Find A Way, or
Will Make One."
The flower is a white carnation.
bus filled with N. A. girls.
long with their advisors, attended
meeting Saturday which was
held at Lexington, Tenn. This past
week found the faculty without two
of their faithful members. Mrs.
Mary L. Womack and Prof. V J.
Gilmore were not with us this week
because of illness; however, we
wish them a speedy recovery, and
hope they will be back soon, on
their lob. We miss them much.
Sties Helen Desarzant of Mil
waukee, Wis., is here with her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Grover Clif
ton, for a while. Jackson, Tenn,, is
her former home but she has liv-
it e0,26. Sadie Brown had 20 point
for the winning girls while Elli
had 10 points for Stigall. Bate
and Montgomery had 12 each fo
the winning lads with Cozart hit
ling nine tor Humboldt.
Liberty CME church had a
high day Sunday with the pastor
delivering an excellent message
at the II o'clock hour of which all
present enjoyed. The Stewardess
Board No. 1, met in the home
of Mrs. Lula Mosely on Haves ave •
The meeting was presided over
by the president. Mm. Lola Bry-
ant, with a large number of
members present An excellent
business meeting was held. The
president spoke wonderfully of the
good life of Mrs. Ora Boyd who
passed to the beautiful city of
God a few weeks ago. She was a
faithful member of her church.
After the business session closed.
the hostess served a delicious plate
of fried chicken, dresing. hot tea





The St. Paul Missionary Society
met in the home of Mrs. Mary
Lou Hamilton on Feb. 10.
The Young Peoples Savings
Club had a Valentine's party, Feb.
2 at the home of president Bar'
bars Woods and vice president.
Mary Hamilton,
The Rev. W. H. Sins preached ,
at St. Paul C. M. E. Church Sun.'
ay. Feb. 9.
On the sick list are Mr. and
Mrs. Stet Wiggins, Mrs. Eliza-
ieth Herron, Mrs. Vinnie Life!
Tones; Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Ham- I
lion; Mr. John Shaw; Mrs. Izola •
„Robertson; Mrs. Hattie Ellis and
Mrs. Essie Bailey and daughter,
Mattie.
Miss Mary Rucker of Freemont,
Ohio is at the bedside of her sick
aprents, Mr. and Mrs Jeck
Rucker.
Bennie Green of the Air Force
and wife, Louise Kindle Green
of New York were called home
to the bedside of his sick mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Herron.
The Rev. W. H. Sims was din-
ner guest of Mrs. Ophelia Wain-
right, Sunday Feb. 9.
8
• ed in Milwaukee for some time.
We are glad to have her home
with us.
Merry Ilit,h school won a double
header basketball game Friday
night from Stigall Iligh of Hum-
boldt. Tenn,. with the Merry girls
taking a 39-t8 game and the Nler-., hating an easy time o
s A musical was held at Southern'
s Normal School on Feb. 16, with the;
s schools of Escombia county taking'
r part.
II. Simpson, 'president. Baptist
Ministers Alliance; 1St' pres-
indent" James Uabrit is to his




INDIANOLA lion — The Rev, W. N. Redmond
Funeral services for Miss D. of Oxford. Financier award —Sir.
Williams was held at the Mt. Erst Long. Greeting and installs-
Beulah Missionary Baptist church, lion of council divisional officer's,
She was an active member of. president Jack Reed of Tupelo:
Mt. Beulah and a senior at MInchairman's acceptance, Dr. B. Al.
college. She died at the home of MeIntosh• introamtion of speak-
Res'. and Mrs J. M. Kimble' er. Dean W. A. Waters of Rust;
where she made her home MD- address by president E. E. Ran-
ciating was Dean 0. ,P Lowe of kin, jr., of M. I. college. Some
delivered the eulogy. Smith and president and Mrs. E. Smith of
MV(' college Rev. J. M. Kimble of the outstanding guests we r e
Dillon funeral (ionic in charge.' Rust college; Prof. and Mrs. '(is-
Interment in the Bayer cemetery. hop of Corinth; Mrs. E. E Ran-
Funeral services were held Sun. , kin, Jr. Mrs. E. Waters; Dean
da yat Smith and Dillon funeral Carter of M. I. college: Prof. and
parlor for Ramp Bates who died Mrs. Fred Moore; Mrs. Buford of
Feb. 4 at his home. Burial was Mr. Love: Prof. T. M. Gordan;
in the Pilgrim Rest Cemetery Prof. and Mrs. Cumming of Rip.
with Smith and Dillon Funeral ley; Mrs. Augustus of Tupelo and
Home in charge. Interment in the the scout executive Mr. Palmer
IBFoster, Mr. Foster as given spe-
Wy ‘e, rCemetery,ne . havery 
Bryant: 
ir sick list Mrs. 1 cial recognition ll 
se
the council.L a
Mrs. I., Borman Mrs. Street and Mrs. Mason had
an‘d,isMitrins.g fill.
tHhe Fciotsyteirs, Mr Nat'l- handled arrangements.
charge •if the food. Scout Troop 58
aniel Smith of Chicago. He is the; • • •
house guest of his mother, Mrs.I ABERDEEN
Rachel Phillips and his sister, By HENRY E. CRUMP
Mrs. Lyndell Robinson.
The met . ' The BTU of First Baptist church
cently at the home of Mrs. Mor-
Bell CrOVe JMA re,
Friday. Gaines were played
had a Valentine's Day party last
Irene Wilsoon, Mrs. Effie Williams'
! ! refreshments were served. president' Mrs. Melons Byes,
SRI WTON
By 411.EX AUTREY
Mrs. Syonathen Woodson of Mon-
roeville. Ala was recent guest
of her mother, Mrs. Cant.
Mrs. Maggie Andrew is visit-
ing her daughter and seri-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs, Bert, in Pennsa-i
A Valentine's party was given at
Southern Normal on Friday night.
I Miss Mary Ann Maidon of the sen-
ior class was crowned queen. It
was enjoyed by all.
Second St. Siloam's male gas-
' pel singers sang in Atmore Sun.
I day.
Mr, Bill Thomas visited with
friends in Burnt Corn, Ala,
Mr. Almon also visited in Burnt
Corn retently.
First Siloam has changed its pas-
tonal day to the first Sunday in
the month.
Mrs. Minnie Ulmer of East street
has moved to Crestview. Fla.,
where she is operating a store.
She lost her store in Brewton
as the result of a fire.
Mrs. Rosie L. Ilarris left for
Philadelphia to be at the bed-
side of her mother.
Lindsey James was hit by an
auto Thursday morning on Sew-,
ell Rd. He is in MeMillian hos-
pital.
Washington junior high played
Boykin high Friday night.
Mr. Judge Pain had an accieeent
on Burnt Corn Creek bridge ,
Mr, Leslie Montgomery passe&
away in Chapman, Ala. Funeral'
held in Chapman — burial in
Brewton. He leaves two sister's,
Mrs Lucille Pryor of Brewton and
a sister in Montgomery, two neph-'
ews. Joe Fountain and Pat Pry-
or, one niece. Mrs. Minnie L. Stan.
Icy: great nephews, Thomas Pry-
or and many other relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Byrd of E. street wen the
crown from Mrs. Stella for rais-
ing the largest sum of money for
the church.
Mrs. Sallie Kindle visited her
sick sister in Parkview hospital
in Dyersburg.
The Rev P. C. Coleman was
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lee t
Welch, recently.
Mr. Rucker was taken to the a
Parkview hospital in Dyersburg p
I recently. I c
, feB;eyootc.irienppletamr:rAayAl
• • • 
I Mrs. Mary Washington is on the
I sick list. We hope she will S0011
, be up and out again.
Mrs. Ellen Gettys is home aft-It'NfLorEA
thNe El a tBell.iLrlsisl, GESmLmEnAl
er spending several days in the
Cons e as held at Shady Grove' hospital She is doing nicely r.nd
Baptist church, Feb. C. Eulogy,we pray she will continue to lm-
, . survived' )
by the pastor, Rev R. C. Spills, prove.
her .1 Mrs Willie Smith is in the boa.
Hams; four children; 'even sis-




I peal and doing fair.
ters; Mrs. Ella Madison; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fields CaldwellMrs, Ruth Mae Campbell of Bel- had as recent guest, Mrs.zonia, Miss.; Mrs. Josephine Har-
rington: Mrs. Annie Redd; Mrs.
Dr. G A Carmichael "lis inMaude Gray and Mrs Elnora Mc • C. •
Holly Springs on business recent-Culla all of Goodmrn T h r e e
Lillie Mae Huggins of Chicago;
. .
brothers, Dan Williams of Water- IY•
Friends far and near sympi-loo, lows; Eddie and R. I.. of
Goodman Burial in the church thize with Mrs. Ruth Johnson
whose daughter Gladys J. Nashcemetery.
Rev,. H. C. Billingslea preached,died suddenly on Feb. 2. Funeral
at the Barb o ME church, Sunday,"service held at Mt. Zion Baptist
church where she was a mem.Feb. at Sallis. Miss.
Funeral service of the late Mr. ber She leaves her parents, Mr.
Pluma Smith held at the Good- and Mrs. Albert Johnson, o n e
I man Baptist church, Feb. 9. Eie brother, Charles. one son, Robert
, loe,y by Rev. R. C. Ingram of and a host of other relatives and
Durant. Mr. Smith is survived by friends. Peoples Funeral home
his wife Rose; three daughters, handled funeral arrangements.
' Mrs. Robie Blackman; r s. The many friends of Mee.
Berthel L. Montgomery of Detroit Eliza Shields and Mr. Noland
and Mrs. Julia Lettere of Good- Adams, jr. are happy to know
man; four sons, Plume, jr., Tom. that they are convalescing niesh,
inle, Robert of Cleveland and Ar- ly. Also "era, Ethel Woodard wa.
thur of Detroit and grandson Ja- has been on the sick list.
cob. All were present for the fu- • * •
neral. Thirty - five grandchildren
twenty seven great grandchildren PICAYUNE
and fOur sisters. Biirial in the serviceHill-BuFrtuonner.salgem, 
ai a s fh7l d I
Mrs
ast week.ilthcrest cemetry. Delta Funeral
Home in charge of arrangeltnents. Mrs. Burton, the mother of MoWl
• • . and M. C. Burton and Mrs.
Senna Ross all of this city,
was strickened several days prior
to her death with a stroke. The
body was carried to Brookhaven
for burial. Cooks Funeral home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Matthews Sanders of NewA. R. carson.; pts or.
HOLLY SPRINGS
President K. E. Rankin, jr., of
the Mississippi Industrial college
Gulfport was called here to theand a member of the administra-
bed side of their daughter, Mrs.live committee on higher education
A. M. Johnson who was a patientof the Natioual Council of Church. 
the local hospital.es, attended the annual meeting
Mrs. Minnie Sanders and son.in Omaha. Feb. 9-10. The meeting
Onnie B., and Mrs. Juanita Col-was held at the Fontenelle Hotel.
The Yocana area annual banquet lins all from Columbia were called
here to the bedside of their sis-was given at the Rosenwald High
school, Friday, Feb. 14. Rev. W. I ter, Mrs. Beatrice Latten who WRS
a patient in the local hospital.C. Armstrong, pastor of Greater
Saturda
Chrysler of Milwaukee, Wis.
OKOLONA
By MRS. MATTIE MOOR?
Mrs. Carry Henry passed away
Feb. 11, 1958. She leaves one son
and a host of friends. Funeral
held at Eastern Star . Rev,
Orleans spent last week end here
with her mother, Mrs. Maude San-
ders and her son Joe.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gaston of
are confined to the
pital suffering from in.
unit leaders — Prof, C. C. Auges. juries of the wreck. Breland suf-
fering with his eye while Quinn
suffers an injured chest. The acci-
dent happened on the Picayune
and Bogalusa highway. Riding
with them were two unidentified
women.
Mr. Ben Davis, of Jackson. Miss.
spent laid week here visiting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Pickett.
Prof. J. P. Johnson has been
appointed chairman of the colored
section of the Salvation Army Fi-
nance drive, His helpers are Rev.
Trigga, Rev. Jessie James, Mr.
Edward Snyder, and yours truly
Sleepy Paige.
Babies born last week to the
following mothers, Mrs. Georgia
Haynes of Goodyear Community.
a son, and mrs. Gussie Wilton of
Carrere, a son,
Mrs. Mary Marsh, who was call-
ed to Los Angeles. Calif.. to at.
tend the funeral of her only child,
Mrs. Cornelius Warren, returned
home last week bringing with her
her 16 months old granddaughter,
Myrtle
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Freeman
who have been living at Oak-
land. Calif., returned here to live
a few weeks ago. Mrs. Freeman
Is known to us as Ma Smokey.
Mrs. Burnice Battiest and daugh-
ter, Sharon of New York City is
visiting in the home of her moth-
er, Mrs. Polly Hill of Goodyear,.
Mrs. Estella Hunter of Fresno,
Calif., is visiting in the home of
her mother, Mrs Ida Out West.
Among those to he confined to
the local hospital other than those
already mentioned were Percy
Simmons. Henry Dixon, Edna Ma.
rie Jefferson, Willie Lee Nixon,
Jack Breland and little Elizabeth
Ann Ferguson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Ferguson
Mr. Zeek Weems is confine•I to
his home suffering a cold.
Anderson was master of ceremon- n a, collisionlast
lee, Invocation by the Rev. I. L. night where two cars and a mule
Rucker, pastor of Greater Asbury, 
local 
binovsolved, J. L. Breland and
Unit recognition — Mr. James A. Q. Quinn
O. Buford of Oxford; tribute to 
o
us of Tupelo; presentation of
cout executive — Mr. G. E. Cow-
rd. Eagle acout presentation —
rot S. C. Terrence, sr., of Rust
ollege. Religious award recogni-
EXPERT RUNDOWN on the
exhibit. "Highlights of Amer-
ican Painting," is given at
Fisk university by Thom as
Munro, professor 'if art at
Western Reserve university
and editor of the Journal of
Aeathelies and Art Criticism,
second from right. Munro, who
spoke at the opening of the
exhibition in Fink's Internation-
al Student Center, diSCIISSCS
one of the reproductions with,
left to right, Miss Donna Penn,
a senior of Evanston, m.,
Franklin Lett, a sophomore
of Detroit, and Mrs. Orpha
Schrag, director of the Inter-
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Our Opinions
Investigate Little Rock High School
The saspension of the 16-year-old Negro
girl from the Little Rock Central High
school, with the added inference that the
it
rder may be permanently extended, would
tam to imply that the officials of t h e
chool are alow,ly yielding to segregationist
pressures.
The young lady in question has been
subjected to repeated personal affronts, in-
dignities and even physical encounters with-
out her assailants being punished in a man-
ner commensurate with the offenses, or in
a manner calculated to prevent a repetition
of such incidents.
The charges on which she has been sus-
pended are so flimsy as to induce the sus-
picion of a clandestine machination to rid
the Central High School of the remaining
Negro students. "One down and eight to
go" is a chant that now echoes through the
halls of the school. This sinister mood indi-
cates strongly that plans are on foot to pro-
yoke the other Negro students into inci-
dents that will incur drastic actions.
That school authorities should be a party
to such a damnable plot is to be deplored,
They should be censured caustically by the
decent citizens of the community who must
be aware of the continuing injury inflicted
upon them by so flagrant a disregard of ele-
mentary rights.
The suspension, which in reality amounts
to expulsion inasmuch as it will be extended
indefinitely, opens afresh the deep wounds
of segregation which many of us thought
were about to heal. Little Rock has had
enough bad publicity to frown upon any fur-
therance of the evils that had brought it in-
to disrepute.
This lack of morality and conscience,
this piece-meal defiance of integration are
warranted grounds for a federal inquiry or
legal action or both. We so move.
Haiti's Bright Prospects
There are encouraging signs that Haiti This is based on $7,000,000 in monthly
is emerging, though slowly out of the smog unclaimed deposits of Haitian sugar 
" 
work-
'1st Past decade. Recurrent political strife, the •ed had imped its economic growth in the era, whose ownership remains to be resolved.
protracted effects of hurricane Hazel which
played havoc with the country's agricultural
crop such as coffee, cocoa and sugar conspir-
ed to lower the potentials of Haiti's produc-
tive capacity.
The advent of a new Administration with
a sound program of reconstruction and re-
forms may hasten the island's economic re-
covery. Dr. Francois Duvalier, the new Chief
executive, though a conservative, is animat-
ed with the highest patriotic zeal. The vArY
circumstances of his inauguration point to
an era of stringent economy. He did away
with all the pomps and costly festivities that
• usually characterize the accession to power
of a new head of the state.
Since Duvalier's elevation to the preel-
Affidency last October, he has been pursuing re-
grrantlessly a fiscal policy aimed at giving last-
ing stability to the financial structure of the
country. In order to carry on his reorganiza-
tion plans and give a shot in the arms to
Haitian industry, Dr. Duvalier has secured
a $4,000,000 loan from the Banco de Colonos
of Cuba, at 51/2 per cent for seven years.
The People Speak
Dear Editor:
This is but a note to attempt
to express our gratitude and ap-
preciation for your fine leadership
in the Mason Temple affair on the
anniversary of Lincoln and Doug-
las. to raise funds for an all-out
registration campaign.
The affair was fairly successful.
It primed the wells of enthusiasm
and stirred the pride of the peo-
ple strikingly devoted, to the pro-
gram of keeping the trend of free-
dom moving in the right direction.
Ai, While all of the reports are not
win as yet; nevertheless, we are
able to measure at this point, the
success of the effort. And yet we
could boast none of this but for
your kind and noble influence
which helped to secure for us the
Negotiations are going on now with Joseph
Bernstein of Chicago to build a 10-million
dollar-hotel. There is a possibility that
American capitalists may build a $4 million
airport in Port-au-Prince to facilitate land-
ing of big planes and night flights.
If France can settle unpaid road bills of
about $1,500,000, the Haitian treasury would
that much strengthened. President
-Duvalier has other projects developing
whose outcome will go a long way toward
restoring confidence in Haiti's government,
a confidence that has been considerably
undermined by previous administrations of
the island's affairs. If the present rate of
progress can be sustained for any reason-
able length of time, much foreign invest-
ments will pour into Haiti. Dr. Duvalier is
able, modest and self-sacrificing. Under
him, the Haitian people may enjoy the
greatest period of prosperity in their his-
tory. We hope that he will be in power long
enough to bring Haiti back to the circles of
enlightened, peaceful and progressive na-
tions.
notice and patronage of our great
people and the hundreds of par-
ticipants who made the program
the most dramatic and thought-
provoking event that has happen-
ed in Memphis for a long time.
From what I can hear on every
hand, I am stirred to the belief
that the importance of registra-
tion has been gotten over to the
people in a very posiive way.
I subscribe myself, as I am,
believe me. Obediently and ever
yours. — George W. Lee, Grand




It is my privilege to thank you
and your staff associates for your
support of the 1958 March of Dimes
VIIIMIgnismummummimuntnatimistitsustuntimpunumMiSINININIMINIIIIIMINIIIIIN11111111.1oss
SO WHAT?
"She says she wants to be an ice skater . .
merest in ice is diamonds.
• But her only
The National Foundation's fund
raising activities are completed
excepting a few, scattered, wind-
up events. The exact amount
raised will not be known for sev-
eral weeks, but we do know the
campaigii for funds to fight polio
received the best publicity in the
20 year history of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralys-
is.
The press and publications share
the acclaim for the success in
the fight against polio. However,
there remain two major, unfinish-
ed jobs before polio is really con-
quered: patient aid for the vic-
tims of polio who were crippled
prior to 1958 and pushing vaccin-
ation for all infants and pre-school
children, teen agers and adults
under forty.
Your National Foundation counts
on your help to push polio vac-
cination throughout 1e58. Once
complete victory is won over po-
lio, the March of Dimes can as-
Fume direction of other jobs in
the health field. But the March of
Dimes will never leave the casual-
ties of polio unaided. Whatever
the new program, the March of
Dimes will include provisions for
those born too soon for the pro-
tection offarded by the Salk polio
vaccine.
Please extend to all of your
staff members the heartfelt thanks
of a grateful nation for their gen-
erous contributions of time, tal-
ent and funds to the 1958 March
of Dimes.




Activities, New York City
Challenges Aid. Murphy
To Dobai*
In reference to OUT national pre-
paredness in the Space Age, Ma-
jority Leader of the United States
Senate, Senator Lyndon Johnson,
Democrat, Texas, on January 7th,
19311 addressed the meeting of the
Democratic Conference in part in
these words.
"The peril of hour is ob-
vious. — Responsible men have
no choice. We must work as
though no other Congress would
ever have an opportunity to
meet this challenge for, in fact,
none will have an opportunity
corn parable."
The Chicago Democratic Organ-
ization answering the obvious
TEACHING TEACHERS
TO TEACH
Famed Mississippi writer. W i I
liam Faulkner, has said some
things recently which definitely
challenge both the black and white
South . . . in the matter of taking
postive steps toward the solution
of the problems of race which
plague the section.
Among the startling things he
said relative to the Negro was
the assertion The Negro must
learn to cease forevermore think-
ing like a Negro and acting like
a Negro."
In connection with schools and
schooling for the Negro Author
Faulkner made it clear that the
Negro teacher needs more train-
ing on how to teach children. His
Implication seemed to be that the
academic backwardness of the Ne-
gro child, also suggests or reflects
the backwardness (by comparison)
of the Negro teacher.
A lot of people can take a lot
of exceptions to Mr. Faulkner's
statements and implications. A lot
of different interpretations can be
placed on his ideas.
But, also, a lot of folk will see
be those who will applaud his
idea that the Negro should cease
"thinking and acting like a Negro."
that the Negro should stop
living up to the stereotype
Many will take it that he means
stereotype so many people have
of him . . . and that he has of
himself. In other words, the un-
complimentary mental picture
many people have of how a Negro
should look, talk, act ... and what
he should be, desire, and feel, can
only be removed when the Negro
ceases to keep the picture alive,
consciously or unconsciously.
Mr. Faulkner's observations
about the Negro teacher leave
room for world's of comment. In-
cidentally, it rdight be observed
that much of what he said can
also be applied to many of the
South's white teachers. But what
can be said about the white teach-
er's shortcomings should provide
little aid and comfort to the Negro
teacher about whom Mr. Faulkner
was talking.
It Is a fact, that if the South's
schools are to improve, the cali-
ber of the teaching will have to
be a matter of first consideration.
If the achievement level of the
Round-Up
Of Globe News
BELIEVE IT OR NOT—THERE'S
PREJUDICE WITHIN THE NEGRO RACE
PREJUDICE, LIKE POLITICS
makes strange bedfellows, and
the more you read of various
groups being a rraye d, each
against the other, the more you
become convinced of the deceit
and hypocrisy of it all.
The recent, 25th annual observ-
ance of Brotherhood Week, spon-
sored by the National Conference
of Chirstians and Jers, pin-pointed
the fact that the qualities of
friendliness, tolerance and under-
standing cannot be legislated into
the lives of people — they must
spring from the heart.
How does it all work out, in ac-
tual practice? Here's an example:
In Los Angeles last year, the Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, filed Jim-Crow complaints
against more than 200 companies
in the city, with the President's
Committee on Government Co n-
tracts.
The League charged that each
of these companies, over a 17.
month period, had placed discrim-
inatory job orders with employ-
nient agencies. The League stat-
ed: "In each instance the employ-
ers specifically stated that Jews,
Negroes, Orientals, Mexicans or
Catholics were not to be referred
by the employment agency.
Here's another example: Writing
in The Digest, official publication
of the Industrial Union Depart-
ment, AFL-CIO, President James
B. Carey of the International
Union of Electrical, Radio an d
Machine Workers, charges B i g
Business with "exploiting race
hate as a weapon against or-
ganized labor . . . With cold
calculation, race hate was
generated 'ty employers in
1957 as a union-busting tool
against our international union and
against other unions as well. . ."
But, here's one for the book.
It's a case of prejudice within the
race, a school integration problem
with a brand new.twist that's al-
most unbelievable — and of all
places, in Little Rock, Ark. A
group of Negroes at Sweet Home,
suburb of Little Rock, objected
to their children being "integrat-
ed" with the Negro children in a
consolidated school at College Sta-
tion, another suburb of Little
Rock.
Reason for the obiection of the
Sweet Home Negro parents was
that the Negro parents at Col-
lege Station were mostly on relief
—therefore on a lower level, and
"certainly should not mix."
The white members of the Pu-
laski County School Board got a
chuckle out of the non-sensical sit-
uation, but solved the problem by
cancelling the proposed consolida-
tion of the two schools.
Now the children — innocent
pawns in the controversy — con-
tinue to attend separate, segregat-
ed schools — within the Negro
rice.
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  DU iOIS: GREATNESS HAS A BIRTHDAY
-5_ by NAT D. WILLIAMS -2- On Feb. 23 Dr. William Edward
Burghardt Du Bois is ninety
years old. This dean of Negro
scholars was born at Great Bar-
rington, Massachusetts, in 1868. He
attended Fisk university, Harvard,
and the University of Berlin.
Negro school child is to be raised,
the brunt of the load will have
to be borne by his teachers,
from the standpoint of guidance
and inspiration.
On the other hand, the !each-
Cr. too, has a side that more peo-
ple should consider . . . including
Mr. Faulkner. A series of Per-
tinent questions might be raided
by the beleaguered teachers of the
South . . . particularly the Negro
teacher. For instance:
With better pay . . . at least
as much as that of a unionized
truck driver. . .wouldn't a teach-
er have more spunk to work hard-
er . to buy more teaching aids
... to pay for more Summer school
refresher courses . . . to broaden
his or her mind by travel and
observation . . , to have more
time after school to prepare les-
sons and plan a better teaching
job?
Would the morale of the teach-
er be better off in the direction
of doing a good, dedicated job,
if a little more respect was given
a person who admitted to being
a teacher? AS it is a teacher is
almost ashamed to acknowledge
an introduction in the presence
of a flock of lawyers, doctors, pro-
fessional athletes, musicians, and
even preachers, if they have city
churches.
And if a teacher does manage
to look a little prosperous, and
half-way acts like a solid, substan-
tial citizen, folks either looked
surprised or resentful, and in
many instances, even the raggy-
diest problem kid in school is the
first to remind' an annoying teach-
er that "If you don't watch out,
I'll get you; job." And the dumb-
est, most asinine parent will most
often address the best prepared
teacher in a patronizingly, conde-
scending fashion, in most matters
. . . because such a parent just
knows he has "More common sense
than any ole jes' book-larn'd teach-
er."
And, of course, the Negro teach-
er, could well ask himself, Do I
owe it to myself and my own self-
respect to do all I posibly can to
be the very best possible teacher
I can be . despite low pay,
low prestige, and low pensions?"
Well, so far, it's like the old
lady that kissed the cow ... every
man to his own taste. Selah!
perils of the hour and a call for
responsible men first sent Roland
Libonati to Congress. And now,
In all twelve city Congressional
District,' it has closed the primary
and given Democratic voters a
rubber stamp ballot. In the South
side's Third District only do the
voters have a contest and a choice.
For this they may thank, as I
here thank the hundreds of
friends, neighbors and strangers
who signed my nomination peti-
t LORI.
No one of those signers received
a direct and individual promise
or favor, nor do their signatures
attest to arty personal popularity.
Rut they were given the pledge
that I do oppose and will con-
tinue to oppose the closed Organ-
ization primary and all errors of
the Organization. They received
the promise that I would to the
the extent of opportunity afforded
and to the extent of my ability
campaign against the so - called
Regular Candidate to one end at
least: that those Democrats who
wish it will have a choice on the
primary ballot.
So that the people of the District
may see their Democratic Candi-
dates for Congress and know
something of them and their
views, I CHALLENGE Alderman
William Murphy to debate any
pertinent subject, at a n y time,
anywhere. That includes any reg-
ular organization meeting in the
Wards of the District. — John
F. Galvin, Democratic Candidate
for Congress, Third District.
PRAISES DEFENDER
CRIME CRUSADE
Dear Editor: I am glad to see
that the Defender is fighting
crimes and the criminals. As a
rule there is a tendency among
our people to excuse our short-
comings because of our previous
condition of servitude. But, we
have been enancipated long en-
ough to be decent and law-bid-
ing citizens.
We cannot possibly justify our
demand for equality and condone
at the same time the vile acts
of villains who cannot conform
to the requirements of an urban
community.
James B. Handley
In 1898 he published the first of
his monumental studies, "The Sup-
pression of the African S la ve
Trade" as one of the volumes
of the Harvard Historical Studies,
and in 1899 he did a scholarly sur-
vey on "The Philadelphia Negro"
consisting of over 2,000 pages of
social and statistical information of
great importance.
In 1903 his "The Souls of Black
Folk" appeared to exercise It
enormous Influence on Negro in-
tellectuals and writers for a half
century thereafter.
Dr. Du Bois has been the great-
est single influence on Negro
thinking of our time, compared by
Henry Steele Commager to Tho-
mas Jefferson and Benjamin
Franklin, and described by John
Gunther as being "almost like
Shaw or Einstein."
Du Bois was the author of the
original call for "organized, deter-
mined, and aggressive action" on
the problems of race that resulted
in the famous Niagara Conference
in 1905, and from it developed a
movement that eventually lead
most of its leaders into the for-
mation of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People, destined to become one of
America's most historic organiza-
tions.
Dr. Du Bois became the editor
of its magazine, "The Crisis"
whose powerful editorials stirred
the minds of thousands, excited
the bigots to wrath, and were of-
ten quoted in papers throughout
the world. The NAACP has stat-
ed officially that without Du Bois
"the Association would never
have been what it was and is."
Shortly after World War I Dr.
Du Bois founded the Pan-African
Congress. And no less a leader
than the new Prime Minister of
Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah, has de-
clared that the Fifth Pan-African
Congress "provided the outlet for
African nationalism and brought
about the awakening of African po-
litical consciousness."
In a recent article in "The Na-
tion," Truman Nelson declares
that Ghana, Nigeria, French West
Africa, and the Cameroon' have
all been "guided along the road
of non-violent revolution by t is a
founding stones of Du Bois."
Certainly William Edward Burg-
hardt Du Bois has had an influ-
ence on the whole dark world
from Alabama to Africa. Today at
ninety, still vigorous of mind and
body, greatness celebrates a
birthday.
As the grand old man of Amen.
can Negro life and letters ap-
proaches the century mark, we
may well remember some of the
things he said and wrote as far
back as a half century ago. Here
are quotations from the recently
reissued "The Souls of Black
Folk" that are as valid -now as
when they were freshly written.
"The problem of the Twentieth
Century is the problem of the col-
or line — the relation of the dark-
er to the lighter races of men in
Asia and Africa, in America and
the islands of the sea.
"Negroes must insist continual-
ly, in season and out of season,
that voting is necessary to mod-
ern manhood, that color discrim-
ination is barbarism, and that
black boys need education as well
as white boys. . .
". . . And the final product a
our training mat be neither a
psychologist nor a brickmason,
but a MAN. And to make men,
we must have ideals, broad, pure,
and inspiring ends of living — nos
sordid money - getting, not ap-
ples of gold.
"The worker must work for the
glory of his handiwork, not simply
for pay; the thinker must think
for truth, not for fame. . .Before
the Pilgrims landed we were here.
"Here we have brought our
three gifts ... a gift of story and
song — soft, stirring melody in an
ill-harmonized and unmelodioug
land; the gift of sweat and brawn -
to beat back the wilderness, con-
quer the soil, and lay the founda-
tions of this vast economic ern-
pire. . .the third, a gift of the
"Around us the history of the
land has centered for thrice a hun-
dred years. . .Actively we have
woven ourselves with the very
warp and woof of this nation. . .
Would America have been Ameri-
ca without her Negro people?"
Dope And Data
LOUIS MARTIN
The breadlines are here again.
Once more also there are Re-
publicans in the White House
talking about prosperity around
the corner.
There are pictures in the paper
of people job hunting and there are
conflicting stories on the economic
state of the nation. Optimists are
blaming pessimists for spreading
bad news, depriving the people of
hope. Pessimists retort who ever
heard of anybody making a meal
out of hope?
Our current so-called recession
is deeper in some places than
others. Of the big cities in the
North, Detroit seems, on the sur-
face at least, to be hardest hit.
Everyone in the country, of
course, has to some extent been
affected by the downturn in the
mighty auto industry. The mater-
ials and parts that go into the
modern automobile touch t h e
whole range of American industrY,
from glass to gas.
The list of suppliers to the auto
industry include businesses from
almost every state in the Union,
including Texas where the cow
hands come up with the raw lea-
ther,
While it Is true that Detroit is
a one-industry town, In some re-
spects it almost would appear that
we have a one-industry economy.
Anyway, the automobile is one
of the molt significant barometers
of the economic climate of Amer-
ica.
In today's recession, however,
there are trouble spots which are
far removed from the direct path
of the auto industry. In other
words this cannot be regarded ae
a one-Industry recession. Inciden-
tally, the farmers have been cry-
ing for help for almost five years.
Unless we have something
close to an economic miracle
soon, this depression is going to
cost the Republicans the White
House in 19C0.
If the looked for economic up-
turn does not come on schedule in
the last half of this year, we
may witness the beginning of the
end of the Republican party at a
major political force in this coun-
try,
Does that sound too categorical
or dogmatic? Well, all you have
to do is talk with the people, let
them tell their story. The vest
majority of working people in this
country are old enough to remem-
ber the so-called "Hoover Depres-
sion" and they learned through
bitter experience to equate job-
lessness with Republicanism.
It was in that period that the
revolutionary switch of Negroes
took place from the Republican to
the Democratic Party. Most Ne-
groes today would probably be Re-
publicans if it were not for the
fact that they fear a possible re-
turn of the day! of Hoover.
The Chicago Tribune asked edl-
torially last week why Negroes
vote Democratic In the face of
the position of Southern Demo-
crats on the civil rights question.
Probably the most basic reason
is that a great many still remem-
ber that they hungered under Har-
ding and Coolidge almost starved
to death under Hoover. They can-
not forget it.
Perhaps some colored Patrick
Henry would say today in view
of the Dixiecrat's attack on Ns-
groce, "Give me the GOP or give
me death." Most Negroes, how-
ever, say give them the Demo-
cratic jobs and they will take
their chances on beating t is
brains out of the Dixiecrats.
The upper crust look contempt-
uously upon the so-called "bread
and butter voter," the category
into which most Negroes fall.
Nevertheless, the record will
show that the vast majority of
voters of all troupe in America
fall into that class In short, the
right to work and live and eat
comes first. Woe to the party that
forgets it,
WRIST'S USE SAATIE17-
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PERSON 61-CSING OPPOSITE YoU
CNANGE Eros?
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
' Funeral services for Dr. W. H.
Jernagin were delayed in order to
allow Baptist leaders from a II
over the country to get here. Big
question is who will succeed the
Lite head of the powerful Baptist
Training Union, membership two
mithon strong?
The State Department's policy
on hiring and upgrading of Ne-
groes is nothing less than notori-
ous, but one agency in Washing.
ton which has a good record of
putting Negroes in top, unusual
jobs is the International Cooper-
ation Administration which has
Negro specialists in jobs all over
the globe. Credit for the liberal
policy goes to Harold Stassers the
first head of the agency.
' Howard university's tragic mur-
der and shooting last week is the
second such unfortunate incident
within a year. Last year a jealous
medical student stabbed a visit-
ing teacher fatally in the library.
' Dr. Mordecai Johnson discreet-
ly declined the invitation to de-
liver the benediction at the Tru-
man fund raising dinner, pleading
that it was necessary for him to
be out of the city. Instead, the
Rev. Arthur Elmes. pastor of the
Peoples' Congregational Church
performed the service.
' Speaking of the dinner the news
of Gov. Orval Faubus' coming set
the telephones to ringing across
the country with plots and count.
er plots to offset the had Faubus
effects. One idea was to bring
Minnie Jean Brown, the expelled
student and 'place her as a guest
at the next table to the Arkansas
governor and the other was to
put Mrs. Daisy Bates at the speak.
era table. At press time, neither
idea had been finalized.
Reservations grew so large that
space spread out to four swims
at the Sheraton Park Dotel with
a headliner in each one. Adlai
Stevenson was scheduled to take
over one room and each place
held a giant television screen with
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THE FIRST LADY — Mrs.
Moss Kendrix chats with mem-
bers of the receiving line dur-
ing a press. radio.TA recep-
tion staged on the occasion of
the mid-winter workshop of the
Singer Todd Duncan, w'nose wife.
Gladys, is a wheel in local Dem-
heretic circles and the only Negro
member of the Womens' National
Democratic club, sang the Star
Spangled Banner.
• •
Washington is one town that ab-
solutely becomes paralyzed in a
snowstorm which we Chicagoans
regard as normal. When a foot of
snow fell last week, the city went
into hibernation and the place
became a ghost toe n with all
business halted. Furthermore, the
city managers have yet to get
around to buying snow equipment
to clear the streets away, so that
the slush and mud and slop stays
around for days until nature dis-
VURN
c91RNIE.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in
the Air Force at Las Vegas, Nev.,
and would like to hear from la-
dies, between 24 and 31. Color
doesn't matter, must not drink or
gamble: Must like the better
things in life and be understand-
ing. Money hunters please do not
write. I am 31, 205 lbs., 5 feet,
9 inches tall, dark brown com-
plexion. I belong to Bethel AME
church. Religion doesn't matter.
A-3C J, M. Walker, AF16598434-
3s95th M&S Cp., Box 124, Nellis
AFB, Nev.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am de-
sirous of getting a pen pal. I am
a Jamaican lady of 36, dark and
handsome, fine shape with bow
legs, bright eyes, black hair. I
am 5 feet, 4 inches tall, weigh
146 lbs. I would like a pen pal
between the ages of 38 and 40.
Miss Alice Hose. 14 Deanery Ter-
race, Vineyard Town, P. 0. St.
Andrews, Jamaica.
• s •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 27
years old, 5 feet tall, weighing
130 lbs., and have brown skin. At
present I am teaching and taking
a secretarial course. My hobbies
are reading, sewing, crocheting
and typing. Am interested in pen
pals of my age or little older.
Is Washington
board of directors, National
Association of Market Develop-
ers. From left. Mrs. Kendris,
Kendrix„Albert I.ouis Hypps,
Wendell Alston. of Esso S-tand-
ard Oil of New Jersey and
NAMD member, and J. F. F.
Lee, vice president. Florida A
M university at Tallahassee,
and member of the newly cre-
ated NAMD ethical practices
commission, along with Ken•
drix and Alston.
,two years. Due back in the States
sometime this month is Otto Mc-
Clarin former public relations di-
rector at Howard U eho has
been serving as information spec-
ialist for USIA in Indonesia. And
probable next USIA overseas as-
signment will be winsome Lois
Taylor former newswoman who
has a hankering to go to the Bel-
gian Congo. She's learned Swahili
to help her on any possible Afri-
can assignment.
poses of it. a free pre - opening party for
Only place to get a thorough 
the press and her special guest.
cleaning is the capital and this Looking at the elaborate decora•
makes a lot of people hot with the lions and the wall to wall carpet.
legislators while you have to use ing thronghout the entire place,
skis to get into private homes, somebody asked. "Don't she know
• • • there's a depression on?" Next to
The four winners of the world the old Howard theater, the night
contest on the meaning of broth- spot is in a busy, hut run down
erhood were guests of the Labor neighborhood, but like the Muse
Department and J. Ernest 'Ail - trap, it's expected to have people
kins. assistant secretary of labor, making a beaten path to its doors.
They were June Kla Min, Burma;
Estimated cost of the refurbish-
Assibi Abudu, Ghana: Capt. Bor-
e Cartens. Denmark: and Rosa ing of the place, $30,000.
Maria Della Garza, Mexico City. 
• • •
Eugene Sawyer, and his British
• •
bride are apartment hunting. The
When Cecelia Ilenny Scott open- former USIA public affairs dri-
ed her Stage Door Lounge and cer in Ghana has been assigned
Hoping I will be successful in
corresponding through this avenue.
Miss Debris Williams, Accecia
Ville, Four Paths, P. 0., Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I trust you
will be able to help me as you
have so many lonely people. 1
sin a divorcee, age 31, 5 feet, fl
inches tall, 169 lbs., brown skin,
Baptist faith and I have two chil-
dren, 15 and 11. I am interested
in pen pals and marriage. If not
interested, ciO not write. Willing
to exchange photos. Marjorie Bart-
lett, 77 Taylor Ave., Apt E,
Columbus, Ohio.
e • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
lonesome and would enjoy corre-
sponding with someone who is in
search of a good companion.
I am 29, 5 feet, 5is in. tall, 128
lbs. I am divorced and have
one son, age 51/2. High school
graduate and a nurses aide. En
joy most all sports and travel.
Attend Baptist church and belong
to many groups in the church. Ac-
tive member of NAACP. I prefer
a man of good standing, enjoys
home life and must have a steady
job. If he prefers my coming to
his home. I will be glad to do
so. Am very serious and he must
be too. Will send photo and an-
swer all mail. Loretta Robinson,
1228 Pierce St., Sandusky, Ohio.
When Arthur Ochawada, t h •
Kenya labor leader met her a
month ago, she startled and pleas-
ed him by carrying on an animat-
ed conversation in the language of
the East Coast of Africa.
• •
The turnover of tenants In that
former swank apartment building
on R St., is so fast that the mov-
ing van is parked there every
day. Chicago's ubiquitous Marjor-
ie Stewart Joyner, slipped into
Washington on the worst day in
22 years, but didn't let the cold
or storm stop her from getting
arrangements for hotel for her Na-
tional Convention of Beauty Cul-
turists in May.
In five hours time, she had nail-
ed down the Raleigh hotel for all,
dictated a ream of correspond-
ence, popped called at no less
than six places and then caught




Dear. Mme. Chante: A very
lonely housekeeper who wishes to
meet someone who is interested in
good companienship. I am 52,
weighing 165 lbs. I would like to
meet a man 50 years or older.
Please be kind enough to write
me. Anna Mae Brown, 2689 Tor-
rington Rd., Shaker Heights 22,
Ohio.
Newsmen who made the safari
across Africa last year with Vice
President and Mrs. Nixon are
planning a reunion and are invit-
ing the Ambassadors of the vari-
ous countries visited to join in as
well as the Nixons. ,
• •
When E. A. Mahamma, member
of the Ghana parliament appear-
ed before the Capital Press Club
last week, Robert Mensah, th e
press officer, brought along cabl-
ed greetings to the press corps
from Prime Minister Kwame
Rest House last week, she tossed to headquarters here for the next Nkrumah.
SURE I CAN REAP.
`IOU'VE GOT 4101' Or
CRAZY SIGNS uP-NEREI.
SE% 4 LOAD 0' INAT ONE!
• • •
Dear Mine. Chants: I would like
very much to hear from young
ladies around my age, 32. I have
dark brown skin, weigh 138 lbs.
I like to dance and write letters
—most of all I like to take pic-
tures Oliver Miller, 945 South Ca-
pitol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
• • •
Dear lime, Chante: I am a
lonely man of 35, 5 feet, 10 inches
tall, weigh 150 lbs. I have a good
job and work every day. I have
no bad habits but like fun and
good sports. I would like to cor-
respond with a lovely girl w h o
would like to get married, over 18
and weighing not over 150 lbs.
Please send full size photo in
first letter. Mr. G. Walton, 505
Sheldon St., S. E., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
• s •
Derr Mme. Chante: I read your
column and think it issa wonder-
ful way to meet people. I am in-
terested in meeting ladies be-
tween 17 and 40, over 5 feet tall,
weighing around 160 lbs., and m-
terested in marriage. I am 3$,
6 feet tall and have a good job.
Will exchange photos. Color
doesn't matter. Please send photo
in first letter. Mr. S. Brown, 2441
Temple St., Muskegon, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I trust you
will be able to help me as you
have so many other lonely peo-
ple. I am a divorcee, 34, 4 feet
11 inches tall, 135 lbs., brown
skin, very nice looking, nice hair
and have a good disposition. I
have two children, ages 15 and
8. I would like to correspond
with a nice Christian man be-
tween the ages of 36 and 57 who
is interested in marriage a n d
looking forward to success. Please
don't write if not interested, Send
photo in first letter. Miss Edith
Coleman, 831 26th at., Des Moines,
Iowa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to have pen pals, being a widow
I am very lonely. I am 51, 5
feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 145 lbs.,
brown skin and have black hair.
Mrs. Cora Elizabeth Herford. 537
E. Long St., Columbus, Ohio.
s• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I find life
very lonely and would like to hear
from some nice men. I am 37
and' have a son 13. We both be-
long to the Baptist church. Am
also a member of the usher board,
usher chorus and a first eider of
my church. I love to cook and
go to church. Please send photo
in first letter. My son and I live
alone. Miss Mary L. Smith, 537 S
23rd Si,, 2nd fl., St. Louis 3, Mo.
0 • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a con-
stant reader of the lovelorn cor-
ner. I would like to meet a nice
lady between 25 and 40 who is
interested in marriage. I am 43,
5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh 150
lbs., and I like all sports. Mr.
C. K. 1818 Lyons St., Evanston,
111.,
em seism Bus I owes
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by FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky, — Mixed
athletics, the forerunner to deseg-
regation, are becoming more com-
monplace, My home community,
not unlike' Chicago, New York
City, St. Loitis 'and Indianapolis,
to name a few, still has a pre-
dominant Negro high school.
While Negroes perform on corn-
peting teams, the main competi-
tion remains between the all-Ne-
gro squad and the integrated
ones.
Dring the past two years, a lo-
cal invitational basketball touma.
ment has almost doubled its at•
tendance mostly because Central
High school, several times all-
Negro national champions, has
won top honors. Naturally, people
are attending this tournament
who hardly knew it existed before
1957. The result is that present
facilities 'are how too small.
Desegregated athletics pose the
same problem generally as mix-
ing the schools. Players are de-
segregated, but Negro officials
are not. Ditto Negro teachers.
On the whole, officiating Is
above average, but those white
arbiters unduly subject themselves
to the whims of fans. In close
contests such as those our re-
maining Negro teams compete in,
every decision is viewed in terms
of race.
The mere absence of a Negro
official causes many fans to be
most suspicious. Normally, in
tight games where race is not a
factor, officials suffer some criti-
cism. But when races are pitted
against each other, the task is
tougher.
For about 20 years, I was an
official in collegiate circles. Dur-
ing the last decade, I was a com-
missioner of officials. Thus, it was
my task to examine, rate and
assign football and basketball of-
ficials. Three things made my
work very enjoyable.
(1) Some of our finest men sac-




certified official prides himself on
integrity and competency. ( ) i
reputation as a fair and impar-
tial official in the most valuable
thing he can have. Color of skin
does not determine whether an of-
ficial is good or bad. There are
countless Negro certified officials
who are on par with those of any
other race.
There is no justifiable reason
why NNegroofficials are not seen
imore n integrated contests. Con.
sides-able are now members of
mixed officials associations. The
hitch comes in local tournaments
where the coaches themselves vote
on the officials to be used.
Since only one or two all-Negro
teams are usually entered, their
coaches are out-voted. Then, too,
most Negro coaches are like
Central High's Willie Lee Kean—
nice guys who do not want to
offend anyone.
Negro teams have proven them-
selves in tournament play. You
have but to review the record of
Wendell Phillips of Chicago. At-
tucks of Indianapolis, and Louis-
ville's Central. Locally Central
makes the tournament since it is
consistently rated among the top
three teams in the state.
Successful Negro coaches there-
fore have more than a vote for
officials. They can bargain on
their team's drawing power and
what it means to the success of
the tournament. In short, they can
insist that competent, certified Ne-
gro officials be used to further
democracy.
The advantage will be three-foldt
(1) White players and fans will
come to respect Negro officials on
ability (2) Negro players end fans
will not be nearly as susnicious
of prejudice. (3) Mixed officials
will have better control of the
game and the sportsmanship of
spectators.
While the situation N not analo-
gous, I am reminded of an Amer,.
can Army post in Germany shorts
ly after World War H. The Com-
manding Officer told us that his
military pollee were being Way-
laid by soldiers.
Upon investigatiofts we found
that the ,MPs, all-white, were air
signed to police a Negro outfit
Our suggestion was easy: W h y
not Integrate the MPs? One month
later we returned to find that the
mixed MPs had turned the trick.
I sin convinced mixed officials
in Integrated athletic contests will
have the same good effect if for
DO more than the true appear-





DETROIT — An auto manure*.
turer has come out with a blinks
ing red eye to stare down the
speeding motorist.
With a baleful glare as author,.
tative as a policeman's presence,
it's a new safety device called
the "Co-Pilot," a speed warning
signal.
The control unit is mounted ot1
a speedometer panel, on the di*
ver's right.
Its chromed knob pointer is ad-
justable around a dial-face with
digits numbering from 20 to 80
miles per hour.
For example: Setting the dial
on the number 30 will electronl-
calcy activate a red visual warn-
ing light when that speed is en-
ceeded.
When speed warning is not need-
ed, the unit can be turned tO
"Off" position.




ALBANY, Ga. — It. Ii, Simmons,
dean on-leave at Albany State col-
lege has been awarded the Ameri-
can Cynamide fellowship. Con-
currently, he is a teaching fellow
in zoology in the Syracuse Gradu-
ate School of Science, Simmone
is recipient of this double honor
because of his outstanding record
in the biological field at both Har-
vard university where he is preto
ently enrolled.
Mr. Simmons is on a year's
leave from Albany State college
to complete resident work for the
doctor of philosophy degree in hi.
elogY. He will resume his duties
at Albany State college July 1,
Currently 92 percent of all US
farm trucks are classified as light
vehicles, rated at 11/2 ton capa-
city or less. Eight percent rate
over 11/2 tons.
*
































































Alumni Gather In Chi For 12th Annual Confab
• THE ROLE AND the responsibility of alumni of the United Negro
College Fund was emphasized recently in Chicago at the 12th annual con-
ference in session at the Sheraton hotel. The highlights and personalities
of the two day meet are recorded here. Photo below: Fannie Law-
less, Nelwyn Patrick, Ethel Chaney and Pearl Wright of the registra-
tion committee were busy during the opening day registering UNCF
alumni like James F. Huger, Bethune-Cookman college, Daytona Beach,


















• THE STUDENTS' workshop found youth of the various colleges of
the United Negro College Fund discussing "Campus Interest in the Fund:
How to Stimulate It" with Harlee Little of Livingstone serving as chair-
man. Consultants were Jesse Mayes of Bishop and William Penn, Lane.
Mrs. Betty Campbell, Bennett college, was recorder.
• AT THE OPENING session Dr. Willa B. Player, president of Bennett
college, was the principal speaker (photo top center). She was introduced
by James E. Stamps Sr., of Chicago, a Fisk university alumnus and
founding president of the National Council of UNCF Alumni. Photo top
right: Atty. George W. Moore, president of the Chicago Inter-Alumni
Council and Oscar G. Lawless, Chicago, chairman of entertainment com-
mittee.
. • HOW TO Tncrease Community Awareness of TINCF Objectives was
the theme of Workshop NO. 2. which occupied the calendar of activities
during the first day's afternoon sessbins (photo below). The chairman
was Miss Ruth Steele, Dillard. Consultants were Mrs. Ethel .Tohnson,
Clark. and Max H. Vann, Virginia Union. Fred E.'Lewis of Wiley was
recorder.
• BEST FISHES were expressed to the out-going national president,
Mrs. Leona J. Williams by W. J. Trent executive director; Albert W.
Dent, president of Dillard university and Mrs. Pearl Wright, Xavier, who




A real taste of honest-to-good-
ness Winter weather . . . remis
nieeent of the Winters remembered
by many of days gone by . . .
was our fare of last week. Our
Town's haroler souls donned muff-
lers, ear-muffs and fur-lined glov-
es to have a wonderful time with
the 'young fry' sculpturing snow
men and maids . . . some of
which really strained one's imagi-
nation! It was fun while it last-
ed . and we can't say that we
were sorry to embrace the spring-
like fare of the week-end. It
all reminds us of the oft-repeated
lines . . . "If winter comes, can
Spring be far away?" . . .
Having received plaudits for the
*overage of last week's round up
of the J-U-G's Fourth Annual Pre-
Lenten Charity Ball, we now cor-
rect an inadvertent bit,of informa-
tion which crept into our story.
Blame it on gremlins for not giv-
ing credit to Radio Station WLOK
for the beautiful orchid corsages
wore by the J-U-G's. 'Twas truly
a mistake of "fingers on the type-
writer over mind" ... for through-
out the glamorous event, the boun-
tiful benevolence of WLOK was the
talk of everyone . . . becaue of
their lavish standard of a dozen
orchids to their model, and the
added courtesy, beyond their call:
of duty, in bestowing their bless-
ings and appreciation to the or-
ganization, in the form of orchid
corsages, for their outstanoing
charity event.
Fashion shows ... having some-
captured the imagination of sever- 1
al Clubs about town, cold it be
that the revoltionary chemise and
sack styles, dictated by the 'fash-
ion powers that be,' have given
rise to the ddsire of Milady to see
them on someone else before dar-
ing to take the plunge
I At any rate, Les Voguettcs have
tongures wagging as they critical-
ly decide who are the "Ten Best
Dressed Women" in Memphis,
and aro busy as beavers prepar-
ing for their Annual Charity Fash-
ion Show, Sunday, March 23, at
Club Ebony, at 8:30 p. in. What
with so many well-dressed ladies
In our midst, the field is wide
open . . . to get in the votes for
your favorite. Here are some of
manner in which she serves the
many, many groups who visit the




Miss Therese Williams will serve
as the 'rector of Camp Tapa-
wingo again this summer. She has
directed Tapawingo for the past
four years, serving in this capacity
when the camp was located at
Fuller Park With the Camp Tapa-
wingo committee, she helded se-
lect the present camp site at Sar-
dis Lake and has been instrument-
al in its growth to its present
size
The attendance at Tapawingo,
doubled from 1956 to 1957; and
the nommittee expecting equal
growth in 1958,
Girl Scout and families from !
throughout the county will spend ,
an enjoyable and leisurely three'
days togther at the camp, which
is located near Como Miss., at
the Camp Tapawingo Weekend
scheduled for April 18-20 . . .
The people who have attended
these week ends befcre are an-
xiously awaiting the middle of Ap-
ril to again enjoy the fun, fellw-
ship and relaxation to be gained,
by the campfires, cook-outs, hik-
ing and other activities.
Those who have never been to
Tapawingo will want to have the
opportunity to visit this site locat-
ed in a beauiifully wooded sec-
tion on Deacon's Ridge at Sardis
TO WED PHARMACIST —
The engagement of Miss
Carolyn Frances Bailey to
Charles Allen Champion was
announced recently by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walt-
er L. Bailey. The popular






Two new members were added
to the Jet social club when the.
group met recently at the home
of Mrs. Bettie Farmer, of 161 Da-
vent St.
The new members are Mrs. Ad-
ena Woods and Mrs. Mildred Ails-
worth.
The meeting was opened with
devotional exercises by the chap.
lain, Mrs. Frankie Kimble, and a
large number of the members were
present. After the regular business
session, refreshments were served
by Mrs. Farmer, who was assisted
by her sister, Mrs. Ailsworth.
The club's next meeting will be
held at the home of Miss Eula
Fuller of 1813 Florida at.
Among the club's officers are
Mrs. Henrietta Dunlap, president;
Mrs. Eula Tillman, secretary, and




The Tennessee Social club met
recently at the home of Miss Vir-
gie Farmer, of 372 E. Butler at.
After the club's business was com-
pleted, refreshments were served
by the hostess.
Among the club's officers are
Mrs. Elizebeth Bailey, president;
Mrs. Evelyn Harbert, secretary,
and Mrs Celia Vaughn, reporter.
A spring wedding was foretold Mrs. Walter L. Bailey, owners of and
 aaaended LeMoyne college,
recently with the announcement the Lorraine hotel and motel. Mr. She is now on t
he business staff
of the engagement of Miss Carolyn Champion is the son of Mrs. Min- at
 E. H. Crump Memorial hos-
Frances Bailey to Charles Allen nie L. Allen of 639 Mississippi pital.
Champion. blvd. Champ
ion is a graduate of
The announcement was made by Miss Bailey is a graduate of Xavier 
university, where he was a
the bride-elect's parents, Mr. and Booker T. Washington High sc
hool member of the Chi Delta Mu
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Holds
what subsided for a while . Alsn : 
. don't forget . . . the HOUSTON — Thirty-five mem-
bers of Alpha Beta Sigma chap-1958 Girl Scout 
Cookie Sale is
ere back in full swing — and have scheduled for March 14-22. ter of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
THE 
.
assembled for the first meeting of
1958 with arousing enthusiasm and
inspiration in the private dining
room of the Black Cat.
Brothers Alexander. Durley, Ar-
thur L. McCall Charles Mellon and
Dr. William F. Nowling were
hosts.
Reports were made by E. W.
Millard and R M. Grant, the deli-
gates who recently attended the ed spice to the conference as sev-
42nd annual conclave held in Dal-1 en Houston Sigma Shadows attend-
las, Texas.
The undergraduate members at-
tending the conclave from Beta'
Delta chapter at Texas Southern
university were Frederick B.
Nicks Albert Lee and Herman
Wells.
The Houston delegation won the
trophy for having the largest reg-
istered attendance.
A touch of feminine glamor add-
present were Martha Galloway, Tennessee State Choses
Alice Kilpatrick (who won first
and second prizes among mem-
bers) . . . Vernita Watson, Nor-
man Griffin, Julia Collins, LeMar-
the points which you'll want to 
is Robinson, Vivian Willis, Pearl
consider in selecting our Ten Best Gordon, 
Nell Northcross, Annie
Dressed Women: (1) Appropriate-
ness of occasion; (2) Grooming and
neatness; (3) Unity of costume —
relation of accessories to garment
. . size, time of day, etc.;
(4 Color co-ordination — relation 
Rita and Laurie.
of accessory colors to costume, 
HERE AND THERE
New reach us concerning charm-
ing Jclene Westbrook, daugh-
ter of Dorothy and Joe Westbrook,
well-known Memphians. who made
her debut at the swank Utility
Club's debutante ball in New
York last Friday night. Jolene was
sponsored by Mrs. W. C. Handy,
ning from season to season. Sr., and
 escorted by W. C. Handy,
Earlier in the month La Bonne III
. Thie is a top-draw event
Pots will be sponsoring a fashion 
along the Eastern Seaboard . . .
and: Ann Carnes Bartholomew,
show and dance at the Flamingo
Room — Sunday, March 2, to be: 
Popular Howard university senior
and daughter of Sally and Caffrey
directed by Martha Jean Steinberg more biology major at TennesseeBartholomew, was to attend the,
. . . and "em-ceed'' by Nat D.
Williams. Speaking of Nat Wil- 
tall. 
State,
hams, he's beginning to cut quite 
More about Jolene concerns 
The six judges, who met with
a swath in social circles for his in- 
three sienal honors she has won 
the 47 contestants on a social level
Imitable manner of adding rePart- 
while attending school in New 
to chat and get acquainted, were
ee and spark to any microphored 
York, 
Dr. and Mrs. E. Perry Crump,where she resides with her
occasion! There some 25 of the 
aunt, Merjorie Greene trendy, the 
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Peteway, Mrs.
city's best known models will ells- 
wife. ef Weyer Handy, W. C. Han- Margar
et Simms and II. A. Mc-
play their charms and apparel 
dy's youngest son. She received Claron. 
ness II. Butler, W. Dury Cox, Dr.
for the occasion 
,awards for maintaining a 95s chol- The annual selection of the most 
William L. Crump, Dr, W. S.
HOLIDAY ON ICE 
astic average, another for extra charming co-ed and the most gen- 
Davis, Maj, Claude Dixon, Mrs.
Highlighting and culminating; 
service in the senior orchestra tlemanly male student on the UM- 
Carrie Gentry, Hayes Howard,
Zeta Phi Beta's Finer Woman-' 
of her school, and the other award 
Mrs. Audrey Lewis, and Dr. E. C.
hood Week, will be the second 
Lewis.
color, etc.; (5) Fashion awareness
(current styles and colors:) (6)
Awareness of size limitations —
whether size of print or pattern
Is in keeping with stature of per-
son; (7 Over-all simplicity of cos-
tume — simplicity is elegance;
and (8) Correct wardrobe plan-
or has flee ma e Miss a icer s
assistant.
More in the congratulations de-
portment is the news of the pro-
motion of Mrs. Frances M. Has
sell to administrative assistant t&
the secretary of the Univrrsal,
•. .
public relations and other execu-
tive matters. In the public rela-
tions area. Mist Hassell has earn-
ed untold praise for the graciousi
Miss Charm — Esquire
NASHVILLE — Winning the
coveted titles of Tennessee State
university's "Miss Charm" and
'-Mr. Esquire" for 1958 were Tex-
an Forrest Faye Williams and
Alexander Scott, II of Mississippi,
who competed against a field of 47
contestants from 24 states and
Libel ia.
Freshman social administration
major, "Miss Charm' is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 0.
Williams, 420 West Johanna, Aus-
tin, Texas and a graduate of Aus-
tin's William B. Travis High
school.
"Mr. Esquire," Alexander Scott,
II, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Scott of Route 2, Drew, Miss., is a
graduate of Greenwood's Bond
Street high and presently a sopho-
versity's campus is a part of a
for extra service performance —I planned program to promote and
"plain and fancy,. . . . (dancing sustain an interest in the art of
and drama.) ! gracious living and to give recog- The state o
f New York collects
• • • nition to those who most genuine- more than $2 million revenue a
Another charming Memphis ly exemplify dignity, poise, whole- week in state-im
posed gasoline
mademoiselle. Monice Williams some personality, and the social taxes.
daughter of Bernice and ..DJWile
hams, a Fisk U. senior, graced!
the front page of "Jet" magazine'
last week, showing her in action
at Fisk's television workshop, of
which she is one of the "main
cogs in the wheel." Here's anoth
er indication of beauty, brains and.
talent all embued in one lovely' The Les Voguettes are as busy
young lady. as can be formulating plans for
• • their forthcoming Annual Charity
The Riverses, Slargaret and Dr.' Fashion show when they will pre.
Fred, have been invited guests of sent the "Ten Best Dressed Worn-
their good friends, Dr. Wilbur and en" in Memphis to the public.
Mary Lee Martin. in Detroit, for The show's theme "And Sudden-
the famed Pinochle Club week
Life Insurance Corn- ly 
It's Spring," will have its set-
Universityactivitiee in the Motor City. Mem-
pany. Long know as "a secretary's phians remember the Martins who 
ling in glamorous Manhattan, and
secretary," she has climbed the ill 
unfold Sunday, March 23 at
visited the Riverses here about a 
ladder of success with her natural. 
friends during theid stay. 
year aen . . and made so many
assets of patience, loyalty, effic Robert Carter, who was in Mem---
kmcy, pereseverance and dignity.' • • • phis on official business recently.
Also, one of our city's best-dress- Memphians remember the Mar- phi son o
fficial business recently.
ed women, her skill in choosing tins who visited the Riverses here Our own Attorneys H. T. Lock-
beautiful and appropriate clothes about a year ago . . . and made ard and A. W. Willis are back
makes her a standout in any so many friends during their stayi from a trip to fabulous Texas .
crowd. ' Well-known Arneda Martin has' Dallas to be exact. While there,
The Universal gave recognition just right to be proud of her broth-1 they were guests at a luncheon
to other faithful and efficient em-, er, Atty. Thomas C. Weaver of. and cocktail party . . and, hay- 
be cut out, pasted on a postal
ployees . . . Miss Dorothy Tay-•
' ' 
New York City, who has recently' ing occurred in Texas . . , one 
card, and dropped in the ballot
annual presentation of "Holiday on
Ice," . . . the beautiful ice ex-
travaganza which thrilled Negro
audiences at Ellis Auditorium for
the first time, last year when they
packed the North Hall from floor to
refers. The date is March 9,
and the house is again prac-
Healy sold out. Mrs. Carlotta Stew-
art is the general chairman of this,
event, benefiting the sorority's'
Scholarship and eyeglass Projects.




. . . For . charming and de-
mure Miss Ida Mae Walker who
was recently made supervisor of
the investment department of the
Valentine week-end was a gay
one for members of the Debonair
set, as they met wills Cecelia
Willis at her Mississippi blvd.
manse. Assisted by her sister-in-
laws Annie Laurie and Vivian
all wearing chic red slim hostess
pants ensembles, members a n d
guests came attired in the same
relaxed attire . . • the better to
enjoy the cocktails and hors
d' oeuvresserved before a sump-
tuous baked ham dinner. Debonair
Laurie Willis. . .and guests, Pearl
Penn, Rita Olive, Rubs Jean Lew-
is, Laurie Sugarman, Mildred Wil-
liams, Maxine Smith . . with
the prizes among guests going to
graces, as well as good looks,
The planned program began
with the election of state contest-
ants on Tuesday, Feb. 4. The elec-
tion was supervised and conducted
by the University Student Council,
with Student Council Vice Presi-
dent Bennett Smith in charge.
A charm clinic conducted by Dr.
S. 0. Bryant, Mrs. A. G. H. Sas-
ser, Mrs. Mabel Leathers, and Dr.
Thomas E. Nag. extended from
Feb. 4 through Feb. 15.
Miss LaRita Yvonne White,
"Miss Tennessee State-1957-58"
and Miss Shirley Parker, "Miss
Charm" of 1957, served as stu-
dent consultants during the events
leading to the selection of "Miss
Chasm" and "Mr. Esquire."
Runners-up for "Miss Charm"
were Carole Baltimore, Indianapo-
lis, Ind., and Janet E. Lee, New-
ark, N. J. Numbers two and three
for the "Mr. Esquire" title were
Charles Spriggs, Elmira, N. Y.
and Inman Otey, Nashville.
Others contributing to the suc-
cess of the program were Hark-
Votes Pouring In For
Ten Best Dressed Women
8:30 p.m. at Club Ebony.
Recent tabulations of the first
ballots show these ladies to be
well on their way to winning one
of the coveted positions: (1) Mrs.
Johnetta Kelso. (2) Mrs. Cornelia
Crenshaw, (3) Mrs. Elma Hub-
bard Mardis, (4) Miss Mable Win-
frey, (5) Miss Mary Beale, (6)
Mrs. Polly Carradine (7) Mrs.
Grace Young, (8) Mrs. Mildred
Crawford, (9) Mrs. Zemin Pea-
cock, (10) Mrs. Ethel Vinson, (11)
Mrs. Thelma Davidson, (12) Miss
Velma Lois Jones. (13) Miss Jewel
Gentry, (14) Mrs. Ruby Gaddison
and (15) Mrs. Ezelle Parks.
Ballots for voting are available
weekly in this paper. They may
box in front of the 'Fri-State De-
fender office. Cast your vote to
day!
Members of Les Voguettes are
sorry to inform the public that
Miss Jewel Gentry, who has re-
ceived quite a number of votes al-
ready, is ineligible to be a eon-
testant since she is one of the
judges for th contest.
Be sure to read the results of
the contest weekly in this peper.
been appointed Assistant Attorneyi
General in charge of the Civil
Rights Division of New York State.
Mr. Weaver was the, honored
guest at a name-filled reception
given by former Judge and Mrs.
Hubert Delaney. Among "big-wigs'
present were . . Jimmy Hicks
Ifon. Roy Wilkins, Judge'
Stevens, Atty. Bruce
. . 
Wright. Judge Francis Rivers,
Robert Mangum • . . and Atty.'
knows they were superlative.
• • •
From Chicago came Peyton
Range to visit his mother, Mrs.
Hyde Range of 1393 Kyle .. . and
some of his many friends here. Fol-
lowing his Memphis visit he con-
tinued a leisurely trip to Arizona
and finally, Los Angeles, Celli
to visit other relatives and friendi(
before wending his say back to
the Windy City.
ed in the persons of Mesdames
Thelma Wells, L. B. Nicks, F. D.
Wesley, Gladys Simon, Sarah
Grant, Beatrice Engram and C.
L. Wilson.
The 43rd annual conclave will
meet in Chicago December 27-30,
1958.
GAY GALS PLAN 'GAY 'GAN-
ZA' " — The Gay Gals are
busy with last minute prepar-
ations for their coming -Gay
Game" dance on Feb. 28 at,
Currie's Club Tropicana at 10
p. m. They are, left to right:
Clover Somerville, Eva Kate
Gaines, Jean House, Gertrude
Davis and Barbara Brown.
Othre members are: M
Turner, Elmer Johnson,
Carolyn New, Edna 'rho st„'
Dorothy Phillips and Julia Doe.
gett.




ciation. Ile is a registered pharma-
here.
cist at the John Gaston hospital 
Haywoods' New Flom
to the pledge club were accepted
by the body as qualified for the
Crescent club.
After all of the business affairs
of the meeting were completed,
the Fraters were served a well
prepared and palatable chicken
and sea food dinner.
The March meeting will be host-
ed by Brothers A. B. Roberts,
John Teno and John Fonteno.
Officers of Alpha Beta Sigma
Chapter are E. W. Millard, presi-
dent; A. B. Roberts, vice presi-
dent; John Fonteno, 2nd vice
president; R. M. Grant, record.
T h e entertainment committee! ing - secretary;
was authorized to proceed with F. D. Wesley, corresponding-
plans for the spring formal in secretary; H. M. Washington,,
April to coincide with the 1958 re- treasurer; C. 3 Wells, sr, linen.
gional meeting in Houston of Zeta cial secretary;
Phi Beta sorority. The Phi Betas Dr. William F. Nowling, chap-
will simultaneously hold their re- lain; Lewis W. Engram, parlia-
gional in Waco, Texas on the mentarian, George F. F. Simon,
campus of Paul Quinn college. dean of pledgees and Arthur L.
Two applications for admittance McCall, sergeant at arms.
Approximately sixty persons Miss Kathryn C. Griffin, and
were present on Sunday, Feb. 18, the music instructor at the B
when a wedding reception wasrretts Chapel High school.
ongiven for Mr. and Mrs. Jesse C.! Assisting at the recepti w
Haywood at their new and mod- Mrs. Lurline Thurman aunt of








A Patriotic Tea was given on
last Sunday afternoon by t h e
Alonzo Locke school PTA in the
school cafetorium, with a pro-
gram rendered by the children and
their parents.
Mrs. W. Duncans is president
of the PTA; Mrs. D. B. Johnson,
vice president; Miss Maurice Tay-
lor secretary, and Mrs. H. 0.




Peacock, a cousin of the
The bride's mother, M T.
Matthews, received gue
stunning gold taffeta dre
ed in a beautiful blue
was the groom's mother,
lie Siggcrs. Both wore co
white carnatins.
The bride was der -.-ed in
beautiful ice blue shaze.mg
with a late bodire.
Atnong the guests we
A. Askerneese, Mr. and
L. Powell, Mrs John
Mrs Kelon Bogard, and
W. Bally.
Graduate nurse, mother of four growing youngster
Mrs. Percy Brown of St. Louis says:
Registered Nurse Ella Bolden Brown taught child care
to nurses at Homer C. Phillips Hospital before her mar-
riage. It's not surprising, then, that her own four children
—Stephanie, 4, Marilyn, 2, and the twins, Kenneth and
Keith, 3 mouths—have all been PET Milk babies.
FREE—story-coloring book about
the famous Fultz Quadruplets. Send
PET Milk label with name and ad-
dress to Pet Milk Company, 1460-B
Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Missouri,
Take a tip from Mrs. Brown...
always buy PET,
the handiest milk you can get.
PET EVAPORATED MILK
for cooking... for_coffee ... for babies
E VAPORATE°
Milk
"feenag the Inky^ is a double duty in the Brown household. Like most
twins, Kenneth and Keith were tiny and delicate at birth, but they've
gained steadily on their PET Milk formula, and are now identical pictures
of good health.
"Ptr—Res. U. S. pot Off.
Mrs. Brown knows that PET Milk has all the vital
nourishment babies need to grow strong and s
plus extra Vitamin D for sound bones and teeth. Tha
why more babies are sent home from hospitals on
Milk formulas than on any other form of milk.
Mr. Brown, a railroad chef, takes off his hat
Mrs. Brown's cooking. They both use PET Milk
agree that double-rich, double-nourishing PET
makes all good cooking even better.
Bedtime Is story time for Stephanie and Marilyn.
Growing up in an atmosphere of love and good ears
the two little girls are bright, happy youngsters who




















































































































































I fly Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
C.F.
Three very interesting pro-
grams were staged at Merry
High Seh001 last week. The senior
class presented a playlet "Law-
yer Lincoln" in observance of
Lincoln's birthday. Participants
in the play were: Shirley Win-
ston, Barbara Graham, Dorothy
Jackson, Gloria Mongromery,
Gladys Wilke, Jimmie Dixon,
- Frank Russell, James Grimes and
Clarence Mongromery.
11111-oss section of students in
gang 9 through 12 presented a
• program on the achievement of
The Negro in all fields. The pro-
gram was most enjoyable and
the students are to be commended
for doing the research.
Attorney J. Emmett Ballard
was the main speaker on the sub-
ject "Crime Prevention" which
was observed during the same
week. Students and teachers bene-
fited much from all programs.
STUDENT HONORED
Robert M. Bowman, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Bow-
man, Sr. received the highest 
reau has published a study of
award in exploring on last Moo- 
Women's status in 1956-57 which
day night at St. Paul C.M.E.
church. Bowman, belonging to
Troop No. 111 of the J. F. Lane
Division, is the first Negro
ac to receive the Silver Award the nat
ion's college students and
In ckson. He is a senior at cast about 
half the votes in the
Merry High school, serves as Den last presidential 
election.
Chief of Pack 116 and Junior The report 
called "spotlight on
Assistant Scoutmaster of troop Women in the
 United States,"
111. He also has the largest num- noted:
her of merit badges in the J. F. "In the 
course of lu presidential
Lane Division, a total of 25. His election
s, women have achieved
father is scout master of Troop a power at 
the polls equal to that
No. 111. 
of men, whose voting history co-
COMING EVENTS vers 4.3 
presidential elections."
Lane college will celebrate their I Women
 also outnumber men as
annual Founder's Day on Sunday, '
stockholders, although men own a
March 2. Other dates to mark on 
majority of the shares. Two-thirds
your calendar are the 
Annual of the women shareholders are
Jabberwock sponsored by Delta housewives 
and nonemployed wo-
Sigma Theta sororoty. At this I 
men.
time some lucky young lady will 
The 22 million women presently
be crowned "Miss Jabber
wock" at work represent over a third of
and receive a scholarship to 
Lane the adult female population in the
College. This affair takes place ' 
U. S. and almost a third of the
on March 14. 
labor force.
On March 16 at 3:00 p.m. the 
An estimated 3.4 million are
dedication of Merry High school 
members of national and inter
is scheduled, a date that has 
been national labor unions. 
Six mil-
looked foreward to for some time. 
ilions women are office or 
clerical
.
--0 the calendar really say
tba te less than a month
'ay? You would have to check
calendar to prove it for no
, en would dare peek its
out of all this snow and
: temperature. Ole man win-
„Certainly didn't let us by this
think many of US will sister, Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Ethela.
a those first signs of Rutledge, both who reside at 234
2111#1111. ,Stonewall St. They were very
a
idWe . are now ending the great happy to see Mrs. Rogers as both
oath of February when so many have been in poor health for some
standing dates are observed, time.
any hearts of lovely ladies were A. D. Hardy was called out of
de happy by men in their lives town for several days on account
Valentine's Day. of the sudden death of his brother,
ssigWe are probably bursting at the 'Mr. Amo
s Hardy of Chicago, Ill.
ales now from eating too much We extend 
to him our deepest
3andy but wouldn't we have long sympathy.
-laces if we didn't receive it? In the 
sports world, the district
iffTBER EVENTS 
Jill tournament is taking place
....One national date In which 
this week at Stigall _High in Hum.
College took 
part was the boldt, Tenn. Regional 4 burns-
-I Day of Prayer for 
,ment will take place at Merry
3thslass on last Sunday. Here to 
:High School on Feb. 27-28 and
seleillp the sermon for this 
oc-1March I. You will have a chance
aeallsion was Rev. Braxton Boyd, 
to get your share of basketball so
actor of Trinity C.M.E. church 
be there.
Decator, Ill, lie is a graduate
Lane College and has done
te well for himself since being 1
"ORA in the field of the ministry.1
ship of the World's Student Chris.




Lyn Federation and the United
Student Christain Council, which I The Stitch and (That Sewing club
is the U.S.A. section of the W.S. 
met in the home of Mrs. Sally'
Cochran, at 734 Woodward, on
Wednesday, Feb. 19, where a brief
business session was conducted tiy
1 the vice president, Miss Velma
Cochran.
, Birthday monies, along with oth-
er gifts, were presented to Mrs.
Estelle Brown and Mrs. Gladys
Waller. A surprise box was won
by Miss Carrie Canada. At the
close of the activities, a delicious
birthday Milner was served by tire
hostess. Mrs. Lola Gibson will be
the next hostess, meeting at her





WASHINGTON — The United
States is becoming a woman's
Department of Labor.
The Department's women's bu-
shows the weaker sex holds near-
ly a third of the nation's jobs,
comprises nearly a fifth of all
labor union members, a third of
ea Bonne Foi Club
Plans Fashion Show
Iffembers of the LaBonne F 01
Social club assembled in a 
business
and planning eession last
 week
to comPlete details for their
 forth-
coming fashion show and dance,
scheduled for Sunday, March 2,
at 9 p. in. at the Flamingo 
Room.
Cierfeiying with the club mem-
bers was vrell-known WDIA lady
"deejay” and radio personality,
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg, who
will direct the fashion show.
Mrs. Steinberg is widely known
as a fashion and charm show
directress. The theme of the club's
presentation this year is, "La
Bonne Foi Presents Spring to You
In Fashions," with an accompany-
ing theme, "Glorifying the Sepia
Model."
Interspersed in the modeling fea
ti the program will be in.
te tative dances, vocal selec-
tions and other entertainment fea-
tures.
Mrs. Sarah Gray, well-known in
social and civic circles and presi-
dent of the LaBonne Foi Club,
OW down on win•.. dans by wing
a. dworing bruth of your
fleaS••• lon rof.1.., end o4f.. furor-
es+ serSerox
•
stated (hat his second fashion show
and dance presentation of the or-
ganization "promises to rank with
the top social events of the sea-
man."
Make plans to come out and see
this beautiful new building and
share in the program planned for
this occasions
EN AND OUT OF TOWN
Mrs. Beatrice !lagers of St.
Louis, Mo spent several days in
Jackson with her mother and
SOPHISTIMES SOCI A I.
CLUB: — Members ot the So-
phisticates Social Club enter-
tained their husbands and
friends with a buffet dinner
last Sunday evening, at the
lovely home of their president.
Mrs. Lucille Taylor, at 1264
Latham Street. Following the
delicious repast, ewes guest
was given a souvienir by the
club, and the members ex-
changed Valentine gifts. Be-
sides Mrs. Taylor, officers in-
clude Miss Laraine, vice pres-
ident and Mrs. Willa Beatrice
Seymaun secretary. Other
members are Mrs. Sarah Ann
Williams, Mrs. Filander Tea•
mer. Mrs. Myron Forte, Mrs.
Mary Jones, Mrs. Estella Lew-





The Senior Homemakers met re-
cently at the home of Mrs. Marie
C. Jones, the president, of 350 S.
Wellington at., and made plans for
the Annual Musical Tea. It will
be held on May 4, at the Lelia
Walker Home.
After the meeting had been clos-
ed by the members reciting the
club's motto, games were played,
and a delicious Italian menu
was served.
Besides the president, the mem-
bers present were Mrs. Katie Mc-
Guire, vice president; Mrs. Mar-
garette R. Young, secretary: Mrs.
Ida Lee Jackson, assistant sec-
retary; Mrs. Irene King, Mrs. Byr.
dell Fields, social chairman; and
Mrs. Charlie Lewis.
The club's next meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs. Lewis
at 2387 Park aye.
workers, some three million are
factory workers and over two
million are in professional occupa-
tions.
Professional opportunities, an.
cording to thesreport, widen as
women in increasing numbers at-
tain degrees. In the 1955-56 school
year women earned over 132,000
degrees, close to a third of the
total granted.
Additionally, nearly two million
girls and women were receiving
training in state and local voca-
tional programs.
Clam Stuffing
9-1-2 oz. package corn thins, rol-
led medium coarse (about 4 cups
crumbs)
7 or. can minced claims, drained
1-4 cup claim liquor




Combine all ingredients. Toss to-
gether lightly. Makes 5 cups stuf.
fing.
Stuff one mixture In the body
cavity and one in the neck. It's a
new twist for an exciting service.
Since 1940 the number of dwell-
ing units using natural gas for
central heating has increased by




GREENSBORO, N. C. — When
Beta Mu Sigma chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta sorority recently pre-
sented its annual Jabberwock in
the Harrison auditorium at A&T
college to a capacity audience, the
theme "Adventures Through Won-
derland" was effectively carried
out through skits and dances with
major emphasis on the "Sputnik
Age".
The Greensboro chapter of the
Jack and Jill of America, Inc. was
awarded the top prize for the best
skit entitled "Moon Explorers".
The F. L. Bluford school dance
group was awarded the second
prize for its dance routine entitled
"A Glimpse Through the Fairies'
Picture Book", And Girl Scout
Troop No. 01 capped the third
prize with its skit entitled "Chris-
tine Finds Her Wonderland",
Two other participating groups,
the Washington Street School Cre-
ative dance group and The Live
Y-era, presented dances entitled
"I Can Dream, Can't I?" and "No
Man Is An Island", respectively.
Misses Barbara Moore and Caro-
lyn Walden were guest pianists.
The outstanding performer tro-
phy was awarded Miss Karen Al-
exander, a member of the Wash-
ington Street dance group.
Miss Georgetta Jordan, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Elsie Jordan, a Delta
Sorer, was crowned queen of the
Jabberwock.
The members of her court, also
daughters of Deltas, included
Misses Karene Woods, Glenna Hin-
nant, Beverly Moore, Marsha
Parks, Roma Best, Sandra Echols,
Brenda Gibbs, Cassandra Hodges
and Valerie Spaulding.
Little Patrice Hinnant was train
bearer and Lionel Hodges, crown
bearer.
The Jabberwock committee was
chaired by Sorors Geraldine A.
Totten and Luvenia Carpenter.
Largest zinc mine in the world
is at Gilman, Colorado, and the
largest molybdenum mine in the
world is not far distant at Climax,.
Colo.
PLANNING FASHION SHOW
DANCE — Members of 11,a•
Bonne Rd gods] club are seen
with Nat D. Williams, well
known radio personality, plan.
, nine their forthcoming fashion
I show and dance scheduled for
Sunday night. March 2, at the
Flamingo Room. Mr. Williams
will serve as master of (-ere-
moniea. Seen seated, !eft to
right are: Mesdames Laura
Kelly, Martha Jean Steinhera
Leols Mitchell, Sarah Gray,
Mildred Kaufman, 'Hattie M.
Morgan and, standing, left to
right, Denise R. Hawkins, Mr.
Williams, Johnnie Edwards
and Annie Mae Grace. Mrs.
'Nary. Self, another member, is
not pictured.
'Holiday On Ice' To End
Finer Womanhood Week
"Finer Womanhood Week," des-
signed to call attention to the
ideals championed by the Zeta
Phi Beta sorority, will be cele-
brated here from March 2 through
9 by the Alpha Eta Beta and Pi
Alpha chapters. Mrs. Eloesta
Fleming is general chairman ot
the week's celebrations, which will
be culminated by the second an•
nual presentation of "Iloliday On
Ice." •
The theme for this year will be
"Guiding Youth Through Richer
Educational, Social and Economic
Opportunities."
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart is the gen-
eral chairman of the "Holiday On
Ice" presentation which will bene-
fit the sorority's scholarship and
eyeglass projects.
Other events scheduled for the
week will include a radio inter-
view over radio station WDIA on
March 2, in which the purpose of
the week will be expirsined. Mrs.
Helen Waterford is chairman of
that program.
Repledge services will be con-
ducted on the next night, March
3, at the Lelia Walker Club house,
with both the graduate and under-
graduate chapters participating.
Mrs. Mattie Oates will be in
charge of the repledge services, publicity committee.
On the following night, the aux-
iliaries who lend assistance to all
of the Zeta affairs will be remem-
bered, with Miss Yvonne Hawkins
in charge of the meeting.
Sorors of both chapters will be
present at the "Blue Rendezvous
Ball" to be given in honor of the
"Princess of the Ice" at the Club
Tropicana on Wednesday night,
March 5, with Mrs. Maggie Jot,
clan serving as chairman.
-"Los Cheerios Day" has been
set for March 6, and the sorors,
directed by Mrs. Manae Stan-
back, will spread cheer by mak-
ilng donations to hospitals, and
by sending flowrs, cards, and
gifts to shut•ins.
A dinner party on Saturday
evening , March 8, at Tony's
will be given to honor visiting
sorors, which will include Mrs.
Betye Steele Turner, first anti-
basileus, of Tuskegee Institute,
and Mrs. Maggie B. Daniel, chair-
man of the Executive Board, of
Montgomery, Ala.
Other members who will assist
In the week's celebrations are
Mrs. Mildred P. Horne and Miss
Marvelle Folesome, basilei of the
local chapters. Mrs. Bernice A.,
E. Callaway is chairman of the
Barbecued Beefburgers
And Rice Easy To Prepare
An easy to fix menu, requiring
only a small bit of effort and' a
short space of time, is barbecued
beefburgers and genercus serv-
miss of rice.
The ingredients are:









2 8-ounce cans of tomato juice
4 1-2 cups of hot cooked rice
To make 4 1-2 heaping cups Of
white fluffy rice:
1. Put 1 1-2 cups of uncooked
rice, 3 cups of cold water, and
1 1-2 teaspoons of salt into a 2-
quart saucepan and bring to a
vigormi!. toil,
2. Turn the heat as low as Poeuai- i
ble. Cover the saecepan with a
lid. Do not remove lid or stir
rice while it is cooking.
3. Leave saucepan over this law
heat for 14 minutes. Remove from
heat. The rice is now ready to
use. However, leave the cover on
the saucepan to keep the rice hot
if you are not ready to use it
immediately.
To make barbuced beefburg-
ers:
Mix together the beef, egg, salt,
and pepper. Shape into six flat
cakes, using about 1-3 cups of
mixture fi:2 each cake. Melt one
teaspoon of fat in a skillet and
brown the cakes. first on one side,
then on the other. While cakes
are browning, melt the remaining
2 tablespoons of fat in the sauce-
pan. Add the onions and cook
until tender. Add the Worchester
shire sauce, vinegar, sugar and
tomato sauce and mix well. Pour
this sure over the cakes. Cover
the skillet and simmer for 15 inin
utes. To serve, arrange the hot
rice on a platter. Place the beet
cakes over the rice and pour the
sauce over the beef cakes and rice.'
This recipe makes six servings.,
QUEEN OF HEARTS. — John
Wright happily crowned Miss
Shirley Harrison as the 5958
Queen of Hearts, Sunday, Feb.
16, at Curries Club Tropicana.
Both Mr. Wright and Queen
Shirley are students at Manas-
sas high school. Seen left to
right are Princesses Eunice
Trotter of Lester high school
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 1
Sot., March 1, 1958
and Erma Jean Woodley — a
nurse at E. II. Crump hospital:
Queen Shirley, Miss Cora Wool
ey of the 40th Ward Civic club
and Miss Luvla Grass of Mel
rose high school. Not present
when the picture was made
was Miss Earlier. Taylor of
Charmell Beauty Shop.
Big Star Specials
Big Star has been riding the
range again this week, and once
again has corralled some U. S.
Choice heavy steer beef which it
has decided to pass on to the
housewife with its usual regards
for the family tudget.
The steaks available thin week
at Big Star are wearing the United
States Department of Agricul-
ture's choice stamp. What does
that mean?
It means simply that the meat
Words of the Win
Hereditty ks on omnibus la
which all one ancestors rids,
and ropey now and then one
of them puts hie head out and
emborrassee116.
--(Gayer Wend. ealrom.
A TEMPTING DISH — Bar- is a very tempting menu to
becued beefburgers with rice set before the family or far
guests, on these cold evenings,
and it is very easy to prepare.




The Intellectual - aggressive
sophomore class, under the spon-
sorship of Mrs. Thelma J. Harris
and John W. Powell, presented an
Ash Wednesday program to the
student body in the Blair T. Hunt
Gymnasium Wednesday afternoon.
According to faculty members,
the students conducted themselves
in the most orderly manner that
could have been expected from
any student or students.
Speaker for the program was
Rev. P. E. Brooks, teacher of I,at-
in at this institution.
The program procedure was as
follows: reading of the scripture
by Miss Doris Thompson; the
Lord's Prayer, in song, by Miss
Derese Brown; a touching read-
ing by Miss Willye Ruth Norfleet;
a heart warming solo "Bless This
House," was rendered by Miss
Eleanor Addison' David Flagg
played a piano solo, "Deep River";
the saint Cecelia Glee club, under
the direction of Mrs. Cathryn*
Rivers Johnson, sang "The Holy
City;" William Higgins, business
manager of the sophomore class.
introduced the speaker, yours truly
served as master of ceremonies
S°D7riOnilig 
ORES
eEySear of 57-58 a won-
derful thing happened to all of the
sophomore at Booker T. Wash-
ington. That wonderful thing was
the right to organize.
During the previous years only
the juniors and seniors have had
the opportunity to organize. We
are the first sophomore class to
organize in the history of our
school.
Our installatien program was
held for the juniors and sulaho-
mores. Mrs. 0. H. Shannon, a -
former Walhingtonian was the
speaker.
Since we are the first sopho-
more class to organize, we would
like to leave a shining pathway
for our followers.
This sophomore class is the
largest in the Mid-South, Negro
or white. We have 23 divisions of
the 10th grade. There are approd-
mately 1,000 sophomores at Wash-
ington.
The officers are: Booker T.
Wade, jt, president; John Ten'
art, vice-president; Willye R. Nor.
fleet, corresponding secretary;
Sandra Pegues, recording secre-
tary; Vinnie Ruth Daugherty, tree.
surer; William Higgins, business
manager: Bernice Smith, chaplain;
Claudette Jones, reporter. Advisors
are Mrs. Thelma J. Harris and
John W. Powell,
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
This week we have selected Ty-
rone Smith as student of the week.
Mr. Smith is the 15-year-old son
of Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Smith, who
resides at 319 Peebles rd.
Tyrone is in the 9-9A class. He
is a member of the Saint Cecelia
Glee club, Montclair's Quartet and
Metropolitan Baptist church. His
hobbies are singing and swimming.
His ambition is to become a sing.
er. When asked about Boorke
ington, this was his comment: "I
think B. T. W. is a fine school.
It will offer more subjects than
any other school and has the best
principal in the United States,
Prof. Blair T. Hunt."




The Christian Community club
met recently at the home of Mrs.
Rosie Busby, of 1303 Gill ave.
Mrs. Mattie L. Nicks is president
of the club, and William Monger,
the group's reporter.
has been certified by a U. S. C.,
eminent inspector to be of II
best possible grade. It is beef
its very best!
Ready for the housewife ti
week at the prices for which tl
lower grades of beef usually si
are round steak at 79 cents, si.
loin steak, at 89 cent, and T-her
steaks at 99 cents a pound.
These unusually low prices w
not continue always, but now
the time to serve some aristocr




' NEW YORK — Elegant marl,
once reserved for the more el,
sections of the home, can
found in such prosaic places
the kitchen and the bathroom.
New homes in the medal?' •
price range can have marl,' •
floor and wall surfacings, kitchas
counter tops, window sills and
similar uses.
Some builders put down checker-
board floors, alternating marb'e
and hardwood for a really lush
look.
Marble still Is used for luxula.
as in the case of the Havana i;
viers hotel, which used streaks I





Vinegar is tart. Sour.
Every housewife knows that.
How can it help you stay sweet
and nice inside when you use it
in your douche?
Use "Lysol" instead. "Lysol" is
just right for douching.
"Lysol" stops odor. Kills odor -
causing germs on Contact.
Yet "Lysol" brand disinfectant
is mild. Can't hurt
you. Douche with it
regularly.













MEN cannot be wrong" as say-
ing goes but they can be over
. jubilant over a single issue—or
person—as in this case, one may
will coulude. —POINT IN ques-
tion has to do with telegram re-
ceived at this desk and directed
to its inhabitant anent compari-
son of SAMMY DAVIS AND John-
ny Mathis. MESSAGE FROM A
e. "Dr. H. H." in San Francisco
sees everything but justice in re-
cent column that may have indi-
cated Davis was better perform-
er of the two. — SAYS THE wire
from 'Dr. H. H." the San Fran-
cisco medic: "Continue writing
your column as you formerly did
because when you try to evalu-
ate performances yo are not qual-
ified. JOHNNY MATHIS is t h e
greatest entertainer within t h
last century. — DAVIS WOULD
only qualify as Mathis' valet."
CAREFUL, Dr. H. H. Mr. Davis'
friends aren't going to like this
one bit, we are afraid. — DOWN
TO FACTS this column said noth-
ing about talents of the two ar-
tists, both great in their lines.--
MATH!?. AS A SINGER and Da-
vis as about everything known to
stagedom including vocals. — OF
THE TWO we felt Davis far super-
ior as a drawing card or popu-
lar figure two assets he has ac-
quired from experience and his
long stay at the top. — ASSETS
THAT WILL come to Johnny Ma-
this once his potency has gone
the rounds and become recognizd
ed world wide, as most certainly
figures. THIS MY dear Dr. H. H.
is about what was pointed out
in the column you disagreed with
so bitterly.
• • •
YOUTH MUST BE served, and
sex too, it seems where Holly-
wood is concerned. POINT IS
that talk of filming the Broad-
way play, "Anna Lucasta" not
once included Hilda Simms, the
original in the title role. — 'TWAS
ALL DOROTHY Dandridge, t h e
sexy one during casting tall. DOT
BOASTS BOTH qualifications far
in excess of Miss Simma so one
must conclude 'twas latter's pos-
session of more of WHAT SCRIPT
suggests that brought her the role
without spotlighted competition
esen from the original star of
the play. — AND IIERE AGAIN
RISES the name of Sammy Davis
who will have the ph x role ori-
ginally played by Earle Hyman.
—SAMMY HARDLY the better,
at least no more proven, actor
BOASTS A BETTER box office
name. — AND 'TWAS ever thus:
To the bosoffieehr goes the role.
• • •
HUFF" ACCORDING TO
Webster means to make angry
OR WORDS TO THAT effect but
there are other evils it brings
about. — CERTAINLY 'TWAS "in
a huff" that Billy Eckstine and
Carolle Drake allowed their do-
mestic affairs to be dragged into
court and in the nation's press.—
BUT FOR "HUFF" they would
have settled their differences in
confines of their fine home and
things would have been much bet-
ter. — THEY WERE and judging
from announcements that they
•
DEFENDER
Sot., March 1, 1951
so theyay__
By AL MONROE
'TWENTY MILLION FRENCH- plan to wed, still are in love.—
ONLY THING regrettable about
the whole picture is fact that
countless millions will always re-
member first, that they were in
love, fell out and then in again,
when IT SHOULD have been
knows only to the principals and
a few close friends. — YES,
"11UFF" can be awfully tricky
and mean when used' without
stopping to think things out.
• • •
THE JACK PAAR show (NBC-
TV 11:00 p.m., nightly) is one of
the fastest growing programs on
the air currently. — RECENTLY
JACK vacationing (with his show)
in Florida moved on the interra-
cial kick with aid of Cab Callo-
way's Cotton Club show and the
result was terrific — tbe reac-
tion solid — throughout the na-
tion. AS A RESULT Jack is dip-
ping further into the Sepia files
for talent. — HIS LATEST IS
Joahann Carrot who will occupy
the feature vocalist spot with
show for next several nights. —
SPEAKING OF television shows
"Ted Mack's Amateur Hour" pro-
gram returned to the air this
week after an absence of two
months. — 'TWAS SPONSOR de-
mand that brought the show back
on air. — INCIDENTALLY IT
debuted from Chicago Saturday





One of the modern dramas of
the last decade will be presented
on Wednesday, Thursday and Fie
day, February 26, 27 and 28th with
matinees at 3:15 p.m. all three
days and evenings at 8:30 p.m.
on Thursday and Friday.
The performances will be held
at Wilson Jr. College, at 6800 Ste-
wart Avenue.
The play deals with the story
of a naval officer who relieves
the Captain of his ship during a
storm on the grounds that he is
mentally unsound.
After the storm the officer is
court martialed and it is this sec-
tion of the best selling novel which
has been dramatized and was tour-
ed coast to coast a few seasons
ago.
Among the many people involv-
ed in this play are Ted Dalpe,
5100 S. Kenwood as the Judge
Advocate, Glenn Harris, Jr., 7117
S. Dorchester, as Capt. Blakeley,
John Saunders, 4456 S. Prairie, as
Greenwald, James DeLonge, 6306,
S. Artesian as Maryk, Lynne Sand
born, 7809 S. Yates as the Steno-
grapher, Myra Harris, 6950 S.
Prairie as the Wave orderly, Don
Nomako, 4611 Pauline as Capt.
Quegg, and Patrick O'Neill, Marty
Zakes, Ernest White, LeRoy In-
man, Michael Flynn, George Bihl-
mayer, Irwin Korngott, Henry





NEW YORK — Little did sev-
eral record firm owners realize
that when they turned away a Har-
lem woman who had been seek-
ing a "break for her teen - age
daughter that within six months
she would be one of their compe-
titors.
Three years ago Zell Sanders
made the rounds of major recordi
firms begging them to listen to
a singing duo composed of her
daughter, Johnnie, then 15. and
her partner Joe Rivers. From all
she got the usual statement of
"sorry, we've signed up all the
rock and roll groups that we can
handle. Maybe some other time."
Instead of taking their advice
she started her own record firm
usiiie her kitchen for an office.
Finally one disc jockey, Tommy
Smalls, liked the samples she had
brought to his attention and two
things happened to her: Johnnie
and Joe's rendition of "Over The
Mountain" on the J & S label be-
gan to be played and started them
upward on the money-making
road.
At last week's Broadcast Music,
annual Rhythm and Blues award
luncheon Mrs. Sanders was on
hand to get a plaque for publish-
ing "Over The Mountain." She
was further surprised when her
daughter handed her the "paid in
full" receipt for a $21,000, two-




The Regal Theatre. Chicago's
only presentation of vaudeville
house and that only periodically,
gets back on "flesh kick" week of
Friday, Feb. 28 with when Count
Basic arrives as head of a "pack-
age."
With Basie, of *nurse, will be
the "most talked of" vocalist, Joe
Williams singing tunes especially
prepared for the engagement. But
there will be other greats on the
weeklong hill.
Forinstance the main dancing
chores on the program will he
entrusted to Atkins and partner
Ex-Chkagoan In Dandridge Film
THE RHYTHM KINGS, Inter-
national favorites as a dance
team were among the many
greats appearing on the bill
at 9th annual Mardi Gras stag-
ed at Trianon ballroom Satur.
daynight. Boys left to ringt
THE ZENITHS, featured art-
ists in "Smart Affairs' while
it was appearing at Dunes
Hotel in Las Vegas as well as
at Roberts Lounge were heard
are "Mitch," Sonny and Bud-
dy. Team, often seen on tele-
vision and in exclusive night
clubs are scheduled for a top
cabaret scene in a picture to
be made this spring.
in a sensational performance
at the Mardi Gras in a sort
of driet-acts loveable with
Steele.
By HAZEL A WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Five Greats
make up the Beale
at, saloon band that makes jazz
fly like confetti in "St. Louis
Blues" — they are Nat 'King'
Cole Red Callender Barney Big-
ard Teddy Buckner Lee Young
and George Washington (no kin)
all 'of whom are famous phono-
graph record artists.
"Mark of the Hawk" starring
Earths Kitt, Juano Hernandez
John McIntire and Sidney Poitier
will have its world premiere at
the Broadway-Capitol Theatre in
Detroit on March 11 launching a
Fluellen Ex-Chicagoan
Dot Dandridge's Hubby
In Pix'Infamy At Sea
series of openings throughout the
Detroit territory.
Filmed partially on location in
Nigeria "Mark of the Hawk"
deals with the powerful and dra-
matic forces sweeping Africa to-
day.
Joel Fluellen (ex-Chicagoan) is
one actor who stays busy in the
studios. He has just finished a
picture and then a Western ''Trail-
er Blazer" with Rory Calhoun
for the Telephone Hour. Now he
has tren signed for a Wonder-
ful Part in MGM's "Infamy at
Sea" as Dorothy Dandridge's
husband with James Mason.
jiG ZAGapo
L 2.1:3*GY JOHNSON
NEW YORK — Made a hurried
dash here to bind the Club Savan-
nah revue contract. Along with
my youthful protege Cliff Fears,
we hit the Turnpike at 12:09 p. m,
and other than stopping at four
Howard Johnson's restaurants en
route, I managed to stay behind
the wheel for 11 hours and my
little helper slept just that long.
Those of you who have never
had the pleasure and experience
of driving over the turnpike have
really missed something, and then
on the other hand you saved
something and that was money. I
have never paid so many toll
charges in all my life, nor have
I been through so many tunnels.
We missed the Holland tunnel
turnoff and had to go on into the
Lincoln tunnel and I believe Hon-
est Abe still has his arms around
me. Coming out of the tunnel and
officer had put down a telephone
and looked straight at me and my
Dandridge Pix Acting
Hailed In Paris Debut
By E. A. IVIGGINS
PARIS — Dorothy Dandridge's
first French film, -TAMANGO,"
in cinemascope and color, opened
at four of Paris' leading Cine-
mas simultaneously last Friday,
and is proving to be one of the
biggest box-office attractions
since the American-made. contro-
versial, "Island In The Sun." in
which Miss Dandridge also starr-
ed.
The four "Cinemas" currently
featuring "TAMANGO" are t h a l
French "Gaumont Syndicate (thatI
have sixteen such establishmentsl
in Paris alone) located on three
widely separated thoroughfares of,  Sunday s Sock
and ultimate revelation with mad
terial proof of secret -me-ledge
(the Captain's intenti marry ;
one of his own when . urn to'
Holland) merely disillusions
Aiche and causes conflict between
the two men.
And Alex Cressan, as TOMAN-
GO, the insubordinate, clever and
powerful warrior, sold with the
other unfortunates in bulk
Paris. Namely. The Biarritz, on
the Champs Elysees. The Made-
leine and The Richelieu, on the up-
per and lower end of the Grand
Boulevard, respectively, and the
Gaumont Palace (largest Cine-
ma in Europe( at the Place Clichy
in Montmartre.
The stars of "TAMANGO" are
Dorothy Dandridge. as the beauti-
ful, resigned, slave-girl Aiche. who
is also the ship Captain's mistress.
Crud Jurgens, handsome silver-
haired "Captain" of L'Esperan-
as. who respects no law but his
own and whose duel personality
reflects both extremes of human
conduct.
Jean Servals. as Dr. Corot,
the ship's physician, who forms the
inevitable triangle but fails to gain
the favor he seeks of Aiche. Thus
his relentless advances, intrigues,i 212 inches. vious.
Gold Coast's
Birthday Fete
There will be a gala birthday
celebration at the Gold Coast,
5701 State et., Sunday, Feb. 23 in
honor of Buster Strickland, the
owner. There will be fun, food,
entertainment and pretty hostess-
es on hand to see that you enjoy
yourself. The party will get under
way at 7 p.m.
The Gold Coast is one of the
southside's popular site spots.
Another feature at the club is
the big. disc jockey show featur-
ing Sparky every Monday and
Wednesday nite. Mildred Strick-
lend is hostess.
who starred in stage version of
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" one
of the hest acts in show business.
In addition there will be dancers
of the cute pony variety and sev-
eral other name acts. Basis is
also bringing in a comic team to
supply laughs for the nightly jams
that are expected to witness his
first appearance on Southside in
moons and theatre's first stage
show in months.
Basic is on a tour of the nation
that will he climaxed by appear-
ance on Perry Como show when
he returns to New York on March
29.
The human foot has 2e bones.
The smallest is three eighths long to me." Instead of "I Love
of an inch long and the largest! You." although the feeling is oh.
shipload by an African Chief-
five rifles
As the beautiful and troublous
lain to L'Esperanza's Captain for
two barrels of chum and twenty-
Aiche, Miss Dorothy Dandridge,
portrays the "Eternal Woman"
superbly, in many shades of hu-
man emotions.
To mention a few we see her
as the mute, subjugated slave, to
the firey, vindictive (and assum-
ed) "FREE" woman, who gives
vent to her pent-up emotion; as-
sails the Captain viciously, and
shocks him by her venomous
declaration that she "hates" him;
hates the touch of his hands and
everything connected with him.
Also as a weak and defense-
less human being, thankful if not
Proud, for the comfort and privi-
leges that she enjoys — due to the
benignancy of her master.
And as the coy, tantalizing and
vivacious creature, fully conscious
of her own power, and man's
weakness.
The producers of "TAMANGO"
hope to earn some American dol-
lars by eventually exporting the
Integrated film to the States. But
this is dui ous without consider.
able censor. Espeecially two
scenes in the Captain's cabin.
The scenes are of lingering kiss-
% which culminate the Captain's
reVated statement to Aiche that,
."You belong to me . . You be-
ON HER WEEKEND visit to
NY for a speaking engage-
ment before a civic group,
Melba Pattilln, center, one of
the 9 teenagers attending con-
troversial Central High School
in Little Rock, Ark., was a
guest of the cast of the Broad-
way show, -Body Beautiful."
She was weliommi harkStagc
after the show by several of
the musical's stars Windbag
Lonnie Satin and Barbara Mc-
Nair and Richard De Bella,
lower left, and Allan Weeks,
lower right.
little now awakened helper, Cliff.
He said, "Hey, Detroit, the next
time you come through the Lincoln
tunnel down, jump the slow mov-
ing line for the fast one." I said,
"Thank you sir, 1 promise I won't."
And as I pulled away I saw a
picture of Honest Abe and he seem-
ed to be looking at me and say-
ing, "See, I helped you all again."
PASSED by 51st and Broadway
and happened to get in on a few
of the comments of C.ose who had
just viewed "The Body Beautiful"
that starred among many others, -
Lennie Sattan and beauteous Bar-
bare McNair. and I certainly wish-
ed I had had a pocket tape re-
corder so I could give my two
buddies a listen to the wonderful
things that were being said about
them.
Shall never forget the night in
Ebony Room of the Gotham ho-
tel and I asked John White and
Earl Cuzzen who was the little
lady in the corner and both
said we don't know hut she must
le a mcvie star. Later, we three
found that not only was she a
movie star but one of the sweet-
est most qualified artists we had
met in some years. As for Lonnie
Sattin, well, he did his selling
job for me at the Flame Show
Bar and later in the Cotton Club
ahoy in Miami.
I was seated next to Sugar Ray
Robinson when Lennie did the
number "Stand Up and Fight,"
and the Sugar man remarked,
"brother-in-law, this man is tell-
ing the story like it is." Then
later I found that Lennie had been
an ex-fighter, and the play fitted
him to a "T".
LARRY STEELE'S SMART
affairs, sensational at the Mar-
di Gras always includes its
famed -show girls" and




KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Knoxville
College will present the nationally
famous Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra,
now conducted in the ole "Dor-
sey spirit" by trumpeter Lee Cas-
tle, in a two hour popular con-
cert in Giffen-Alumni Memorial
building Wed., Feb. 26. Vocal-
ists are Dian Wisdom and Tommy
Mercer. The 15 musicians of the
orchestra include 10 original Jim-I
mey Dorsey mer.
Lee, in addition to being a mem-
ber of the Dorsey Rand for many,'
years, is one of the hest trumpet
players in the country and has
been considered the 'third son' di
the Dorsey family.
BYLYE "JET" WILLIAMS,
popular song stylist and pian-
ist currently appearing at Har-
ry's Cocktail I,ounge, received
tremendous applause for her
rendition of a pair of songs as
the Mardi Gras celebration at
Trianon Saturday night.
brOt
WILL SOMEONE PLEASE remind'
postal worker J. W. that flowers
he insists on sending certain mar-
ried woman in Lake Meadows
apartments that his money is be-
ing wasted. — TELL HIM the
little housewife left all her 'play-
ing chores' in Idlewild last sum-
mer and is sticking to duties of
being a housewife now that she's
home and back with hubby. —
FLASH! HUBBY has found out.
flowers come from Hayes' florist
and will someday learn identity
of sender. — FRIENDS WILL soon
receive invites from VELMA
BANKS' family for her coming
marriage to WALTER BRYANT,
medic-to-be that will erase all ru-
mors of his romantic capers and
center aisle plans for another cutie
who lives in Morgan Park.
TALKING about apparent "tech'
taken on them at wedding rem,.
Lion at Archway Sunday when
bar opened "earlier than usual"
and guests apparently expected to
buy drinks at affair that was other-
wise "sponsored" by host and
hostess of the occasion. — THERE
Here Steele is shown with
quartet of his dancing doll
as they looked to the Ma
Gras celebrants.
Martha Davis, Spouse
Hit On Jack Paar TV
Those who like music of rock 'n enne and pianist, she is one of the 
Chicago for New York are back




as Chicagoans now that George
treat if they failed to "catch" has accepted lucrative employ-night when she went on thethe Jack Paar show Thursday;
"straight" kick. And Spouse is no 
ment here. — ATTENTION ATTY.
night. The eleven o'clock feature
. .
?LassaNgext tutimileurimstake sure your
presented Martha Davis andl slouch as a bassist, whether clown-
understandable and isavcoliedar traontia-spouse plus singer Diahann Car-
log or going "straight" so to say.
lee LIKE HAVING flowers sentroll in tune twisting performances,
They, along with Miss Carroll, gave
a sparkling performance and were . .that were socksational.
HOW WAS FLORIST to know You
to wife instead of girl friend. —
Oddly enough even though Mar. the Jack Paar show formerly the
, welcome and pleasant additions to
that does right well as commedi-i "Tonight Show." meant East 60th street and not
East ??? street where phone book
Johnny Mathis To Sin g YOUR WIFE accepted fl s
shows your home is lot.?
from you in good faith but be-
T une Nominated For An came alarmed when card carriedim essage 
hers.
"happy birthday" sincet s
'Oscar' At TV Ceremony — "DEAR NOSEY." suggests
Mail bag: "Why not remind that




Folk singer Odetta will he,-1n
a "This Is Rhythm" series etillory
Thursday on TOTEM CLUB.
This will be her second visiljo
TOTEM CLUB. The first visit lev-
eret weeks ago was such a hit *Rh
the young audience that she low
is thinking of recording an :hi-
bum for children. Joe Kelly is
the TOTEM CLUB host.
She will be the guest of Ella
Jenkins, who has been cond
"The Rhythms of Living" in
hies, children's songs, ha
work songs and spirituals.
Odetta, who has made seØral
concert appearances in
in recent months, will s of
the spotlight for the enti If
hour.
Parents of TOTEM CLUB
srs probably will want to io
Youngsters for the WTTW n-
oel 11 children's show Th
Feb. 27. (4:30-5 p. m.)
More names have been added
to the headline roster already an-
nounced for the 30th annual awards nor, Vincent Price, Anthony Quinn,
ceremonies of the Academy of Moa Debeie Reynolds, Edward G. Rob.
tins Picture Arts and Sciences noon Jimmie Rodgers, Rosalind
Wednesday, March 26 (NBC-TV,1 Russell, Eva Marie Saint, Tommy
10:30 p. m. - 12:15 a. m., EST; Sands, Jean Simmons, and Rich-
NBC Radio, 10:30 p. m.. midnight,, and Widmark.
EST.) This will be the first "Oscar"
Newest recruits for the Oscar broadcast ever sponsored by the fessional lady, her lawyer and
Award proceedings, are Carol Bak- movie industry itself and talent lots of COMPLAINTS enroute to
er, Rossano [Irani, Red Buttons, producer Jerry Wald has proinis. see a judge FOR CONFERENCE
Marge and Gower Champion, Cyd ed to make it "ninety stars ir, appear in a good p sition to PUT
Chafisse Maurice Chevalier, Joan ninety minutes." THE BOOK on head of a well
Collins, aary Cooper. Vic Damone, known clubman (5414 might be
Doris Day, Jose Ferrer, Mel Fer- Oregon's population of deer, his address) who is up for second
rer. Eitclie Fisher, Rhonda Flem• elk, antelope and bear is estimat time anent FAMILIES A.
ing and Dorothy Malone. ed he wildlife authorities at about from his own honie. Flash!
Alsojayne Mansfield, Tony Mar- 654,000. ibe reading this in headlines soon.
WAS plenty frappe and champagne
on scene but bar nearby was ewer
beckoning to the admitted diarist
of recent bride and groom being
honored. — GUESTS WONDER-
ING why hurry up calls notifAng
'em that birthday party had been
cancelled SATURDAY NIGHT may
be wondering what happened. —
NOSEY HAPPENS TO know 'twas
due to the fact that hostess' hubby
decided not to go out on run
to California at last minute and
plans were upSet thereby. — IF
YOU WISH TO KNOW lady in-
volved is Mrs. Bettye J. who Rees
at 63?? St. Lawrence avenue.
GUYS WHO WISH further in
!nation will identify guy as a
ior porter on Northwestern ro
SYMPATHY TO SAMMY DY
in loss of Brother-in-law Edwa
Jackson who passed in Nation
Capital past week. WIDOW RU
Dyer-Jackson is well known in C
cago `where she formerly
EX-CHICAGOANS JOHN
Nlarge Mandella are now settled
in their swank Milwaukee, Wisc.,
home where locals are made most
welcome on visits to the home
of Milwaukee's Braves baseball
team. — EDDIE PLICQUE and
brother Frank are both in New
Orleans for annual Mardi Gras
celebration. — HEAR TELL THE:
A. E. Fulfords are in midst of
divorce settlement
GEORGE McCOO'S who gave up
stops to gossip about other people
CHARLES FERRELL, popular
sportsman and realtor is home
from Billings hospital where hi
was bedded for several weeks
INSIDERS WHO claim to have






























































































































































































Willi Favored To Win SAC Tourney
BIG MONEY IN THE HOUSE.
On the night of March 4, mul-
ti millionaire Winthrop Rockefeller
will spend the night in the home
of a Gary, Ind. Negro. The noted
philanthropist whose famous fain-
tly has long been known for its
philanthropies among Negroes,
Will be guest of wealthy home
builder Andrew Means and will be
in Gary for the annual Urban
League Fund dinner on March 5
in the Steel City. Winniee pet




Back in 1948 when Dr. W. E. st, so he could get two gallons of
DuBois ran for the U. S. Senate "regular" gas to finish making
his "rounds" on.
"They're talking about bringing
back the WPA," one broad was
overheard in a fish fry parlor
telling her female chum, "hope
they dont forget us. They need
some kind of project for us poor
is the efforts by prominent United Walking Women. It's so rough I'd
Nations officials to get Dr. Ralph like to get on relief, but my old
Bunch to throw his hat into the man won't stand for it because
ring for a Senate seat. And they they'd have to investigate him and
wouldn't put themselves on the then find out about that Cadillac
spot if they weren't more than I been helping him to pay for."
reasonably certain Bunche could • • •
win or at least make such a show- JOINT'S JUMPING — Out at
ing that the idea might catch on Ralph Howard's Paddock R e V.
elsewhere.
• • 
Clarence Cobb really enjoyed him- FISK BULLDOG — Chicago —
self Saturday night at that post-
TEEN ON BROADWAY — Cute, Valentine Party. In the crowd 
sins who cheered when Har-
old Shaw starred on the Wen'
personable Melba Patillo, one of were Squire Whittington, Zenobia dell Phillips basketball team
the original nine teenagers whose (Little Twin) Brewster, Andrew
entry into Central High school in C. Wiley, prexy of the Alligators
Little Rock set off an expl sion social club; Mona Ray, from the
that rang around the world when North Side, Jewel Handy, Con-
Gov. Faubus called out arme& stance T. Bates, Edison A. Love,
troops to bar their entry, paid a l Frank Merchant, Robert Ander-
visit to New York the other day. son, Ralph Williams, Annie Ham-
During her 36 hours in the Big ilton, Billie Campbell, R ol an d
Town, the 18-year-old scholastic Prince, Paul Roberson. Eva Wit.'
heroine who came to speak at a hams, Wayne Robinson, Theresa
Brotherhood Week program at Thomas, the Fred A. Ellises,
Rev. Thomas Harten's Hgly Trio- Frank Green, Tom Mahoney, R.
ity Baptist church in Brooklyn, M. Sims, Bernie Young, Mrs. L.
proved to be the real celebrity White, the Selby Woods, Earl Wor-
backstage as the guest of the thington, Loretha Cobbs and Glor- ould Help Birds
cast of the Broadway musical, ia Wells. Corine Bosh was the
popular hastess while Arthur Wil-
liams handled the emcee details.
The Nat Kirk Trio had the joint
jumping all night.
from New York on the Liberal
ticket, most Negro bi g w igs
thought he was crazy They sob-
ered a bit after the results show-
ed the elderly educator and leader
corning in a good third in a six
man field. Now the latest talk
will be able to see him in
action as a Fisk Bulldog On
Saturday, March 1, at St. An•
selm's gymnasium, at 8 p.m.
Shaw is a possible starter in
the Fisk . Morehouse game,
the annual post-season thriller
sponsored by the alumni clubs
of Fisk university and More-
house college show, who
has appeared in every game
played by Fisk this season.
has chalked up an enviable
record for a freshman. He has
hit 40 field goals in 99 at-
tempts for a 44.5 percent av-
erage. He has scored 16 of
31 free throws.
"Body Beautiful," starring Lon-
sue Sattin and Barbara McNair
where Melba signed her autograph
until her fingers were weary.
• • •
THE CUTOUT — Aoout three
years or so back, "M o n e y"
James introduced my man Allen
Drew to a plump, handsome
Oklahoma as the "Princess."
young chick known in Buffalo and
Well, the comedian beat James
for the mild child who was on the
bounce from her old man and Al-
len, who fell like a starched hip-
popotamus for the chick, moved
her in as queen of his stash then
at the Wedgewood. After Allen
froze on the DeLisa in favor of
New York's Hotel Theresa Gold
Room, Princess cut out with him.
The other day a Harlem player
and parlayer, they tell me, open-
ed the Princess' nose and cut her
away from the fenny man and
now poor Allen is back in on the
Big Windy wide screen eating nis
heart out. "Love jumped a rabbit
and run him for a solid mile,"
they say.
• •
SIGNS OF THE TIMES?—The
chicks have a new one and the
cops don't dig it at all. They're
flagging those big interstate
trucks around 18th and State aft-i call no $100 a week out of me
I haven't seen a C-note since
the income tax people hit on me
tor my bread last year.". . .Down
in Miami where Cab CallowaY
heads the Cotton Club revue, ev-
erybody is on a day to day notice
because bad weather has killed
show business in the land of the
about those two pol c rs
'gators. . .Then ther&t.1 01e eorne
whose ears were grabbed by'ehe
income tax men and who were
ueable to show gambling t a x
stamps. . ."The Boss bought 'em
for us and kept 'em," they told
the man. "Where's the Boss?' Un-
cle Sam's man wanted to know.
"He's in jail and he'll be there
And the 'boosters" don't know for five more years," the figure
which way to turn now that the merchants said. Now both of
department stores aren't waiting them are on their way to join
for court tests but are going the Boss!
ahead and searching suspicious
ladyfolk who just might have a
mink tied around their midrifts
Around 63rd and the Grove, the
hard-hearted kitchenette landlords
are passing out dispossesses like
corner hustlers handing out hand-
bills for a fortune telling "proph-
et." As a result, more chicks are
on the turf these cold nights than
ever trying to "get one to go"
so they'll have a roof over their
heads for at least one m or e
night. "Baby, It's Cold Out Here,"
one chippie told her old man who
was sitting in his warm Cadillac
waiting for her to rake up enough
• •
er 11 p.m. when the streets are
snore or less deserted and riding
with their "customers" (the re
are usually two southern "Johns"
in the cab on those long hauls)
as far South as 63rd St., where
they CTA-it back to 18th at., with
their $5 to $10 "earnings." Some
of 'em are so glad to get inside
something with four walls these
sub-zero nights they sometimes
happily accept $2 and are glad
to get it!
Things are so bad outside that
some of 'em are talking about
claiming "unemployment insur-
ance" in order to bridge the gap
until they start "walking again."
WAIT TIL NEXT YEAR — The
colored cops whose hopes of be-
coming sergeants on the Chicago
force were cruelly dashed when
Judge Harry Fisher threw out the
1954 civil service list, plan to
make a new and stronger bid for
promotions just before the next
mayoralty campaign in 1960. . .
Della Reese who really upset 'em
during her long stay at Mr. Kel-
ly's, is trying to figure out her
love life. All she's waiting for
now is for his wife to give him
the divorce. Della has been l wear-
ing that engagement ring of 15
diamonds in a cluster for several
months. .
LITTLE ZIGGY JOHNSON over
in Detroit, is heading for New
York where he'll put together the
new show for the Club Savannah
in Greenwich Village. .M ill e r
(Styletown) Frazier is still fight-
ing his estranged wife's bid for
$100 a week alimony. . .She's got
Atty. Jean Williams calling t h e
shots for her. . "She can call
anything she wants," Miller says,
"but I'll bet a fat man she won't
SouthernJaguars
• Beat Texas Twice
•
BATON ROUGE, La. — South-
ern university's Frank P a u I,
scoring 29 points, led his team-
mates to an easy 87-43 win over
the Texes college Steers Saturday
afternocn in the SU gymnasium
to make a clean sweep of the two.
game series and take undisputed
hold of second place in t h e
Southwestern Athletic conference.
'rexas Southern is setting the
pace with the Jaguars runner-
ups with a 7-3 mark after a pair
of losses to the league leaders
and a single game to Arkansas
State.
Vastly different from the previ-
ous days game in which the lead
consistently changed hands with
the score being tied on 17 diffets
ent occasions, there was never
any doubt as the Jaguars took
an early 15-8 lead In the early
termites ef the game that they
never came close to relinquishing.
At the half, the Jaguars led,
40-23, and as game time moved,
so did the lead with the Cats on,
the front end
Paul was off to a sizzling start
in the first stanza, hitting for 16
points by virtue of seven field
tosses. He added 13 before being
pulled with a plus three min-
utes remaining in the contest.
For the losers, Edde Clark was
the big man in the scoring with
18 points which was enough to net
him runner-up honors to Paul
for the afternoon. Luther Groce
of Texas, whe Was Friday night's
high man for the vintors with 18,
had to settle for 15 points on the
afternoon.
Co-Capt. Roosevelt Hill and Ego
Hayes of Southern hit for 17
points each behind Paul, wi th
Teddy Brown and Dick Hill get-
ting six each and Clinton Brooks
gaining five.
ound Sam Jones
(This is another in the series
of stories on the prospects, of miss-
Jo rleague baseball teams with
tan players.)
The St. Louis Cardinals came
close last season to the team's
first National League pennant
since 1946.
Had not Sam Jones encountered
knee trouble in mulseason, he
might have gone on to become a
20-game winner (he won 12 and
lost 9) and the Redbirds might
have been NL champions instead
of the Milwaukee Braves.
FOUR AT CAMP
Jones is one of four tan players
on the regular roster of the Car-
dinals. Others slated for varsity
(homecoming) Nov. 15, Allen
Frank Barnes. a reddhanded pit.
cher; and Curtis Flood and Joe
Taylor, outfielders.
Manager Fred Hutchinso
hoping to get a full year's wear.
so to speak, from the hard-throw-
jor league baseball teams with
drills at St. Petersburg include
ing Jones. Sam, cutting down on
his windup last season. curbed
some of his notorious wildness.
In his first winning season in
the majors, Jones issued 71 bases
on ball in 28 games and 183 in-
nings. His strikeout total was 154,
one of the highest among major
league pitchers. lie chalked up an
earned run mark cf 3.59.
The Cardinals have high hopes,
too, that Barnes will prove his
ready for a thorough major league
test. The 29-year-old hurler won
12 and lost 10 for Omaha in the
American Association last y e a r.
He had the Triple A loop's best
earned run average — 2.41. He
struck out 165 batters in 31 games
(14 complete) and 205 innings.
SPARKLED IN RELIEF
At the end of the AA season,
he made three mound appearanc-
es for the Cards, one a sparkling
6-inning relief stint against t h e
Braves.




DURHAM, N. C. — (ANP) —
With the basketball season in the
home stretch, Wilfred John, Win-
Mon-Salem star, Monday 1 e d
the Central Intercollegiate Athlet-
ic Association scoring race with a
total of 493 points and an aver-
age of 21.4.
John, who was also third in
field goals scored 196 and fourth
in free throws (101) and rebounds
(3e1), was followed by R. Scott
of St. Paul's, who had a points
total of 340, and C. Brighter!, Mor-
gan State college, and .1. Syphax.
Howard. with 253 and 248, re-
spectively.
J. Howell of A&T college led
on both field goals and free throws.
He netted It of a total of 247
attempted field goals, and net-
ted 84 points from the free throw
line
In the battle for team honors,
the A&T Aggies led the IA team
loop for the third straight week,
fast ball, with control a long suit
for him. He once hurled a no-
hitter while pitching for Oklahoma
City in the Texas League in 1955.
Flood, a 20-year-old outfielder is
considered a prized prospect. He
was acquired from the Cincinnati
Redleps in an off-season trade.
In 1956, Flood played for High
Point - Thomasville in the Caro-
lina League. He won the league's
batting championship with a .340
mark, was voted the most popu-
lar player on the team and was





TALLAHASSEE — Florida A&M
opened spring grid practice last
Thursday with hopes of filling
gaps left vacant and introducing
new plays.
Coach Jake Gaither said he
plans te work on fundamentals,
a few new plays, and a great deal
of time will be spent working new
men into a smooth machine.
"From rerr starting eleven," re-
lated Gaither, "we lost tackles
Vernon Wilder and James Hill,
quarterback James Williams, full-
back Alonzo Vereen, and guard
Charles Hines.
"We will work a total of 20 days.
Our daily workouts will not lead
to a game scrimmage at the end.
There will be some scrimmaging,
but we must make an effort to
find lapable replacements a n d
polish details in offense and de-
fense."
In addition to the five starters,
lettermen lost are backs, Frank
Brown and Thomas Marshall;
tackles, Beno English and Riley
Morris; guards, Henry Harris,
Robert Brown, Carl Crowell, and
Charles Howard; end S a in u el
Cleare, and centers Marcellus
Durham and Paul Williams.
Returning lettermen include.
ends, Jerry Carrion, William
Lee, Horace Small, and Fray
Merchant; tackles, Leon Collier
and William Davis; guards, Eu-
gene Miller, Lewis Rice and Willie
Wyche; center, Willie Taylor:
backs, Alvin Chavis, Clarence
Johnson, David Latimer, L e e
Koyster, Eugene White, a n d
e n d s, Jerry Cardoza, William
Merchant; tackles, Leon Collier
and William Davis; guards, Eu-
gene Miller, Lewis Rice and Willie
Wyche; center, Willie Taylor;
hacks, Alvin Chavis, Clarence
Childs, Leroy Hardee, Lewis
Johnson, David Latimer, L e e was a different story. Mantilla,
Koyster, Eugene White, a n d the brilliant shortstop who filled
Charles Young, in capably when injuries sidelined
The 1958 schedule: Johnny Logan and Red Schoen,
Oct. 4, Benedict, Home; Oct. 11 (hewn last season, seems to be
Fort Valley State, Home; Oct 13, taking it eity, Mullen reported.
Morris Brown, Atlanta; Oct. 25, He seemed to feel that he has
Betune - Cookman, Jacksonville. already made it to the majors
(Florida classic); Nov. 1, South and there is no need to prove
Carolina Slate, Orangeburg; Nov. himself.
8, North Carolina A&M, home, Mule's case was more 'nth"'
home; Nov. 72, Southern univer.1 Up to last week, the free -
The Aggies had a won-loss record sity, Baton Rouge; Nov 29, Texas' swinging lefty was hitting only
of 15-3 and a percentage rating of Southern, Home; Dec. 13, Orange, .180 and had. trouble finding him -




ALBANY, Ga. — The anneal
Southeastern Athletic conference
tournament will be held this year
at Albany State college, here on
Feb. 28 to March 1.
For the first time in the history
the organization the tournament
will be shifted from Savannah
State college and for the first time
In the history of Alabany State
colleee, she will host the tourna-
ment.
If any team In the six-team
loop has earned the right to host
this collegiate tournament, Albany
State has. For the last decade,
the Albanians have consistently
played first division basketball. In
the last three years they have
won championship honors. Fitting-
ly enough, Albany State is the
defending champion of the loop.
The teams to be entered into
the tourney are Savannah State.
Claflin, Florida Normal, Paine,
and Morris, in addition to Al-
bany State.
Among top runners for visitation
honors are Claflin and Florida Nor-
mal. Claflin will probably enter
the tourney firmly installed as
Conference favorites.
Ironically for Claflin, the host
team — Albany State was, as of
last week, the first and only
team to stop the men from the
Methodist institution of Orange-
burg, S. C.
But Albany State has played
well the role of "spotter" off the
on throughout the fading season.
It was the Albany team that
humbled Fort Valley of the SIAC
immediately following Fort Val-
ley's spanking of SIAC front-run-
ners, Storehouse and Alabama
State.
For this reason, many may con-
sider Albany State, along with Sa-
vannah State as the tourney's
"dark-horses." And, too, the Al-




TALLADEGA, Ala. — The new-
ly organized swimming team of
Talladega college engaged in its
first swimming meet against
Storehouse college of Atlanta,
Thursday afternoon, and was de-
feated by the latter.
The Talladega team will make
its second trial Saturday, Feb.





TALLAHASSEE — More than 50
prospects reported for baseball
practice at Florida A&M univer-
sity recently.
Coach 0, A. Moore said he is
expecting first baseman Curtis
Mitchell, shortstopper Morris Pa-
skell, and pitcher Ben Pratt to be
top freshmen cut for the team. He
expects to cut the squad to 25 be-
fore the opener here against the
Tampa All-Stars. The ho m e
games are expected to be played
on the new diamond on the cam-
pus off Railroad ave.
Missing from last year's nine
are outfielder Willie Bussey, cat-
cher Ernest Sistrunk and pitcher
Charles Newman. Sistrunk batted
.327, hit two home runs, and had
seven RBI's last spring. Newman




MOST VALUABLE — LeRoy
Wright, senior g u a r d Is
awarded a trophy as the most
saleable member of the Feet
university basketball t e a m.
The presentation of the award
is made by the Rev. Wilson
Q. Welch, assistant professor
of religion at the Nashville
Sat., March 1, 1958
school of Weber learning. Al
the left is Herbert "B





Two of the Southern Intercolle-
giate Athletic conference's classi-
est teams, Fisk university of Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Morehouse col-
lege of Atlanta Ga., continue
their nearly half-century cage ri-
valry here Saturday, March 1,
when they tangle at Se Anselrn's
gymnasium.
The preliminary teasell will pit
the highly touted Fourth Ward Re-
publican team, led by former
St. Elizabeth star, Art Hicks,
against the Greater Bethesda All.
Stars, who boast a 16-4 winning
record in AAU team play. The
GOP quint has won 20 and lost 3.
For Morehouse, who set a blaz-
ing pace in the SIAC with 10
straight victories before loosing its
first game in the championship
finals of the Georgia Invitational
basketball tournament to Tennes-
see State A&I university, the sixth
annual encounter here against Fisk
university will have great signi-
ficance. The Atlanta cagers will
be seeking revenge for last year's
72-69 victory chalked up by Fisk
in a last minute scoring spree.
Like Morehouse, the colorful
Fisk team opened Conference
play with six wins before suffer-
ing its first set back in the SIAC
race.
The game Is sponsored by the
alumni clubs of Fisk university
and Morehouse colleke to raise
money for the scholarship funds
used to send worthy Chicago high




MILWAUKEE — The world
champion Milwaukee Bra v es
last week were r epor t e d
quite elated over the showing of
Juan Pizarro, last year's rookie
pitcher, in the Puerto Rican Win-
ter league, but were somewhat
concerned about Felix Mantilla, a
second-year man, and "Hurri-
cane" Bob Hazle, the rookie who
burned op the National league with
his late season hitting.
Pizzaro is in the pink, John Mul-
len, the Braves farm director, re-
ported. He has pitched eight shut-
outs and was rolling along like a
steam roller.
But with Mantilla and teazle it
BIG MAN — Charlie Harri-
son (23), 6-foot-6 center with
the A&T college Aggies, was
the big Male in the team's
drive to the CIAA pennant
with an average of 21.5 points
a game. Here Ilarrison drops
In a one-hand push site.
against Bluefield state college
as the Aggies won, 64 to 42.
Leander Howell (531 of Blue-
field, and James Galloway of
the Agee' is partially hidden.
brims A&M basketball team 58-50;
and in a terrific and exciting gamel
TALLADEGA, Ala. — After a Saturday, Feb. 8, Coach Hug b l and emerald —
long losing streak, the Talladega Davis and the Talladega basket-
Tornadoscame back Thursday hall squad edged out a .64•63 vic-I 
products which are sensitiv 
night, Feb. 6, to defeat the Ala. tory over Fisk university. to ultra-vtolet rays.
Colored glass bottle* — ambit
are used to pre.
THE CHAMPS — The A&T
college Aggies laid claim to
the (IAA basketball champi-
onship following their detest
of Shaw university last Wed-
nesday night, 77.56. The start-
ing use of the championship
quint are Irons left to right:
Herbert Gray, is. Cet t•
Charlie Harrisoa, Al AVM
and Joe Howell.
14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 1, 1958
Stork Stops
Horn at John Gaston Hospital:
Feb. 15-58
A son, Jessie Esti, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar S. Briggs of 1807 Ball
A eon, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs
Udell Hamilton of 186 Saffarans.
A daughter, Denise, to Mr. anti
Mrs. Maurice Burton of 858 Eyers.
Feb. 16.58
A son, Withers, Jr., to Mr. and
Sirs. Withers Anthony of 900 Ma-
Won.
' A son, Joe Mathis, Jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe M. Jackson of 724
Whitehaven Lane.
A daughter, Mae Frances. to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Miller of 526
Peyton.
Feb. 17-58
Ason, to Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Smith of 757 Montgomery.
A son, Fred III, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Lewis of 297 Dixie Mall.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Plum-
zner L. Green of 360 S. Welling.
ton.
A daughter, Paula Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jackson White of 371 3.
Orleans.
A daughter, Natalie Arlene, to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason of 4903
Black rd.
A son, Richard Bell jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Jordan
of 237 Turley.
A son, Walter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Moore, of 616 Brown Mall.
Feb. 18-58
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
. Dortch of 812 Heiskell.
A daughter, Lois, to Mr. and
rs. Alonzo Davenport of 216 N.
Manassas.
A daughter, Mary Ella, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Sullivan of 394
impson.
A daughter, Aberdeen. to Mr.
nd Mrs. Johnny L. Lewis of 5*
arahan.
A daughter, Sandra Arleen, to
r, and Mrs. Alonzo Campbell of
330 Brown.
A son, Michael Dewayne. to Mr.
nd Mrs. Edgar Bass of 769 Pro-
Me.
A son, Maurice Bernard, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Eases Sanders of 461
lston.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
rs. Palmer L. Smith, of 1505 S.
per.
A son, Raymond Eugene. to
r. and Mrs. John 0. Campbell
1844 Shadowlawn.
eb. 19-58
A daughter, Mary Ann. to Mr.
nd Mrs. Ed Daniels of 88 Wig-
OM.
A daughter, Deborah Delois, to
lr. and Mrs. Floyd Ford of 1975
Frisco.
A daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Anthony Leigh of 3062
cAdoo.
A daughter, Letetia Gail, to Mr.
nd Mrs. David Arnold of 931 ML
Pisgah.







REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS up
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Usios - IA. 7-2611
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Opals etialsea Fre. Parking
Mrs. Howard Qualls, of 1703 Har-
rison.
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Ratliff of 1382
' Michigan.
• Adaughter, Carla Jaye, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sanders of 676 Till-
man.
A daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Stanton of 355
Dixie Mall.
A son, Charles Jr., to Mr. and
Mr. Charles Perry of 242 N. Sec
ond.
A son, Jefferson, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson Hoof of 604 Jeanette
Feb. 20-58
A son, Curtis Shurdell, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Prewitt of 209
Turley.
A son, Melvin Lzmn, to Mr. and,
Mrs Melvin Qualls of 1681 Oak- 1
wood.
A son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.1
Rufus Watson of 818 Alaska.
A son, Vernon Craig, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lindon McClendon of
1423 Ledger.
A son, Clifton Wayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Bratcher of 30 W.
Fields, Apt. 13.
, A son, Roy, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Jaskson of 267 E. Wal-
dorf.
A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
Freeland Crump of 808 Beebe.
A son, Frederick Odell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Denver Franklin of 794
Walnut.
Feb. 21-58
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Cole of 1290
Grand.
A daughter, Mildred Louise, to I
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Washington of I
1701 Kansas.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Davis of 301 S. 4th at.
, A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Thomas of 1659 Sydney.
A son Adolphus, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Adolphus Bonner of 881
James.
A son, Joseph Randy, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Conway of 2585
New Raleigh rd.
A daughter, Johnanna, to Mr.
and Mrs. John 11. Foster of 2139
Shannon.
A daughter, Betty Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Thornton of 937
McDowell.
A daughter, Sheila Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wylie Harris of 684 Ay-
ers.
A son, Willie Harold, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie H. Hicks, of 162 Mod'
der.
A daughter, Frances Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Woodson of
950 McDowell.
A son, Noah, jr.. to Mr. and
Mrs. Noah Wilkins of 605 St. Paul.
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Cole of 1290
G risad.
A daughter, Mildred Louise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Washington
of 1701 Kansas.
A daughter, Patricia Davis, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis of 301
S. Fourth.
and Mrs. Adolphus Bonner of 981
and bmrs. Adolphus Bonner of 981
James.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
L. Thomas of 1659 Sydney.
A son, Joseph Randy, to Mr.




Owen College alumni leaders in
a special meeting called last week
by alumni president, William A.
Adkins, district manager of Golden
Circle Jnsurance company, enroll-
ed with $5,750 is the newly or-
ganized Living Endowment Fund
for their alma meter.
Mr. Adkins says the "special ef-
fort toward development of the en-
dowment fund is being made at
this time because Owen College
stands on the threshold of fell ac-
creditation and needs now the
benefits of maximum enrollment.
The alumni activity is only one
part os the total effort to achieve
accrelitation promptly. We believe
Memphians need the curricula of-
ferings and the economical bran-
ing available in Memphis only at
Owen college. The alumni mant to
do as much as they can for the
good of both the college and the
community.
"We will be glad to have friends
who believe in a church-related
college and in religious values in
high edueation enroll in the
Living Endowment Fund. Informs-
titan may he secured from the Of-
fice of the President of the Col.'
lege, any alumnus (ae) college
trustee or faculty member."
Mr. Adkins reports that all alum-
ni in attendance enrolled in the
fund. Enrollment by cerificate
amount was as follows: One Thous-
and Dollars — William A. Adkins,
Rev. Charles J. Patterson, Rev.
0. C. Crivens; five hundred dol-
lars — Mrs. Lucile B. Thompson,
Rev. N. W. Beasley, Mrs. Isabel'
Flagg; two hundred fifty dollars
— Louis V. Tate, Clarence Bec-
ton, Rev. Charles B. Burgs, Miss




A $4,000,000 long distance tele-
phone express route through Ten-
nessee is scheduled to be built
this year by the Long Lines De-
partment of the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company.
The plans for the project were
announced here recently by Roy
Freeman, Division Commercial
Manager of the Southern Bell Tele-
phone company.
The new microwave express
route will by-pass the major in-
dustrial areas, and will extend
from Williamstown, Ky., through
Tennessee to Waleska, Ga. Micro-
wave towers and repeater build-
ings will be constructed in Ten-
nessee near Jamestown, Crossville,
Pikeville and Cleveland.
Williamstown is a junction point
offering access to extensive com-
munications networks throughout
the northern part of the country.
'Cures' For TB Date
Back Many Centuries
"Take a wolf's liver boiled in
thin wine, bacon of a sow fed on
herbs, and the flesh of a she-
donkey. Eat with the broth."
Sound like a gourmet's delight?
Perhaps. But in ancient Rome
this speciality was used as a cure
for tuberculosis!
The ancient world was familiar
with TB. The first traces of the
disease are found in tombs of the
dead from the Neolithic period
about 5.000 B.C. Throughout the
ages men tried to cure the dis-
ease. They drew on their own su-
perstitions, on their 1 i mited
knowledge of the human body,
and on their incomplete scientific
observations.
The Hindu people used to pass
a child with TB through a hole in
a tree three times. Officials of
The Tuberculosis Institute a rid
other tuberculosis agencies here
agree that this is a very interest-
ing practice, but they suggest
that modern Chicagoland residents
stick to the more orthodox forms
of treatment that will return the
TB patient to a normal, healthy,
and useful life.
TB was thought by the Polyne-
sians to be caused by the demon
Mumu. To cure it, a priest swung
a spear over the patient's head
and sang, 'Oh, Mumu, I am about
to spear you." If the saver didn't
slip and finish off the patient, the
evil spirit of the disease would
flee the body.
In later times it was believed
that witches caused TB. There-
fore, the best treatment was to
drink the milk of cows fed in a
churchyard.
Mummy powder remained in use
as a cure for centuries. One par-
ticularly bizarre recipe for ob-
taining the mummy powder in Al-
exandria reads, "Take a woman
with red hair, nourish her with
fruits up to 30 years, drown her
in a vase filled with honey and
cures. One was composed of sugar
of roses: another was a combi-
nation of oak, pomegranate,
mimosa and acacia. Unfortunate-
ly, lovely as these mixtures were,
they did not cure TB. Another
exotic cure was found among the
Greeks who took a vulture's lung
burnt upon vine logs, and mixed
with a lily blossom in wine.
Tree frogs were poplar in
some countries, because spitting
into the mouth of a tree frog
transferred the disease to him.
Another cure was the eating of
the "middle of a snake."
Another cure required the eat-
The B f-
ferer could check on this cure. He
was advised to run for an hour
after taking it. If he didn't get
sick, the cure was a success. Boil-
ed crocodile was recommended
for a chronic cough.
Amulets worn to ward off TB
were numerous. They varied from
being the root of quince to a
mole's right foot.
Tied in with the medieval belief
in kings was the belief that the
ruler had special healing powers.
Kings held audiences during
which they laid their hands on
TB patients who failing to re-
apond te treatment had been ad-
vised to "betake themselves to the
king." Records show that Ed.
ward I of England touched 533
TB patients in one month, and
Philip of Valois laid his hand on
1,500 at one ceremony.
Between 1662 and 1682, Charles
II was reported to have touched
more than 92,000 victims of the
disease.
Sounds incredible, doesn't it?
But as late as the 18th Century
no less famous a man than John
Wesley suggested curing TB by
"cold bathing and breathing into
a hold cut in wet earth."
And this is not much stranger
than the attitude fifty years ago
when climate was considered the
greatest single factor in the treat-
ment of TB. Shortly after the turn
of the century, fresh air treat-
men was inaugurated in Ed-
wards Sanitarium and a number
of fresh air schools were estab-
lished in Chicago for the treat-
ment of child victims.
Later, it was established that
climate alone would not cure. Rest,i
aided by surgery, became an in-
tegral and important part of the
treatment. This prevailed until
about ten years ago with the ad-
vent of specific drugs against TB.
Today, the disease is treated
with a combination of drugs and
with surgery, with a program of




Thousands of motorists are still being billed and
forced to pay insurance premiums on policies which are
no longer in effect.
These autoists are the victims of motor vehicle in-
aromatics, close, and open in 120 surance companies which have gone broke and been liquid.year."
Open up the vase and you're ated.
I ready to go with the raw mater- However, by the nature of the 
ials for the cure! insurance policies, the motorists ! When it was liquidated, t h e
The Arabs had several exotic are liable for the outstanding debts policies became invalid eurance firms which have gone
which the company incurred dur- into bankruptcy within the pastHowever, after the Departmenting its operation. few years are Great Lakes Auto-. There are about 500,000of Insurance through its Liquids-
Currently faced with bills for !mobile Insurance, Progress Intion Bureau summed up the la- of roads in Australia of which,
premiums due are those who held surance Association, Blackhawk about 13 percent are designateddebtedness of the company and
policies with the U. S. Mutual Au- received the numerous outstand- 
Mutual and the Illinois Auto In- as state highways or principle tra-
tomobile Insurance company
---------
ing claims against it, the policy, surance company. vet routes.
which went broke in 1950.  holders began receiving premium — —
Waleska ties in with major com-
munications networks in the South.
PROTECTION
Express routes are direct com-
munication highway that span long
distances and avoid large cities
and industrial areas. They assure
protection to the country's com-
munications network by offering
route diversification in the event
of local or national emergency.
These express routes may be lik-
ened to super highways with
ic attorney general Pat Brown
who is a candidate for governor,
Sen. William Knowland who is
test over the invitation of old line running on the Republican ticket,
rabble rouser, Gerald L. K. Smith, trimmed his spoken sentiments
professional spouter of anti-semit- for a "moderate right to work"
branches and interconnections to i ic-anti-Negro writings and mouth- bill for the state to legislation to
cities which the main routes avoid., ings and close friends of the late control "compulsory unionism"
Microwaves beaming telephone Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy to ad- which he felt might be more palat-
dress the annual Lincoln Day rally, able to sensitive voters.
Ashton was joined in his indig- California Negro Democrats
nation by Dennis V. Allen, called a minority strategy confer.
San Diego civic leader who de- ence at Fresno, chief purpose of
scribed the invitation as "tanta- which was to blast the Knowland
mount to throwing the body of a right to work bill. Fifty leaders
decomposed cat in the face of col- headed by Mrs. Vanio Spencer of
Worried over mounting unem-1 Motel for a two-day meeting.
tired voters." Los Angeles met at the Hacienda
ALONG THE LABOR FRONT
At Miami, where the AFL-CIO
executive council held its annual
winter meeting, President George
Meaney called a press confer-
ence.
Clamping down on his ever
present cigar, he grimly an-
nounced the council was sum-
moning an emergency national
Unemployment conference in
Washington for March 10-13.
Disputing the President's hope-
ful optimism about an upturn in
March, Meany predicted an ad-
ditional million more unem ploy-
ed before the figure would level
off, called for drastic action
erom the White House to stem
the tide.
In other developments, the
federation president named Chi-
cago's Eugene Frazier, president
of the United Transport Service
Employees Untan as a delegate
messages from tower to tower are
transmitted and received by horn
reflector antennas atop each tow-
er. When microwaves are receiv-
ed from a neighboring tower. they
travel down the tower to the re-
pealer building where they are am-
plified thousands of times. The re-
juvenated microwaves then shoot
back up to the tower and are sent
back to the next tower site. Trav-
eling at the speed of light micro-
waves can circle the earth seven
times in one second.
Service on the route is expected
in the fall of 1958, and ?ample-
lion of further expansion is sched-




A recent guest on the LeMoyne
college campus in Memphis was
Wolfgang Kaufman, the German
head of the United States Infor-
mation Agency's Amerikahaus in
Essen, Germany.
In the United States on a 90-
day tour, Mr. Kaufman said that
he was gathering impressions of
"this vast country" to take back
to Germany with him. Someone'
In Washington, D. C., he said ad-
vised that he visit LeMoyne col-
lege while in the South.
One of the most impressionable
sites. Mr. Kaufman said, that he
had witnessed in America was the
Grand Canyon, where he had tak-
en some 60 color shots to display
when he returned home.
A veteran of the German army,
Mr. Kaufman was captured by the
British army in North Africa. He
was also in Poland, Russia, and
France.
Wife Presersers
Separate on egg easily by brook-
ing it into yew copped hand, letting
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PROPAGANDA
toms, the product of years of
experiment and experience in ad-
justing to a bi-racial society."
The ambassador put down the
paper, slowly took off his glass-
es and said, "If I had not read
it in English in an American
newspaper, I might have thought
this was some reprint of the mas-
ter race nonsense of Adolph Hit-
ler.
These men talk like fanatics
who would rather see the coun-
try destroyed than to give up
their notions. I am puzzled when
they talk about Negroes being
forced to abandon their culture
and morals and committing ra-
cial suicide.
Form what I have seen of this
country, the Negro race AS such,
seems to be disappearing be-
cause it is already so mixed up.
Well, this is an internal matter
and I am not in a position to
openly condemn these attitudes,
but what disturbs the people of
thy country is that so many of
your State Department people
come from the South and if
this is their attitude toward col-
ored people, then they are really
on the side of the colonial
PINCH HITTER FOR ABE
powers."
In San Diego, Cal., a Lincoln's ployment and a poll showing the
birthday celebration by the Re- 1
publicans ran into stormy weather 
increasing popularity of Democrat-
when it was learned that John Ash-
ton, president of the Men's Repub-
lican League had resigned in pro,
MASTER RACE
In Waehington, the Ambassa-
dor of a foreign country picked I
up a New York paper and care-
fully read a full page ad entitled
"To the People of New York
City — the Position of the South
on Race Relations."
As he read the arguments set
fourth by the "Joint Legislative
Committee" of Louisiana
against integration of Negroes,
the diplomats handsome swarthy
face flushed a deep copper and
anger clearly showed itself, hut
he remembered his role as an
envoy and regained his poise.
He began to read aloud. "You
may ask: Does this great coun-
try of ours represent a melting,
pot of different races? From a
scientific standpoint, the answer
is an unequivocal — no. The
vast majority of this nation re-P-
resents a blending of like peo•
pels of common European an-
cestry, rather than a mixing of
divergent races . . . We in the
South think of our colored friends
as Negro American, rathern than
as American Negroes.
The normal cardinal relation
ship between Southern white
and colored people are regulated
by a set of conventions of cus-
to the International Labor Or-
ganization meetings at Geneva,
Switzerland in May and A. Phil-
ip Randolph, vice president of
the l'ederation and president of
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters to a delegation to go to
Havana, Cuba, in April for the
dedication of a new hotel built
by the Cuban Trade Union.
In separate resolutions t h e
council condemned the "shock-
ing French air force bombard-
ment of a Tunisian town on the
Algerian border with scores of
civilian casualties," and called
upon the U. S. to implement the
"traditional anti-colonial policies
of the U. S." and urged Presi-
dent Eisenhower and the State
Department to discontinue all
military and financial assistance
which France uses to wage war
aeainet the Ileerian people.
ADDITIONAL LABOR NOTES
The council paid tribute to the program within their ranks, work-
workers of Nassau, Bahamas for ing in close cooperation with the
their "valiant struggle to raise civil rights committee and the civ-
their pitifully low living stand- il rights department of the AFL-
ards" and for their three weeks CIO.
general strike against their cold 2. To include a non-discrimina-
nial masters, the British. tion clause in every collective bar. 
Theresolution said that under gaining agreement they negotiate
the "oppressive labor legislation with employers to provide for ef-
in the Bahamas, there exists for fective administration of such a
most workers neither free collec- clause and to insist on non-dis- 1
tive bargaining nor procedures for crimination by employers in hir-'
settling grievances," and it urged ing, tenure and conditions of em -
the British trace union congress ployment.
in London to "use their good of- 3. To take the initiative in as-
fices support efforts to remedy suring equal opportunity without
these conditions as speedily as regard to race, creed, or color
possible." in all apprenticeship training and;
Turning to its own house, the vocational training program
council called upon all of its af- , with the union shares responsibili-,
filiates to: I. Set up internal civ- ty." The council also supported
il rights committees and staff ma-! the additional civil rights legis-
chinery for effective administra-i lotion introduced by 16 liberal sen-
tion of a meaningful civil rights short.
THE POLITICAL VIEW
In Cleveland, three Negroes
have filed for the congressional
rate in the 21st District for the
seat now held by Rep, Charles
Vanik (D.) Vanik may retire to
run for Mayor of Cleveland or
to accept a judgeship. The three
are Elmer Watson, Republican,
attorney and president of the
Central Area Council of Repub-
lican, Clarence I.. Sharp who
heads a veteran's organization,
and Arnold Walker, former exec-
ntive secretary of the Cleveland
Urban League.




Them is a reason why people like
to do business with us. You, tee,
ill like our courtinnss treeteseet
and desire to kelp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
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due hills which were set to meet
these debts.
The bill sent to a policyholder
is the same amount the person
would receive if his insurance
I policy was in operation. That is
if the motorist's premium was the
!sum of $100 a year, the Depart-
ment of insurance would send
him a bill past due payment in
that amount.
In a mutual insurance firm, a
policyholder shares in the firms
assets as well as its liabilities.
OPERATED 30 YEARS
Members of U. S. Mutual be-
came affiliated with it through
membership in the Illinois Auto-
mobile Club. The auto club
operated here for over 30 years.
Among the services the club gave
its members. In a package deal,
was car insurance. owatossovs,seesssor...ei,,ww,i.r.i^,.stionsistisowsi,.we
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO, FRANKFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
I bets, applications through U. S.
The chili processed its mem•1
DISTILLERS PROD. CORP. • KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOf.
Mutual which issued the policies.
When the club was thrown into
bankruptcy, the insurance firm
which was owned by officers of
the automobile club, also went
broke.







when Mat or Richardson Dil-
worth of Philadelphia announc-
ed he would not run for gov.
ernor of Pennsylvaaia. Dilworth
is at odds with the Democratic
machine of boss William Green,
a member of Congress.
Michigans Democratic lieu.
tenant governor Phil Hart is rat-
ed a better than even odds to
win the Senate race against in-
cumbent Republican Charles
Potter, but to give the Potter
campaign a boost, Vice President
Nixon is slated -to go to Detroit
for a major speech on his behalf.
RANDOM ITEMS
Erica Powell, secretary to Prime
Minister Nkruma, was recently de.
corated with the order of the Brit-
ish Empire.
Bad weather and recess of the
Supreme Court forced Chicago's
Russ DeBow to make a return
engagement in March to be sworn
in to practice before the Supreme
I Court.
The annual dinner of the Na-
tional conference of Christians and
Jews made awards to businessman
Aaron Goldman and four foreign.
ers for the best letters on "What
Brotherhood Means to Me." They
were Mrs. June Klamin, a Bur-
mese housewife; Assibi Ablidu, a
police instructor at the Academy
in Accra, Ghana; Capt. Borge Car-
sten, of Denmark; and Mrs. Rosa
Maria Della Garza of Mexico City.
Chief Justice and Mrs. Earl Vs ar-
ren were among the honored
guests as well as the ambassa-
dors from many countries.
Martin Luther King, ir., went
off to California to keep some
speaking engagements then went
back to Montgomery and holed
up again to put the finishing touch-
es on his book due at the pub-
lisher's April 1.
Adam Clayton Powell spoke in
Houston, Tex., then flew on to
San Juan Puerto Rico for a week
in the sunshine before returning
to Congress.
NOW IN CONCLUSION
Tobacco prices took a tumble
on the stock market after the
House Committee on Govern-
ment Operation of which Cong-
ressman William L. Dawson is
chairman, blasted cigarette fil-
ter tip ads for making false as-
sertions about less nicotine in
their products.
The state of New Jersey
agreed to remove discriminatory
restrictions from an advertise-
ment for the sale of state-own-
ed property following a protect
from the Jewish Labor commit-
tee.
In a letter to Gov. Robert
Meyner, Stephen Remsen, area
director, said the ad which ap•
peered in New Jersey papers
stated the property could not
be sold to or occupied by des.
cendants of the African race.
commonly known as colored peo-
ple." Governor Meyner turned
the matter over to the deputy
state attorney general who or-
dered the restriction removed.
The long awaited announce-
ment of the new deputy assistant
chairman of the Democratie Na-
tional Committee is expected to
come within the next week, and
the choice seems to have nar-
rowed down to Arthur Chapin
of Newark, N. J.
Baltimore's Mayor D'Allessen-
dro is on the spot about a pro-
pose new city anti-bias ordi-
nance introduced by one of his
opponents in the city council.
D'Allessandro is miffed because
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Snowbound is the subject of peo-
ple in this area this week and we
have been slow with our activities.
However, nature intervened in the
form of tragedy and caused sad-
ness to come over us. On Sunday
last, the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alice Fields Was completely de-
stroyed by fire leaving them and
the seven children stranded in the
cold. They are temporarily living
with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Law-
rence. Tuesday Fire completely
destroyed the home of John Wynn
and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Vronn.
It was sad to see one of the old
landmark homes of Dyer go down
Into flames. This home was built
by the late Mr. Birt Gill many
yearrs ago
Mr Wynn is residing with his
daughter, Mrs. James Harris and
Mr. Harris and the E. L. Wynne
are temporarily residing with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Phillips.
Fire also damaged the homes of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Patter-
son.
Mrs. Sarah Coger, who lived with
her daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
and Mrs. Patterson died Wednes-
day morning at 4:30. Funeral this
Saturday at the CME church of
whilth she was a member in good
%tanning for many years. John
Brown and Clarence Ing, both Vet-
erans of WWI passed away in Tren-
ton this week. Mrs. Willie Jordan,
daughter of Mrs. Cherry Jordan
passed away in Trenton this week,
as did a young boy whose last
name is Phelps, a student of
Rosenwald Elementary school.
DYER SICK
The sick for Dyer this week are
Mr. Robert Skinner, Mrs. Ludie
Skinner, Mrs. Essie Fisher, Mr.
Bob Harris, Mrs. Bobbie Harris,
Mrs. Sallie Webb, Mrs. Eva Gen-
1* Johnson, Mrs. Ruby Gentry,'
Rev. J. H. Overall, Mrs. Ida Pfief-
fer, Mrs. Willie Phillips,. Mrs. Bea-
trice Ivie. For Trenton. Mrs. Cas-
sie Greer, Mrs. &Oltenia Skinner,
Sirs. Grace Thomas, Mrs. Stella
Holder, Mr. J. McBride, Mrs. Ger-
aldine Burnette, Mrs. Josephine
Barnett, Mrs. Josie Anderson. For
Rutherford, Mr. Walter Belmont,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Alexander.
Measles 4ctims are Muriel, Min-
nie Kaye, Shearlyn and Linda Bel-
mont, and Earnest Wade Roach.
Monday night being a chilly
night, the Ladies Auxiliary of the
American Legion Post warmed it
a little by serving a Chili supper I
to the Legionnaires.
, The Just-Us Social Club lave
a Brotherhood Week Tea on Sun
day last in the business pla“,
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gentry.
1 The Private Dining room was
beautifully decorated with flower -
both real and artific al.
The atmosphere was warm and
heartening, as is most of their
I affairs. The affair was presided
1 over by Mrs. Georgia Fowlks. The
welcome was given by Mrs. Mary
Ann Avery. Seeing that the job was
well done was their charming pres-
ident, Mrs. Leotha Newhouse. Tne
Invited guests that attended were
Mrs. Leo Hale and Mrs. 'della
Strayhorn of Milan, representing
the Triple-Six Club No. 1, Mrs.
Weddle of Milan, representing the
American Legion Auxiliary, Mrs.
Lucy Lee of Humboldt, Mrs. Flora
L. Howard, Mrs. Lucinda Dance,
Mrs. Nancy Russell and Mrs. Lux,
la Word, representing the Beau
Ideal Beauticians club. with Mrs.
Russell also representing the Bet-
ter Homes Club, and Mrs. La
Pearl Burns, Mrs. Geraldine Wit-
Hams, and Mrs. Alberta Jamison
of Dyer. Cherry Tarts and spiced
tea was served to all. It was a
real Brotherhood, or should we say
sisterhood, affair. The ladies were
dressed in After-five dresses and
the scenery in general was beau '
tiful. Dining in Jackson in the Pri-
vate Dining Room of the Redec-,
()rated Palm Gardens Dinner club
on Sunday night last was Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Burns, Mrs. James
Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Jamison. Mr. Jamison is a mem-
ber of this newly organized club.
Visitors in our Tri-Cities include
Miss Martha Jane West, teach-
er in the Public schools of St.
Louis. as guest of her mother,
Mrs. Clara West, William Ray and
Cecil King, students of A&I State
University, and John Edward King,
who has been in Alaska. Don't
forget the Tennessee Progressive
Beautieians will invade our ter-
ritory Sunday, March 9. Mrs. Syl-
vester Burns is an officer in this
organization and will be hostess
for the day.
Dr. and Mrs. Inver W. Boush
spent the week-end in Nashville,
where Dr. Boush attended the
business meeting of the State Med-
ical Association. Dr. Roush is pre-
sently Councilor for the second
District of Tennessee.
With this we leave you until
next week. Be sure and read our
own school news, On The Campus
at Rosenwald.
First Snowfall Astounds
Somali Student In U.S.
BOSTON — One of the major
puzzles American life poses f o r
Gassin Mugne is whether the
world will stay white forever. But
In the case of Mugne, an ex-
change student from Somaliland in
East Africa now studying govern-
ment and sociology courses here
at Boston university, there is no
ethnic question concerning race in
his bewilderment about white —
he's talking about the New Eng-
land snow.
For Mugne, now in the U. S. un- 1
der the auspices of the State De-
partment and a civil employee in
the Somali government, saw the
first snow in his life the other
day and his eyes popped in amaze-
ment at the white stuff coating
the ground.
DISTRICT COMMISSIONER
Mugne, who represented his gov-
ernment as district commissioner
and was responsible for secur-
ity and public order, hopes to be
better prepared to serve in Soma-
liland's democratic government
when he finishes his Boston uni-
versity courses.
Although American life is en-
joyable and never a day passes
that does not unveil new sources
of wonder for Mugne, he says he
misses the excitement of hunting
wild game and camping in the Af-
rican bush.
In Africa Mugne's district corn-
missionership made him head of
all civil services in the district
such as education and health. Aft-
er he left that post, he was made
vice director of the Tobacco Mono-
poly controlled by the govern-
ment and held the position until
he left Somaliland for Boston
in 1957. He is still a government
employee and his work at Boston
university is considered a very
important step to his future civil
service career.
Mugne, who recently learned
English, his fifth language dur-
ing the period when Somaliland
was under British civil adminis-
tration, also speaks Italian. Soma-
li his native tongue; Swahili and
Arabic. He learned Italian and
Arabic in the elementary a n d
secondary schools set up for the
natives by the British.
ITALIAN COLONY
"Everything in My country," he
says, 'started after the war." He
meant that until World War II,
Somaliland Was an Italian colony
when there was only elementary
education available to the na-
tives which prevented them from
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
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JOINS PRESIDENT'S COM-
MITTTEE — Percey H. Wil-
liams has been appointed ass-
sistant director of the Midwest
Regional Office of the Presi•
dent's Committee on Govern-
ment Contracts, it was an-
nounced recently. Before join-
ing the staff of the President's
Committee, Mr. Williams was
director of Job Opportunities
for the Chicago Regional Office
of the American Friends Ser-
vice committee. He studied
sociology at DePaul eniversi•
ty.
Students Win
Crime itself may not pay, hut
drawing posters for the C r lii e
Prevention Poster Contest can be
quite lucrative students from Los•
ter High and Porter Junior high
schools along with their teachers
found last week.
The winner of the first prize of
a $50 defense bond in the contest
was Carlton Downey, of 2764 Whit-
man ave., a student at Lester,
who submitted the poster. His art
teacher, Percy L. Washington,
also received a $50 bond.
Second prize of a $25 defense
bond went to Charles Bowen, of
893 Linden ave., a student at Por-
ter, whose teacher, Mrs. B. S.
Preston, received a bond of equal
amount.
The posters were placed on dis-
play in downtown store windows
during Crime Prevention Week in
February, and were selected from




Would you like to have a 72-
cup fully automatic electric par-
ty percolator for your church or
club, free? If so. start saving Krey
Packing co. labels now.
The Krey Packing company is of-
fering the special coffee makers
to chrches and clubs that save
500 labels from consumer size
Krey Chitterling or Krey Saus-
age cans.
Krey's special representative,
will be glad to epxplain how easily
this can be done. He can be
reached at ANdover 3-1566. With
every member of your group col-
lecting just a few labels. y o u
will soon have the required num-
ber to receive the beautiful and
serviceable percolator.
Besides it is chitterling time, and
Krey is famous for the best can-
ned chitterlings. Order them for
your. -special chitterling supper,
and be sure and save the labels.
getting higher education In other
countries.
In 1954 the first university —the
Institute of Law and Economy—
was built and Gassin Mugne at-
tended this university for t w o
years before later study in Rome.
College education in the U. S.,
he says, is "more practical" and
"more up to date" than in other
parts of the world. Current hap-
penings, he points out, are incor-
porated into courses along with
basic theory and Mugne finds that
this adds a great deal to the bene-
fit he gets from the studies, es-
pecially in the areas of govern-
ment and international relations.
Somaliland is a United Nations
Trusteeship administered by the
Italian government until 1960. It
is the only trustee territory to
have a definite date set for its In-
dependence.
RUMMAGE SALE
Mothers of Intermediate troop
838 will hold a rummage sale
Saturday, Feb. 22, at 11602 S.
Michigan ave. All members are
urged to bring their rummage ar-





Principal L. R. Jackson, of 832
S. 17th st., left here recently for
Los Angeles, Calif., where his
mother, Mrs. Carlee Collins, is
reported to be very ill. Mr.
Jackson is the principal of Won-
der High school.
Mrs. Alice Perry is ill, and is
presently a 'patient at the Crit-
tenden Memorial hospital. Mrs.
Perry, who resides at Wheatly,
is the sister of Mother Hightower,
of 500 S. 17th at.
The Home Demonstration club
of Riceville, Ark., met recently at
the home of Mrs. Roberta New-
son. In spite of the colc' weather,
13 ladies were present. Mrs. Le-
vada P. Mason, assistant home
demonstration agent, was in
charge of the meeting, and she
showed the club various ways to
use dry milk and cheese. Also
used in the demonstration were
biscuit mix, rice, chese casserole
and cheese sauce.
Food prepared during lb meet-
ing was served later during the
social part of the meeting with
hot coffee.
Mrs. Katherine Griffin is the
club's reporter.
Funeral services for Mrs. Willie
Bell Washington Smith, of Cleve-
land, were held recently at the
New St. Paul Baptist church.
Mrs. Smith is survived by a
son, J. B. Rodgers, of West Mem-
phis; three sisters, Mrs. Ida Wil-
liams, of Kansas City; Mrs.
Pearl Lee Pitts, of St. Louis, and
Miss Virgia Lee Washington, of
West Memphis; and four brothers.
Officiating at the services was
Rev. C. Patterson, of Memphis.
Let us not forget that a warm
breakfast is a sizeable insurance
against poor health when the wind
is "ablowin" outside. Tantalize
the lax breakfast eaters in your
home with this Oh-so-good Apple.
sauce Scone Coffee Cake.
The cooking aroma will just
sort of lead them toward the
breakfast table. Then surround
this tempting dish with other
foods that make an ideal morn-
ing meal — fruit juke, pork sau-





1-3 cup brown sugar
1 teblespoon light corn sirup
1-2 teaspoon cinnamon
1-2 cup unsweetened applesauce
SCONE DOUGH
2 cups sifted enriched flour





1-2 to 3-4 cup milk
Cream together butter and brown
sugar until smooth. Blend in corn
sirup, cinnamon and applesauce.
Set aside while preparing Scone
Dough. Sift together flour, baking
powder, salt and sugar. Cut or
rub in shortening until mixture
is crumbly. Combine egg and milk.
Add liquid mixture to flour mix-
ture, stirring only until flour is
moistened. Drop dough by spoon-
fuls into well-greased 9-inch round
panoleaving spaces between dough.
Spoon Applesauce Topping over
Scone Dough in pan. Bake in mod-
erately hot oven (400F) about 30
minutes.
Let stand about 10 minutes be-
fore iemoving from pan. To serves
ye, break orf pieces with 2 forks.
Makes 1 coffee cake.
Explains Security For
Domestic Employment
Social security f o r domestic
workers covers only workers who
work in private homes. If a per-
son does domestic work in or
about a private home as an em-
ployee, his earnings may be cov-
ered by social security and he will
then be building insurance for
himself and his family.
This is how the social security
works for domestic workers:
A domestic employee is covered
by social security if he works for
an employer for each earnings of
at least $50 in any three months
period starting Jan. 1, April 1.
July 1, and Oct. 1. This $50 test
applies separately to each house•
hold in which he works. If a work.
er meets this simple test, he should
make sure that his employer has
a copy of his social card.
The employer is required by law
to report the earnings of his em-
ployees to the District Director of
Internal Revenue on or before
each April 30, July 31, Oct. 31,
and Jan. 31. Both the employee
and the employer pay social se-
curity tax on the worker's pay.
When an employer hires a house-
hold worker, he makes a written
record of the employee's name
and social security account num-
ber from the worker's social se-
curity card. He deducts the em-
ployee tax contribution of 2 1-4
percent from the employee's wag-
es. Ile adds 2 1-4 percent from his
own pocket and pays the tax to
the District Director of Internal
Revenue.
When the employer finds that a
domestic employee hired by him
will make at least $50 in a quarter,
NYAL PHARMACY
3109 So. Third-At Brooks Rd.
Phone EX 7-9511
Open 8 A.M. 'Til 10 P.M.
 • 
Barton Heights Substation
U. S. POST OFFICE
For Your Convenience
 • 
Save Cash Register Receipts Until
Totals $10.00 - Then Redeem Them
For A Valuable Gift.
Fast — Free Delivery Service
he should notify the District Di-
rector of Internal Revenue or the
iciest social security office so that
they may help him make the prop-
er erports. Te may use a sim-
ple tax report which is printed on
the back of a return envelope.
We call this Form 942, "Employ-
er's Quarterly Tax Return f o r
Household Employees."
Near the end of each calendar
quarter the District Director of In-
ternal Revenue will mail the Form





I am a very mature 15-year-old,
yet my parents will not let me
date. Every time a boy becomes
interested in me, he usually asks
or a date, but my parents refuse
to let me go out. I always try to
make an excuse to the boy, but
when he still insists, I end up
by admitting that my parents won't
•
I have lost many good friends
this way. All I ask for is a little
fun. How can I make my parents
understand? I make excellent
grades in school. Please help me.
J. B. C.
Dear J. B. C.:
You do have a tough problem,
DRIVING TEACHER DEAD —
Harry W. Taylor, 45, assistant
professor of auto mechanics at
Tennessee A and I State university
died recently of a heart attack.
Mr. Taylor had bees on the
school's faculty since 1947, when
he instituted the driver education
program which was later certified
by the National AAA headquarters
in Washington, D.C. A native of
Kentucky, Mr. Taylor graduated
from Tuskegee Institute, where he
specialised in auto mechanics, and
received a master's degree in edu-
cation from Wayne in Detroit.
Aside from his wife. Mrs. mile
Holt Taylor, a social worker for
the Davidson County Welfare De.
pertinent, Mr. Taylor is survived




SPRINGFIELD, III. — (INS) —
Two of the most controversial fig-
ures in American crime — thrill.
slayer Nathan F. Leopold and pro- 1
hibition era mobster Roger (The,
Terrible) Touhy — were ordered
freed front prison Thursday. 1
The 52-year-old Leopold can be
released in one month. Touhy, 59,
can leave about August 1959.
Their parole was announced by
the Illinois pardon and parole
hoard in Springfield. Both are in
Stateville penitentiary near Joliet,
Leopold, convicted In the 1924
torture-slaying of 14-year-old Bob-
by Franks in Chicago, has been in
prison 33 years. Touhy, a one-time
foe of underworld czar "Scarface"
Al Capone, was "sent up" in 1934'
on a conviction of kidnaping Johnl
Jake (The Barber) Factor.
The parole decision was an-
nounced by boa rd chairman
Franklin U. Stransky of Savanna:
III., who said the five-man board
reached a split decision in Leo-
pold's case but was unanimous on
Touhy.
Word reached Stateville Warden.
Joseph Ragen at 11:45 a.m. (CST).'
When he told the two men he said:
"For a short time, they both
looked at me with blank faces as
if they couldn't comprehend what
I was telling them.
"Then tremendous smiles of ut-
ter joy and relief spread across]
the faces of both. Leopold put his,
hands to his head, and his voice
shaking as he muttered over and
over: 'Oh, it's wonderful—wonder-
ful after all these years!' "
for I will go along with you that
at 15 (if sober and reliable) you
surely shold be permitted a few
dates. However, it may be that
your parents have fixed the age
of 16 for you, and you will have
to hold on just a few more months
until that date arrives.
Don't make excuses. Jut try
to get a straight answer from your
parents about their dating policy
and then tell the truth. Contrary
to what you many belive, you won't
lose any friends. It just may fire
the interest of these would-be dates
so that when the great day ar-
rives and you are free to go out,
who knows but what a waiting list
will be formed? If you can't date
just now, don't let that keep you
fro being agreeable and friend-
ly, and developing a friendly per-
sonality and appearance toward
the day when you can. Then you
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Reports From Fayette
County Training School
Greetings to everyone around
the Tri-State Area.
Every student at F. C. T. is
proud of the fact that our Hornet.
tea h die completed the basketball
season as an underfeated team.
Now tournament time has arrived
and WC are expecting our team
Is take top honors. Both the Diso
trict 3 and Region 3 tournaments
will he played in our gym. Good
luck to all teams.
















The Senior Class has elected
Miss Claudette Morrow as candi-
date for the title of Miss N F.
A. I think that the class made a
wonderful choice.
Good luck to you Claudia, but
I think that you are going to have
some stiff competition from the
Juniors and Sophs.




The Chicago branch of the
NAACP has received increas-
ing number of complaints of out-
rageous and justifiable bru-
tality by police officers in arrest-
ing individuals charged with
violations of the law.
Atty. Odes Nicholson, chairman
of the L gal Redress committee
of the Chicago Branch of the
NAACP said:
"These actions by police officers
constitute a violation of the civil
rights of individual citizens.
Brutality or discourteous actions
by police officers in performing
their dirties are unnecessary.
In order, are Gerry Dodson,
Cleaves, Pat Dickerson, G
Grandberry, Claudette M
Martha Franklin, Ernestine
slett, Peggy Sullivan, Mary Ta
Lynn Coleman, and Mary Ho
The top ten seior boys are
C. Grandberry, L J. Neal, Ed
Evans, Tommy Rosser, Willi
Seaberry, J. T. Brewer, Raym
Johnson, Theodore Camp
James McKinney, and G
Smith.
The Junior Class Is looking
ward with much anticipation
the junlor-senior prom.
Top records of the week
been selectel by members of
class, and each student is 1
hot forward to seeing his t
move into the top spot.
The students and their seise
are: "been So Long," Vashti
den; "Maybe," Maggie Thom
"The Stroll," Janice Bee
"Dedicated to the One I Lo
Barbara Atkins; 'Don't Let
Earl Phillips; " Buzz-Buzz,"
son Bond; "Angel Smile," A
Patterson; "I Beg of You," Ja
Fidget': "College Man," Earl
kins; and "Bettye and Dup
Shirley Pye.
On The Camp
Tuesday night the Rosen
Bears played their homeco
games. The Bears and the
etts were host to Tiptonville,
we were successful in winning
games.
Cora Mayfield played a
defensive game for the girls.
Iluddleston and Captain Cla
Bailey played in the utmost
pacity for the boys game.
Patricia Powell and Charles
ton served as the elementary
and queen. Ester Word, the
ior queen, was escorted by ba
ball star Willie Gentry. H
the second string position this
were the following boys; J
Powell, Joe Iluddleston, Ric
Fields, Clarence Jenkins, and
Ii, Wynn. Alfred Ward, a ba
ball player, served as M. C.
the homecoming activities.
; may Rodgers, Viola Willis
Martha Kink were outstanding
their creative dancing.
We wish to thank all th•
ticipants for their efforts in













Long Term Loans up to $2,500.00
KING FINANCE
Plenty of Free Parking
888 Poplar JA. 6-0651
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This in bit aew office at Se
State Line. MADAM azu is back after
king time of being away and et law she
back to stay la her sew home.
Are you Mandated with marriage? 0.
you lest faith hi year husband, wife or sweetheart? Bre
in bad health? Are you diaeouraged? If any of Men are
problem,, come let MADAM BELL advise yew at
will read life to you just as she would read an open
Tell you why year job or badness Is not a memos. If you ha
failed is. the rest rows see MADAM IRELL at Dace.
Located tot Highway SI South, prat over alksholiptd
Limo, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks
where she use to stay right adds the Deflate Motel. Be
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her
at all dates (She never had as tittles ha West Memphis.)
Catch yellow has marked Whitehavea State Line and
off at State Lbse and watt t blocks and see MADAM BELL
NAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY 111 TOO LAT1
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 Lac to 9 p-ia.
1102a190 Day, Ores on Sasday9
I dmet make any hent• calls or answer any Wows. Bo
to look for the right sign and the right IMO&
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER





Mr.. MaybeHe Lattimore was In
Memphis recently, where she nn-
derwant an operation.
Augustus Williams Is ill at his
home on Pennington street.
Mrs. Elnont Hill and Mrs. De-
!gine Hoarde are patients at the
Lauderdale County hospital.
The members of the senior choir
at the Morning Star Baptist Church
have exchanged their black robes
for beautiful maroon ones and
were wearing them last Sunday.
n was through the efforts of Walt-
er Wilson that these new robes
were obtained.
The Lauderdale Ift Yellow Jack-
ets are sharpening their sting for
the District Tournament which
opens on Thursday, Feb. 20, at
Somerville. They anticipate vic-
tory for themselves this year.
Eugene Scott, the son of Mrs.
Taylor Halliburton, is back home
after having spent 2 years in the
U. S. Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Louis Nel-
son, received a letter recently
from their daughter, Miss Billye
Nesson, in Nashville informing
them that she had taken time
out from her studies at Tennes-
see A and I State university to
have the mumps.
Mrs. Anna Campbell is very ill,
and was rushed to the Lauder-
dale County hospital recently.
Johnie McBride is also a pati-
ent at the Lauderdale County hos-
pital.
FRAZIER HIGH QUEEN —
Lover Miss His me Armstrong,
13.year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Turner Armstrong of
Millington, Tenn., was crown-
ed queen of Frazier high
school, Thursday. Feb. 13, due-
Mg their homecoming basket-
ball game. Dianne is a fresh-
man, active in the Library
Club of her school, and a mem.
her of the Pep Squad
Hire Negroes At U.S.
Exhibit, Diggs Asks
Congressman Charles C. Diggs,
jr., (D-Mich.) has asked that Ne-
groes be employed in roles other
than that of entertainers at the
Brussels Universal and Interna-
tional Exhibition to be held in
the Belgium capital this year.
Having learned that the United
States had decided to spend an
additional $2,054,000 in the Ameri-
can Exhibit at the World's Fair,
the Congressman wrote a letter to
Howard Cullman, in charge of the
exhibit, asking that Negroes be
hired also as usher guides, clerical
workers, and as skilled mainten-
ance men.
In his letter Coneressman Diggs
said, "It is my understanding that
you have already contracted with
several of America's great Negro
musical artists. I hope, however,
that you will broaden this con-
cept to indicate that we are more
than just entertainers, that we
have made many achievements in
other fields for which America is
justly proud."
Congressman Diggs suggested
, that Mr. Cullman 'consult with
esuch non-political figures at Dr. re Dumases Figure
Miss Lawrence In Racel
For Secretary Of '58'
Miss Cora L. Lawrence, former
Tri-State Defender employee, has
been selected as a candidate for
the "Miss Secretary of 1958" na-
tional contest, it was announced
last week by W. D. Callian, dean
of the Henderson Business college.
Informed of her selection as can-
Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People," Roy Wilkins,
th i ti ' tie organ za on s execu ve sec-
retary, said recently.
The Arkansas governor announc-
ed on Feb. 12 that he was re-
voking the franchises of some 300
domestic and out-of-state corpora-
tions for failure to pay the 1957
franchise tax on Feb. 1.
Mr. Wilkins cited a letter re-
ceived by the NAACP from a
special assistant to the Araansas
Attorney General in which he said,
"it will not be necessary for you
to take any action in response to
my letter notifying you that the
1957 franchise taxes are delin-
quent," because the question as to
whether the NAACP is required
to pay the tax "is already in-
volved in a law suit in Pulaski
"We are very much pleased
with Miss Lawrence's work. She is
conseientions and very efficient.
She serves as receptionist and sec-
retary to three directors, and is
in charge of purchasing of sup-
plies." Miss Lawrence is further-
ing her education by attending
didate, Miss Lawrence said: "I evening classes at Central Business
am so thrilled to be picked to college, (Extension of Indiana Una
oompete in this contest and I versity.)
hope that the general public will The names of three national
well. Kou know, we secretaries finalists will be announced from
hop ethat the general public will Washington, D. C., in mid-April.
really come to recognize our con- The three finalists will than be
tribution to the Americas way of flown to Washington and "Miss
life."
Miss Lawrence is now employed
.by the National Christian Mission-
ary convention, Indianapolis, Ind.
She has been a secretary there
since March, 1957. Emmett J.
Dickson, her employer, praised
her highly, saying:
Secretary of 1958" will be chosen.
Last year nationwide attention was
focused upon the secretarial field
in this manner and the contest of-
ficials expect a heavy response
of candidates again this year. Miss
Lucille Geyer of Boston is the cur-
rent "Miss Secretary."
NAACP Not Hit By
Gov's Proclamation
Scouts Prepare For Biggest Good Turn
Eagle Scout Howard Fox, 14, right, gives driver-safety test
to Stanley C. Hope. president of Esso Standard Oil Company.
in' New York as 43; million members of Boy Scout organiza-
tions throughout the country begin their 1958 National Safety
Good Turn—a campaign suggested to the Scouts by President
Eisenhower. Mr. Hope is a member of the National Advisory
Committee for the Safety Good Turn, which will continue the
rest of the year. Literature, films, community programs and
other activities will be used to help reduce the accident toll and
promote safe practioes on the highway, at _work, at play and in
the home. Watching the above test, center, are Henry T.
Lambert, president of the Manhattan Council, Boy Scouts of
America, and Cub Scout Sanford Garfunkel.
rifler Memphian Diestion by Gov. Orval E. Faubus re- The NAACP had previously fil- FONEW YORK — The proclaina- Chancery Court."yoking the franchise of certain cor- ed suit contending that as a non-
porations doing business in the profit organization it is not re-
state "does not affect the National quired to pay the franchise tax. n Seattle Auto Crash
Miss ti 1' Funeral services for Ira Willis
Walker, 44. a former Memphian
Student Named who was killed in an automoble
HUMBOLDT — Miss Louie
Hunt, a Stigall High school stu-
dent, has been selected as "Miss
Outlook of 1958" in a contest
sponsored by the Outlook Civic
club of Humboldt.
Miss Hunt was given a certifi-
cate as winner.
The young woman is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hunt,
and is a member of the St.
James Baptist church, of which
Rev. B. G. Ragsdale is the pas-
, tor.
Ralph Bunche or Dr. Mordecai,
Johnson to find ways in which the




corporated in American ex- In history Of France
Addict Given
Prison Term
A 29-year-old ad oted narcotics
addict Wednesday was sentenced
to a two to six year term in
prison after he ploaded guilty to
selling heroin last Dec. 21.
Sentenced by Chief Justice
Harold P. O'Connell was William
Portwood, of 4840 S. State St.
Portwood told the jurist he has
been using narcotics for some 10
years.
HAPPY-UP A HOME PARTY WITH COKE!For sitting and sipping, or served
with meals and snacks, the unique good
taste of Coke adds to the fun of any evening.
Friends dropping in tonight?
Better stock up on Coke today...
the best-loved sparkling drink
in all the world.
M.M.• • ••■•••• mom
nj
4.odyt
REGULAR KING SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Settled under authority of The Coco-Colo Company by Coce-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
PAPP/ SUGGESTION: ilai
buffet-way to serve up chicken
salad: heap the salad into split-
and-buttered hot-dog rolls, set
'em out on a platter and team
with ice-cold Coke!
By EDGAR T. STEWART
There were three Dumases In
French history. Thomas Alexander
Dumas, the first of whom we have
a record, was born in 1762 on the
island of Ilaiti of a French father
and a Negro mother. Alexander
Dumas, the elder, was his son and
born to a French mother. The
younger Alexander Dumas was
born in 1824.
Thomas was a great soldier, and
he rose rapidly from the rank of
private to general. A giant in size
and in strength, it is said that he
at one time was commander-in-
chief of Napoleon's cavalry.
Two incidents will show the
character of the man. At one time,
it is said that he saw a soldiei
committing a wrongful act. Ile
dashed over to the man, seized
him by the collar, and rode to the
guard house holding him with one
hand, and guiding his horse with
the other.
On another occasion he was
seated on his horset in battle in the
rear of the Franch army watch-
ing the fighting, when an Austrian
cavalry detatchment of about 25
attempted to attack the rear of the
French.
accident in Seattle, Wash., were
held in that city last week.
Mr. Walker was reared by his
aunt, Mrs. Blanche Rawlins Mc-,
Claran, of 500 N. Manassas St., a
retired school teacher, and had
They were coming across a
bridge when Dumas spied them
He rode back and with his sword
cut them down until the few who
were left fled.
Alexander, the elder, was one o
the world's greatest novelists, and
a very prolific writer. Two of his
most famous writings are "The
Three Musketeers," and "The
Count of Monte Cristo."
"The Three Musketeers" is a
historical novel, the story of D'Ar-
tagnan and themusketeers Athos
Athos Porthos and Aramis. The
main plot was furnised by the an-
tagoniism which existed between
Cardinal Richelieu and Queen
Anne.
"The Count of Monte Cristo,"
is a novel in which Edmond Pan-
ics, who was unjustly tried and
imprisoned, escaped by taking the
place of a dead man, and used the
dead man's money to punish his
enemies,
Alexander the younger was also
a great writer, and is best remem-
bered for his novel "La Dame aux
Camelias," which described the
world in which he had been living.




WASHINGTON — (INS) —
The president of the American
Medical Association has die;
puled the latest Kinsey report's
contention that medical doctors
performed abortions on 88 per
cent of women who admitted
baying illegal operations.
Dr. David Allman of Atlantic
City, N. J., who was in Washing-
ton to address the national food
11111111111111111111111111111telnellialalleillellielleell11111
The Yukon, 2,300 miles long, is
the largest river in Alaska and is
the fifth largest in all North Carney Named
rice.
conference, said:
"1 am convinced that the fig.
ure is entirely too high and out
of correct proportion. In my
opinion, there are a negligible
number of physicians who will
perform an illegal abortion."
The report, compiled by the
famed institute for sex research
at Indiana University, was based
on interviews with 5,293 women.
Charles A. Tiffany
Rights Director Stern,
But Short On Subject
By ETHEL L, PAYNE
WASHINGTON — The new di-
rector of the Civil Rights Com-
mission was described by those
who know him as being a typical
rugged New Englander with a
passion for stern principles, but he
knows little about the subject ,
first hand of the job to which he:
has been named.
Charles A. Tiffany, the 45-year-
old lawyer from Concord is a de-
scendant of abolitionists on both
sides o is family. They were
against slavery as normally
wrong.
However. in a state of less than
606.000 population today, New
Ilampshire has less than 1500
Negroes in the whole state, Con-
cord the fourth largest citx has
30,000 residents.
„Tiffany who was educated at
Yak' and Columbia Law School
has spent little else time besides1
his schooling outside of his native'
state.
In his campus days, he ming-
led with a set that like to describe
themselves as "boheinians,". but
that youthful fling seems to have
been put away with his college
books.
He is now known to be a stick-
ler for the law and in the tradi-
tion of his independent forebear.
em, he outrayed some of his fel-
low townsmen by openly approving
of the Supreme Court decision in
the freeing of 12 communists.
His weakest point is his total in-
experience with Negroes in num-
bers and therefore a remoteness
from the problems of living under
segregated conditions.
This is \probably one of the rea-
HUNTERS, FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, SKIN-DIVERS
— JOIN THE SEARCH —
PIRATES, HIGHWAYMEN, early settlers and explorers often
were forced to bury their valuables for safe-keeping, or when
pursued. It is estimated that lost treasure valued at hundreds
of millions of dollars lies buried along our coasts, rivers and
pioneer trails. Treasure hunters expect to recover millions
if dollars' worth of gold, silver, coin, ivory, church orna-
!nests, and jewelry this year.
We have available valuable information that every outdoors
inan should possess. You can share in an exciting adventure
and possibly be one of those who recover treasure. We will
supply you with concise up-to-date material on over 100 lost
ireasureli. perhaps some of them near you or the landmarks
vou pass each day. Send 0.00 cash, check or money order
for "Treasure Trove" today.
SOUTHERN EXPLORERS EQUIPMENT CO.
rosT (MICE BOX 11065 -- HOUSTON 23, TEXAS
sons he was chosen by President
Eisenhower, since has has no emo-
tional ties to the subject. Yester-
day he told some committee mem-
bers after he got unanimous ap-
proval that he expected to have
an "open mind" on the subject.;
Tiffany aces a grilling bothin
the Senate before the Judiciary:
Committee which must approve
him and beore the House Appro-
priations Committee which must
approve funds for the operation of
the commission.
Until these matters are cleared,1
no staff can be appointed. The'
administration is hoping to get
enough money to hire a huge staff
to make up for lost time.
Wary Southerners will probe Tif-
fany thoroughly to see what Ina
attitudes are before approving
either him or the funds, Tiffany
will probably resign his seat in
- the New Hampshire legislature.
Incidentally there is only one
NAACP branch in the whole state.,
This was recently formed at Ports-1
mouth where there is a name
base and a sizeable number of Ne-
ere personnel.
Dave Hall, managing editor of
the new monthly Hi Fi and Music
Review magazine, swears he saw
a new album the other day. It's
called "Music To Buy Records
fly."
Words of the Wise
The work an unknown good
man has done is like a vein







Leonard J. Carney, 920 E. 42nd
place is the new president of Lo-
cal 1308 UAW-C10 at the inter-
national Harvester plant, 2.ath and
Western avenue.
Mr. Carney has worked at the
plant 23 years.
Mr. Carney filled the vaeancy
left by past president Charles J.
Kelly when Mr. Kelly was promot-
ed International staff represent..
live.
Mr. Carney was elected vice
presindet of the local in 1954. He
was a steward six years. and a
grievance man two years.
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up until his death he worked as a
dining car waiter on a line serv-
ing the Pacific Northwest.
Ironically, Mr. Walker's only
brother, Frank, was also killed
in a highway accident. As a stud-
ent at Tennessee A and I State
university in 1933, he had gone to
Chicago to appear with the
school's concert choir at the
World's Fair, and was returning to
Nashville, when a heavy freight
truck sideswiped the bus. He died
en route to a Louisville hospital.
Seven students were injured in the
crash.
Mr. Walker was a graduate of
Booker T. Washington nigh school
and a member of the Collins CME
church when he lived here.
Aside from his aunt, Mrs. Mc-
Claran, Mr. Walker is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lilly Walker. of
Portland, Oregon, five aunts, Mrs.
Sarah Thrower, Mrs, Yetta Holli-
day, Mrs. Sadie Anderson, Mrs.
Mattie Bragg of Chicago, and Mrs.
Mollie Hall of Memphis; and an
uncle, Bennie Walker, of Chicago.
For Mrs. McClaran, it was the
third death to occur in her family
in the past three months. In De-
IRA W. WALKER cember, she lost a sister. Mrs.
I. aerie Eva Hail, of St. Louis, Mo.,
been living on the West Coast for ;lad in January, another nephew,
some years. During World War II William DeWitt Rankins, died in







around Henderson Business Col-
lege. We have engaged in many
activities in addition to our re-
gular studies. We enjoy interest-
ing programs during our assembly
hours on Tuesday and Fridays,
mFrom time to time, we invite
our many friends to share thei ex-
periences with us. Rev. J. A. Mc-
Daniel, secretary, Memphis Ur-
ban League, brought us some val-
uable points on "What Is Expect-
ed of a Secretary." We didn't
i'know so much was expected of
a secretary. I can see now that a
secrtary or a record-keeper plays
a very important role in every
phase of business. Some weeks lat-
er our own Nat D., from WDIA,
brought us a special message that
gave us something to think about
for a ion?, long time.
Following the organization of
our Student Council for 1958,
"Miss Henderson" was selected.
Well, whom do you think was the
lucky girl? It was none other than
Miss Josephine Jones. To know
her is to love her. Sheehas per-
sonality plus—a senior, too. The
officers of the Student Council are
as follows: Bennie Minor, presi.
dent Charlotte Jackson, secretary.
Charles Mathis, treasurer: Addie
Hunt, business manager. The Stu-
dent Council is very helpful around
our school,
.The freshman class, under direc-
tion (a Mrs. Jean Gilmore, pre-
sented a very unique program.
They sprang a big surprise on
their audience when they appear-
ed in dark skirts and red blouses.
Gee, They really looked swell.
Thera WWI nothing short about
their program, either. Would you
like to know the names of the
officers of the freshman class?
Here they are: Sue Hall, presi-
dent, Barbara Jacobs, secretary;
George Ilarding, assistant secret-
ary; Patricia Oats, treasurer;
Louise Shipp, business manager;
Hazel Casey reporter. The Fresh-
man gave a parte at the home
of Miss Jaiqueline Johnson. It was
well attended and we had oodles
of fun.
Sit back now and see what the
seniors are doing — like the song
"their time is winding up." Just
one more quarter, and they will
I be ready to take a job as a book-
keeper or secretary. This class is
taking the executive secretarial
and the higher accounting cours-
CS.
' Since we enroll new students at
the beginning of each quarter, we
have son,e stucrents completing
their courses at the end of each
quarter. Miss Mary D. Curtis, who
commeted the Executive Secretari-
al Course in the early part of
• 
last December, is now employed
at the University Life Insurance
Company. The following students
who will complete the executive
secretarial course at the end of
this quarter. March 'T. ̀  are Mary
Glenn, Pearlie Sommerville and
Bennie Minor.
A few weeks ago, the senior
class gave an enjoyable party at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
Smith. Mrs. Jacquelyn Smith
greeted her guest in a most grac-
ious manner and saw that every
one had a wonderful time.
The members of the social com-
mittee, who were responsible for
the gala affair were Amanda
Jones. Josephine , Jones, Barbara
Anderson, Barbara Burke, Annie
Dawkins, Vernet' Day, Mary
Glenn and Buford Malone.
Seen at the party were: Addie
Hunt, Emily King, Glenda Adams,
Thelma Doxey, Marvin Bell,
Grady Bins, Dorothy Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Jackson, Wilma
Moody, Oleria Clayborne, Inez
Brunson, Marva Walters, William
Ragleand, Harry Harris, Miss Inez
Dallas, Isaac Lee, Bert Morrow,
Jimmy Fields, Orzelle Mason,
Clifford Grice, Beatrice Shaw,
Larry Jones, Willie Stevens, Mrs.
Bernice Mayes, Mr. Leon Jones,
Albert Coffman, Frank Kelly and
many others. Mrs. Bernice Mayes
is senior class adviaor.
Inhabitants of the Philippine IS.
lands speak 87 different languag-
es, all related and some o‘ them
only dialets.
WE SALUTE THE BAND!
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL - MEMPHIS
RICHARD (Tuft) GREENE - Director
WE SELL AND SERVICE THEM
COLIE STOLTZ MUSIC CO.
HOME OF THE BANDS
111 MADISON AVENUE




Stops Attacks in Minutes... Relief Lasts for HounlN. Y. (SpeelsI)—The asthma mmatene opens bronchial tubes,fnrmula 5, ibed more than any loosens mucous congeetion, relievesother by doctors for their private taut nervous tension. All this with-patients in now available to asthma out taking painful injectionn.sufferers without prescription. The secret is—Pri mitten. combinesMedical teets proved this formula 3 medicines (in full prescriptionatop, ”thme attacks in minutes and strength) found most effective Ingives hours of freedom from recur- combination for asthma distrese.renee of painful asthma spasms. Each performs • special purpose.This formula limo effective that it So look forward to sleep at nightI. the physieians' leading asthma and freedom from asthma imamsprescription ',o safe that now it can ...get Primatene,, at any drugstore.be sold -- withnat preReriptiere — in Only Oaf—money-back-guarantee.tiny tablets called Primates*. WOW rhopuraml Comma
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